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D

EAR Reader, it is our pleasure to present to you Communication Papers of the 15th Conference on Computer
Science and Information Systems (FedCSIS’2020), which
took place fully remotely, on September 7-9, 2020. Conference was originally planned to take place in Sofia, Bulgaria,
but the global COVID-19 pandemics forced us to adapt and
organize the conference online.
The communication papers were introduced in 2017 as a
separate category of contributions. They report on research
topics worthy of immediate communication. They may be
used to mark a hot new research territory, or to describe
work in progress in order to quickly present it to scientific
community. They may also contain additional information
omitted from the earlier papers, or may present software
tools and products in a research state.

FedCSIS 2020 was Chaired by prof. Stefka Fidanova,
while dr. Nina Dobrinkova acted as the Chair of the Organizing Committee. This year, FedCSIS was organized by
the Polish Information Processing Society (Mazovia
Chapter), IEEE Poland Section Computer Society Chapter, Systems Research Institute Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw University of Technology, Wrocław University of Economics and Business, and Institute of Information and Communication Technologies, Bulgarian
Academy of Sciences.
FedCSIS 2020 was technically co-sponsored by: IEEE
Poland Section, IEEE Czechoslovakia Section Computer
Society Chapter, IEEE Poland Section Systems, Man, and
Cybernetics Society Chapter, IEEE Poland Section Computational Intelligence Society Chapter, IEEE Poland Section Control System Society Chapter, Committee of Computer Science of the Polish Academy of Sciences, Mazovia Cluster ICT Poland, Eastern Cluster ICT Poland
and Bulgarian Section of SIAM.
During FedCSIS 2020, the keynote lectures were delivered by:
• Christian Blum Artificial Intelligence Research
Institute (IIIA-CSIC), Barcelona, Spain, “Are you a
Hybrid? Yes, of course, everyone is a Hybrid
nowadays!”
• George Boustras, European University Cyprus “Critical Infrastructure Protection – on the interface of
safety and security”
• Hans-Georg Fill, University of Fribourg, Switzerland,
„From Digital Transformation to Digital Ubiquity:
The Role of Enterprise Modeling”
FedCSIS 2020 consisted of five Tracks. Within each
Track, topical Technical Sessions have been organized.
Some of these Technical Sessions have been associated
with the FedCSIS conference series for many years, while
some of them are relatively new. Their role is to focus and
enrich discussions on selected areas pertinent to the general scope of each Track.
• Track 1: Artificial Intelligence
∘ Topical technical sessions:
━
15th International Symposium on Advanced
Artificial Intelligence in Applications (AAIA'20)
━
13th International Workshop on
Computational Optimization (WCO'20)
━
5th International Workshop on Language

Technologies and Applications (LTA'20)
• Track 2: Computer Science & Systems
∘ Topical technical sessions:
━
Advances in Computer Science and Systems
(ACS&S’20)
━
13th Workshop on Computer Aspects of
Numerical Algorithms (CANA'20)
━
11th Workshop on Scalable Computing
(WSC'20)
• Track 3: Network Systems and Applications
∘ Topical technical sessions:
━
Advances in Network Systems and
Applications (ANSA’20)
━
4th Workshop on Internet of Things –
Enablers, Challenges and Applications (IoTECAW’20)
━
International Forum of Cyber Security,
Privacy, and Trust (NEMESIS'20)
• Track 4: Information Systems and Technology
∘ Topical technical sessions:
━
Advances in Information Systems and
Technologies (AIST)
━
2nd Special Session on Data Science in
Health, Ecology and Commerce (DSH'20)
━
15th Conference on Information Systems
Management (ISM'20)
━
26th Conference on Knowledge Acquisition
and Management (KAM’20)
• Track 5: Software and System Engineering
∘ Topical technical sessions:
━
Advances in Software and System
Engineering (ASSE’20)
━
4th International Conference on Lean and
Agile Software Development (LASD'20)
━
6th Workshop on Model Driven Approaches in
System Development (MDASD'20)
━
Joint 40th IEEE Software Engineering
Workshop (SEW-40) and 7th International Workshop
on Cyber-Physical Systems (IWCPS-7)
Each paper, found in this volume, was refereed by at least
two referees.
The program of FedCSIS required a dedicated effort of
many people. We would like to express our warmest gratitude to all Committee members, of each Track and each
Technical Session, for their hard work in attracting and later
refereeing 206 submissions (regular and data mining).
We thank the authors of papers for their great contribution into theory and practice of computing and software
systems. We are grateful to the invited speakers for sharing their knowledge and wisdom with the participants.
Last, but not least, we thank prof. Fidanova and dr. Dobrinkova. It should be stressed that they made all the
preparations to organize the conference in Bulgaria. They
also worked with us diligently when we were forced to
move the conference online. Stefka and Nina, we are very
grateful for all your efforts! As a matter of fact, we hope
to organize FedCSIS in Bulgaria as soon as the World returns to normal (even if it will be the “new normal”).
We hope that you had an inspiring conference. We also
hope to meet you again for the 16th Conference on Computer Science and Intelligence Systems (FedCSIS 2021).

Please note an upcoming change in the conference name,
from Information Systems to Intelligence Systems. The
change is warranted, first, by the changes in the world
around us. As can be easily observed, broadly understood,
intelligence is permeating all aspects of our reality. Second, this change is already reflected by the kinds of paper
submissions that are being received by all FedCSIS
Tracks, and our intent to attract even more submissions
related to all sorts of Intelligence Systems (including of
course Artificial Intelligence, but also Business Intelligence, Management Intelligence, Human Intelligence, Financial Intelligence, Embedded Intelligence, Computational Intelligence, Collective Intelligence, Biomedical
Intelligence, Military Intelligence, Network Intelligence…).

Taking into account the level of uncertainty related to
COVID-19, we are seriously considering organizing the next
edition of the conference online, again. However, the final
decision has not been reached, yet.
Co-Chairs of the FedCSIS Conference Series
Maria Ganzha, Warsaw University of Technology, Poland
and Systems Research Institute Polish Academy of Sciences,
Warsaw, Poland
Leszek Maciaszek, Wrocław University of Economics,
Wrocław, Poland and Macquarie University, Sydney,
Australia
Marcin Paprzycki, Systems Research Institute Polish
Academy of Sciences, Warsaw Poland and Management
Academy, Warsaw, Poland
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ANY real world problems arising in engineering, economics, medicine and other domains can be formulated
as optimization tasks. These problems are frequently characterized by non-convex, non-differentiable, discontinuous, noisy
or dynamic objective functions and constraints which ask for
adequate computational methods.
The aim of this workshop is to stimulate the communication between researchers working on different fields of
optimization and practitioners who need reliable and efficient
computational optimization methods.
T OPICS
The list of topics includes, but is not limited to:
• combinatorial and continuous global optimization
• unconstrained and constrained optimization
• multiobjective and robust optimization
• optimization in dynamic and/or noisy environments
• optimization on graphs
• large-scale optimization, in parallel and distributed computational environments
• meta-heuristics for optimization, nature-inspired approaches and any other derivative-free methods
• exact/heuristic hybrid methods, involving natural computing techniques and other global and local optimization
methods
• numerical and heuristic methods for modeling
The applications of interest are included in the list below,
but are not limited to:
• classical operational research problems (knapsack, traveling salesman, etc)
• computational biology and distance geometry
• data mining and knowledge discovery
• human motion simulations; crowd simulations
• industrial applications

•
•

optimization in statistics, econometrics, finance, physics,
chemistry, biology, medicine, and engineering
environment modeling and optimization
B EST PAPER AWARD

The best WCO’20 paper will be awarded during the social
dinner of FedCSIS 2020.
The best paper will be selected by WCO’20 co-Chairs
by taking into consideration the scores suggested by the
reviewers, as well as the quality of the given oral presentation.
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•
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II. O PERATION OF SHUNTING LOCOMOTIVES

Abstract—Shunting locomotives perform specific functions
characterized by short mileages, variable load weights and
a high idling rate. Battery technology based on traction is
a very suitable solution for shunting locomotives due to the
possibility of accumulating kinetic energy in the power supply.
The optimization of the energy efficiency of regenerative braking
and the possibilities for efficient shunting in industrial plant were
studied.

There is clearly a very great diversity of shunting duties
depending from local railways configuration and practices. But
it is possible to identify some common characteristics:
•

I. I NTRODUCTION

•

Maneuvering activity is a major operation performed on
the territory of freight yards, in passengers terminal stations,
depots, in industrial plants connected to rail network, in
harbours and multimodal terminals. Industrial sites connected
to the rail network own shunter locomotives for freight wagons
shunting on their premises. In order to be able to operate
independently from the overhead voltage, or on non-electrified
rail, most shunter locomotives are diesel electric or diesel hydraulic locomotives [1]. Diesel engines typically operate in an
inefficient mode, which in a competitive business environment
makes them economically unprofitable. To a great extent, this
is aided by the rising fuel prices over the past decade and
the high maintenance costs of conventional engines. In the
case of battery-powered locomotives, these costs are reduced
to the maintenance costs of the used battery. Machines on
batteries have the possibility of regenerative braking, which
enables the kinetic energy to be transformed into electric and
re-accumulated in the battery [12]. Interesting is the energy
efficiency of this type of braking and its benefits for shunting
locomotives.

•

When maneuvering with train braking or unloading special
types of wagons, large amounts of compressed air are required,
which requires the use of powerful air compressors in this type
of locomotive. A special feature of the shunting movements
is that the locomotive does not leave its place of work and in
a large percentage of cases it has access to standard industrial
voltage. This feature of shunting locomotives allows the use
of batteries tailored to a single shift for a particular application
and a minimum volume and power of the locomotive.
Speed vs Force ES1000
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Shunting is operated at low speed, typically below
15km/h.
The distance traveled with the shunted vehicle or train is
relatively short less than 5km
The loads to shunt vary in a wide range from the mass
of a shunting locomotive to several thousand tons.
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Fig. 1. Traction characteristics ES1000 Shunting locomotive
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Fig. 2. Railway from industrial plant

The track development of an industrial plant for loading
chamotte shows Fig 2. In section 1-2 carriage of wagons is
carried out by laying on each wagon.
Fig. 5. ES1000 in working conditions.[2]
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Fig. 3. Typical speed mode when loading 12 freight wagons with chamotte
in industrial plant.

The mode at which this task is performed can be seen in
Fig. 3 in the range 1000-8000 s. After filling all the wagons,
the composition passes through the Weighbridge in section 23 and interval 8000-9000s. Fig. II. Continue to section 3-4
for a change of the rail. In section 5-6 there is a stay of full
wagons, ready to travel on national infrastructure. After the
interval 8000 s. in Fig. 3 is the hardest job of the locomotive
in which it draws 960t. The diagram in Fig. 3 shows: in orange
the set speed reference and in blue the current engine speed
for the entire period of the study. Negative speed marks a
backward movement.
III. T HE SYSTEM UNDER STUDY
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Shunting locomotives differ from highway locomotives
with the lower power and maximum speed they possess.
Battery Shunting locomotives in turn differ with extremely
low power due to technological disadvantages of modern
sources for energy storage, namely, low density and massive
mass. Schematic diagram of an ES1000 shunting locomotive
represented in Fig. 4. The locomotive has two axles and has a
total weight of 28t. Each wheel is powered by Induction Motor
with a power of 30kW . There is also an Induction Motors
of 17kW to drive the air compressor. Control of the electric
motors is carried out by a four quadrant vector control. As a
power source, Lead-Acid Battery with a capacity of 1356Ah
and a voltage of 80 VDC is used. The total stored power of the
locomotive equals 390M J, sufficient to provide energy for one
work shift. Battery is the oldest electric energy stored technology. A battery consists of multiple electrochemical cells,
connected in parallel and series to form a unit. Cells consist
of two electrodes immersed in an electrolyte solution. Batteries
work based on the following principle: due to reversible
chemical reactions that occur at the electrodes, a potential
difference appears between them. Consequently, energy can
reversibly change from electrical form to the chemical form
[4], [14], [15]. The Lead-Acid battery is unpretentious to
the charge current and for short periods can resist larger
circuit currents. Charge of the battery from the power grid
takes 5 hours, from a fully discharged battery. The maximum
discharge current of the traction inverter is 650A each. The
maximum allowed discharge current of the entire system is:

Control
Unit

CAN BUS

Idischargemax = Itraction1 + Itraction2 + Icomp. + Iaux. =
= 650 + 650 + 150 + 50 ≈ 1500A

Fig. 4. Electrical diagram from battery shunting locomotive.

Current with this value is peak and it lasts less than a
minute. The control is carried out by the Control Unit and the
distributed system from the traction controllers. All electronics
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device connected in CAN-bus network. Data capture is done
via the Serial port of the traction inverter. Data is recorded by
an additional installed logger on the shunting locomotive with
a sampling time of 0.5 s. Data recording begins immediately
after the locomotive exits the Depot for the interval 0-1000s
/Fig. 3/ and ends at Depot’s place for charge. Locomotive in
the experimental conditions of an industrial plant shows in
Fig. 5.
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Fig. 6. Traction current log from traction inverter 1

The experiment was carried out in an industrial plant for
loading chamotte. Fig. 6 shows a current log consumed by
M 1 for one working cycle (t ≈ 10000s.). The orange graph is
the consumed current, and the blue one is the current returned
to the battery, marked with a reverse sign. In the conducted
trials, the train stop is performed only by a traction engine.
The train brake is switched on but not in use. Its goal is to
increase the security of shunting.
The stored kinetic energy Ek during movement with a 960t
train and a speed of 8km/h is:
960t(8km/h)2
mv 2
=
= 4, 7M J
2
2
In case of braking, this energy must be scattered into the
atmosphere in the form of heat or re-accumulated in the form
of electrical energy. Modern propulsion technologies enable
much of this energy to be absorbed and reused. These capabilities of electric locomotives and especially battery locomotives
create the opportunity to increase energy efficiency in rail
transport. The change in battery voltage is illustrated in Fig.
7. The nominal voltage is 80V but due to the large discharge
currents, it drops to 55V at discharge and increases to 95V in
the regeneration brake and charge from the Traction inverter.
The energy consumed without regenerative braking for the
shunting cycle:
Z T
u(t)i(t)dt = 85.5M J
Ebrake =

The research is done from recorded data on one of the
traction inverters. The total power consumption of the two
drives and the air compressor is 219M J (61kW h) measured
as the electricity required to charge the battery from the
power grid. For the same amount of work done with a diesel
locomotive, the energy consumed equals 80 liters of diesel
fuel. The data for about 41% efficiency is also confirmed by
other publications related to the study of regenerative braking
energy efficiency [3-8,17-25]. The one-year electricity savings
during similar work operations from the use of a regenerative
brake is approximately:
Ereg = Ebrake − Eregbrake = 6000M J = 1.6M W/h
The economic benefit of using a battery shunting locomotive instead of manoeuvrable diesel engine is the electricity
consumption for a year /instead of diesel fuel/:

Ek =

0

The energy consumed with regenerative braking for the
shunting cycle:
Z T
u(t)i(t)dt = 60.7M J
Eregbrake =
0

Etotal = (240workingdaysright)(61kW/h) = 14640kW/h
Diesel fuel consumption per year for the same type of work
is:
Dieself uel = (240workingdays)(80L) = 19200L
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Fig. 8. Battery discharge index for Lead-Acid
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Consumption of energy from the battery illustrates Fig. 8.
It could be seen that for the given work cycle, loading and
shunting of 12 chamotte wagons, the battery has rendered all
of its energy up to 40.
For larger volumes of work, the capacity of the battery
can be increased in accordance with a particular application.
The locomotive works during different periods of the year
under different climatic conditions in a moderate climate with
success and without failures or change in performance. At
ambient temperatures of -20 C, changes in battery capacity do
not have a significant effect on the performance. Despite the
small number of Lead-Acid Battery cycles and shorter lifetime
than alternative options, their life may exceed 10 years in
normal exploitation. At this price point these type of batteries
used in vehicles remain the cheapest solution [9], [20].
V. C ONCLUSION
This article explores the energy efficiency optimization of
regenerative braking in shunting locomotives instead of the
conventional braking with the automatic train brake. LeadAcid technology has been studied to power and store energy.
Regenerative braking optimizes shunting costs and reduces
wear on train braking systems. Electric battery shunting locomotives provide a real opportunity to reduce emissions in
cities and industrial plants. The reduction of harmful emissions
in railway transport has emerged as a strategic task for the
Union of Railways with a database of technologies enabling
optimization of the energy efficiency. The ability to charge the
battery from renewable energy sources allows us to achieve
zero emission. In the future work some other techniques for
energy optimization will be discussed.
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be applied for the considered study. Finally, the proposed
equations are presented in section VI and the last section VII
concludes the paper by summarizing the contents of the study
and future studies.

Abstract—In this paper, we propose an iterative descent
method to predict compressive cement strength estimated parameters for lime and cement as coating substances. We first propose
a formal description of the problem by using a mathematical
model that is based upon a series of equations. The aforementioned equations are related to both the ratio of quantity of water
to quantity of coating substance and the ratio of quantity of straw
to quantity of coating substance. Second, we propose to solve
the model by applying a gradient descent method. It is applied
for reaching results closest to the data gathered from a real
experimental studies conducted on the coating of flax straw before
incorporating them into a cement matrix. The experimental part
shows that the proposed model is capable to predict The the
estimation of the parameters necessary for such study.
Index Terms—Prediction; Optimization; Gradient descent.

T

II. A N OVERVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Compressive Cement Strength Test (namely CCST) is the
most important test for quality control which conventionally
takes 28 days of experiments (for more details the reader can
be referred to de Siqueira Tango [2]).
Generally there are two ways to perform CCST: (i) the
first way can be achieved by considering the experimental
test, where Accelerated Atrength test methods (namely AST)
is applied and, (ii) the second way based on predicting the
variables-values using soft computing-based methods.
CCST by itself is time consuming and therefore expensive
for industries. Considering the importance of CCST, we decided to simulate the experiment by proposing mathematical
formulations. Indeed, we mainly propose equations in this
study that are able to simulate the variables of CCST.
We note that there are several studies that focus on the soft
computing-based methods, including regressions and neural
networks. However regression methods seems popular and less
complicated to tackle when compared to the other studies (cf.,
de Siqueira Tango [2] and, Snell, et al. [1]).
Behavior of these materials by itself depends on several
chemical and physical parameters that affect each other in
nature. Therefore, detecting and optimizing these materials
is not the most efficient method. Thus, both statistical and
analytical models with the use of soft computing-based approaches, including regression analysis seems a promising
way to the Compressive Cement Strength Prediction Problem
(noted CCSPP).
The optimization of concrete (and generally composites)
concerns selecting values for the constituent parameters.
Baykasoglu et al. [4] proposed a two-step approach for multi
objective optimization of high-strength concretes (namely
HSCs). In their study, they applied a regression analysis, a
neural networks and a gen expression programming to predict
HSCs parameters in the first step. The first step established
equations that represent concrete characteristic in terms of its
components. According to these equations, a multiobjective
optimization model has been proposed that is solved by using
a genetic algorithm; that is the second step of their approach.
In Baykasoglu et al. [3] another way to tackle the CCSPP
has been proposed. Indeed, the authors proposed a gene

I. I NTRODUCTION

HE MOST important mechanical property of a concrete
is it’s compressive strength. Compressive strength test is
a commonly used experiment to measure the characteristics
of the cement properties. In this study the experiment is
conducted in the laboratory of IMAP on the coating of flax
straw before their incorporation into a cement matrix. During
the experiment, the ratio of quantity of water to quantity of
Coating Substance (noted CS) and the ratio of the quantity of
straw to quantity of CS varied.
Measured characteristics are density, water absorption capacity and decrease in water absorption capacity (comparison
with untreated straws) of straws and flexural strength, compressive strength, density, dimensional variation on drying and
extreme dimensional variation of composites. The objective of
the experiment is to have high mechanical properties and low
dimensional variation on the formulated product.
Several studies proposed soft computing-based approaches
to predict the mechanical strength of concrete. Generally, these
approaches tend to design models based upon linear and / or
nonlinear regression equations (cf., Snell, et al. [1]).
During practical sessions, we noticed that this experiment
is time consuming and expensive as it needs to recruit people to perform the experiments. In order to overcome these
difficulties, often encountered in these studies, we propose
a mathematical model for predicting results related to the
principal parameters of the study.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
describes a brief overview of the related studies. In section III,
the parameters of the experiment is described, where a brief
representation of the data used is provided in section IV.
Section V shows how linear regression-based method can
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expression programming, neural networks and stepwise
regression analysis as soft computing techniques.
Herein, we aim to simulate CCST by mathematical equations. The equations will return the parameters that needs to be
varied in a real experiment. Results of the equations obtained
in this study can be replaced with carried experiment.
III. COMPRESSIVE CEMENT STRENGTH TEST PARAMETERS
In this study we considered two different experiments:
1) The first experiment. The objective is to predict the ratio
of quantity of water to quantity of CS and the ratio of
quantity of straw to quantity of CS for lime by having
the density, water absorption capacity and decrease in
water absorption capacity (comparison with untreated
straws) of straws and flexural strength, compressive
strength, density, dimensional variation on drying and
extreme dimensional variation of composites. This experiment will results two equation where each of this
equations is used to predict a ratio.
2) The second experiment. In addition to the first experiment, the second experiment will calculate the two ratios
related to the cement.
Table I reports the parameters used in this study. These
parameters are considered in both experiments for Lime and
Cement.
TABLE I: Design variables
Symbol
X1
X2
X3
X4
X5
X6
X7
X8
Y1
Y2

Parameter
Shive water absorbance diminution (%)
Shive water absorbance (%)
Shive bulk density (kg/m3)
Composite Rf (Mpa)
Composite Rc (MPa)
Composite bulk density (kg/m3)
Composite DS (mm/m)
Composite EDV (mm/m)
Shive/Coating substance (S/CS)
Water/Coating Substance (W/CS)

Therefore, using symbols introduced in Table I, on the one
hand, for the first experiment the parameters are represented by
the set {X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7, X8} and Y1 denotes
the variable to predict for Lime. On the other hand, for the
second equation the parameters are characterized with the set
{X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7, X8} and Y2 is the predicted
variable. In the second experiment the similar parameters are
selected using data of Cement.
IV. DATA COLLECTION
Practical experiments are conducted in IMAP Laboratory,
where 123 experiments were conducted on the coating substances including: (i) 60 experiments on Lime, (ii) 3 on the
non treated material and, (iii) 60 experiments on Cement.
In the experiment, for each CS, the ratio of quantity of water
to quantity of CS is varied in the interval {0.33, 0.5, 0.75 ,
1} while the ratio of the quantity of straw to quantity of CS
is varied in interval {0.5 , 0.75 1, 2}.

For each CS the measured parameters are shive water
absorbance (%) , shive bulk density (kg/m3) , composite Rf
(Mpa), composite Rc (MPa), composite bulk density (kg/m3),
composite DS (mm/m), composite EDV (mm/m). Finally,
the amount of shive water absorbance diminution (%) is
mathematically calculated using the provided data from the
experiments.
We note that the goal of the experiment is to preserve high
mechanical properties and low dimensional variation on the
formulated coating substances. Average of the data for each
experiment is summarized in Table III
V. R EGRESSION ANALYSIS
There are several studies in the literature that implement
various algorithms to optimize gradient descent as one of the
most popular optimization methods.(e.g. Bengio [6]).
The gradient descent my be distinguished with its three
variants: (i) batch gradient descent, (ii) stochastic gradient
descent and, (iii) mini-batch gradient descent. The difference
between these varaints lies in the amount of the data.
Herein, as mentioned in below, data is expensive and
collecting the data is time consuming. Therefore, the amount
of available data are limited.
Batch gradient descent calculates the gradient for the whole
data set. Therefore, dealing with large dataset, batch gradient
descent performs very slowly. Because the number of data are
limited in this study, we can safely use the batch gradient
descent (for more details, the reader can refer to Ruder [5].
A. Gradient descent
One of the most applied methods in the literature, to perform
optimization and prediction, we can cite the gradient descent;
that is due to its simplicity and applicability for several
applications and problems to solve.
In what follows, the aim is to establish linear equations to
predict CCST parameters. Indeed, the proposed linear model
may be formulated as follows:
P (θ) = θ0 + Xθ

(1)

In equation (1), θ0 refers to a constant value, X deotes
the parameters of the model and θ is the coefficient of the
parameters. The objective function is defined as the average
summation of the square prediction errors for the linear
regression. Differently stated, the objective function is also
referred as the following cost function:
m

C(θ) =

2
1 X
P (θ)i − Yi ,
2m i=1

(2)

where C(θ) represents the cost function for each θ, m denotes
the number of the training examples and Y is the actual value
of the variable; that is predicted using the cost function.
The gradient descent tries to minimize the objective function
using an iterative procedure, where the coefficients of the
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parameters of the model are updated by using the following
equation:
m

θj := θj −

λ X
(P (θ)i − Yi )Xi
m i=1

(3)

At each iteration of the gradient descent, θ will be updated to
the opposite direction of the gradient of the objective function.
The parameter λ determines the learning rate. It determines
step sizes to reach a local minimum. In other words, at each
step we move to the direction of the slope of the objective
function towards the bottom of a slope, until a local minimum
is reached.
B. Principal analysis
Data described and explained in section IV are analyzed by
using the following procedure:
1) Shuffling data.
As described in section IV, data are organized during
experimental test. Thus, we shuffled the data to avoid
miscalculations and computational errors. The shuffling
is performed in a way that only the order of the data
will be permuted randomly not the parameters of the
experiments.
2) Separate dataset into training set and test set:
Data is separated into two groups: the training set and
the test set. Shuffling the data in the previous step is
necessary so that there will be no difference in the
quality of the data in training and test set.
Statistical analysis will be performed in the training set
and the quality of the method will be examined in the
test set. Note that the size of the test set is setting
equal to 30% of the data and the rest (i.e, 70% of data)
represents the size of the test set.
3) Mean normalizing the features (average and standard
deviations):
Measured data from CCST has various ranges and thus
there is a great difference by order of the magnitude in
these features. Table II represents both minimum and
maximum values for each parameter. As in Table II, the
range of the values are diversified (i.e, one parameter
can be 100 times bigger than the other). In this case,
scaling the features by mean normalization will drive the
gradient descent-based algorithm to converge. Therefore,
in order to perform gradient descent on the data, it is
advised to mean normalize the data as follows:
X −µ
,
(4)
σ
where X denotes the value of the parameter to be
normalized, µ and σ represent the average and the
standard deviations, respectively. Note that µ and σ are
calculated once on the training set and then they applied
to normalize the test set.
4) Randomly initializing θ:
The parameter θ is the coefficient of the parameters that
described in section V-A. Before applying the gradient
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descent, θ should be initialized. Herein, is is randomly
initialized in the interval [0, 1].
5) Optimizing θ with the gradient descent algorithm:
By defining the two parameters (number of iterations
and learning rate), the gradient descent algorithm can be
applied on the data. One way to verify if the gradient
descent algorithm works correctly, it suffies to calculate
the cost function and to verify if the value related to
the average square of the prediction error as the cost
function is decreasing at each iteration.
6) Prediction equation:
After normalizing test set data, using the average and
standard deviations of the training set, predicting the
variables may be computed as follows:
Y = Xθ,

(5)

where X denotes the normalized data from the test set
and Y is that corresponding to the predicted value.
Of course, for more comprehensive documentary and introductory, the reader can refer to Ng [7].
VI. C OMPUTATIONAL R ESULTS
The data are analysed using GNU Octave, version 5.2.0
on a mac OS Catalina with 2.3 GHz Intel Core i5 processor.
Parameters tuning of the gradient descent procedure are considered as follows: (i) learning rate Λ is set to 0.01 and (ii)
the number of iterations is set to 50000. Note that there are
60 data for each experiments. Thus, the computational time is
negligible (less than a minute).
The prediction equations for the two experiments on Lime
are provided as follows (cf., Equation 6 and Equation 7):
Y1 = 0.86 - 0.05 X1 + 0.05 X2 -0.20 X3 + 0.01 X4 -0.26 X5 + 0.23 X6 -0.01 X7+ 0.29 X8

(6)

and
Y2 = 1.01 - 0.05 X1 +0.05 X2 -0.21 X3 + -0.07 X4 -0.87 X5 + 0.90 X6 -0.01 X7-0.27 X8

(7)

The same procedure is applied for Cement, where the
followings equations (Equation 8 and Equation 9) are used:
Y1 = 0.92 -0.13 X1 + 0.06 X2 -0.22 X3 + -0.07 X4 +0.12 X5 + -0.19 X6 +0.13 X7+ -0.08 X8

(8)

and
Y2 = 1.11 - 0.05 X1 0.02 X2 -0.32 X3 + 0.05 X4 +0.52 X5 + -0.24 X6 +0.04 X7 -0.41 X8

(9)

The performance of prediction via gradient descent algorithm to predict variables of CCST is depicted in Figure 1,
Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4. From the figures, one can
observe what follows:
• First, the gradient descent can provide interesting predictions for the experiments
• Second, the errors of the proposed analysis may be due
to the possible human errors in the data set and / or
interactions between parameters of the study. We hope
that the latter can be faced by applying neural network
or logistics regressions instead of gradient descent.
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Fig. 1: Prediction of ratio of shive to coating substance Y 1 versus ratio of shive to coating substance for the test data for Lime

Fig. 2: Prediction of ratio of water to coating substance (Y2) VS ratio of water to coating substance for the test data for Lime

•

•

Third, the average errors reaching the predictions related
to the ratio of shive to coating substance and water to
coating substance are equal to -0.02 and 0.17 for Lime
and, equal to 0.00 and 0.10 for Cement accordingly.
Fourth and last, the learning rate is set to 0.01 and the
number of iterations is set to 60000. As the number of
training set is less than 100, the runtime is not significant
(less than a minute). Finally, the established equations are
parameterized using descriptions in Table I.
VII. C ONCLUSION

In this study we proposed mathematical equations to simulate the Compressive Cement Strength Test referred as CCST.
Such a problem is the most important test in quality control
for the industries. In practice, CCST takes 28 days and it is
expensive to provide the final results. Therefore, this paper
proposed an approach that is able to predict the parameters
of the experiment. In order to establish efficient values for
the parameters, a gradient descent-based algorithm has been
proposed, where linear equations were considered. For future
research, several directions of research can be considered.
Indeed, first, neural networks can be adapted to predict some

parameters and so, in some cases they can be applied for
providing tight estimations. Second, the hybridization between
neuronal networks and operational research technics can be
envisaged for achieving better predictions of the parameters.
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TABLE II: Range of parameters
Coating substance (CS)
Lime
Lime
Cement
Cement

Range
Min
Max
min
max

X1 (%)
36.43
77.66
38.23
78.18

X2 (%)
47.93
136.40
46.81
132.54

X3 (kg/m3)
129.70
298.50
130.60
340.75

X4 (Mpa)
0.14
2.57
0.16
3.28

X5 (MPa)
0.63
9.56
0.31
7.41

X6 (kg/m3)
583.63
1047.93
556.09
1099.49

X7 (mm/m)
2.40
8.17
0.00
7.66

X8 (mm/m)
1.31
8.65
3.14
6.76

Fig. 3: Prediction of ratio of water to coating substance (Y2) VS ratio of water to coating substance for the test data for
Cement

Fig. 4: Prediction of ratio of water to coating substance (Y1) VS ratio of water to coating substance for the test data for
Cement
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TABLE III: Average data for each experiment
Coating substance (CS)
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Lime
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement
Cement

Y1 (S/CS)
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.33
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50
0.67
0.67
0.67
0.67
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

Y2 (W/CS)
0.50
0.75
1.00
2.00
0.50
0.75
1.00
2.00
0.50
0.75
1.00
2.00
0.50
0.75
1.00
2.00
0.50
0.75
1.00
2.00
0.50
0.75
1.00
2.00
0.50
0.75
1.00
2.00
0.50
0.75
1.00
2.00
0.50
0.75
1.00
2.00
0.50
0.75
1.00
2.00

X1 (%)
66.47
60.76
67.97
66.39
64.46
65.80
65.59
65.98
61.14
55.93
66.40
61.57
55.57
58.73
57.80
58.27
46.76
49.55
48.82
43.83
71.48
70.43
71.34
66.44
64.47
69.20
65.88
61.89
60.09
57.43
62.59
61.54
54.69
58.84
57.44
57.62
45.54
40.35
42.39
46.68

X2 (%)
256.75
261.10
295.13
290.80
217.43
220.68
218.68
218.68
211.98
194.02
208.57
196.97
184.07
160.58
170.38
173.57
140.00
134.87
130.93
132.43
318.27
322.43
328.15
300.75
233.48
240.23
234.35
255.72
201.40
197.65
203.33
198.97
164.27
165.83
163.78
158.47
140.27
136.27
132.63
133.28

X3 (kg/m3)
71.95
84.20
68.72
72.12
76.25
73.38
73.84
72.99
83.38
94.56
72.08
82.46
95.32
88.55
90.54
89.54
114.22
108.25
109.81
120.53
61.19
63.44
61.48
72.01
76.22
66.08
73.21
81.77
85.63
91.33
80.26
82.52
97.22
88.31
91.32
90.93
116.85
127.99
123.60
114.40

X4 (Mpa)
1.06
1.86
1.79
0.28
0.55
0.83
1.53
0.83
1.01
1.01
1.72
2.41
0.59
0.55
0.79
0.87
0.19
0.20
0.22
0.28
0.55
0.90
1.10
1.58
0.67
0.67
1.33
2.34
0.73
1.10
1.20
2.45
0.37
0.49
0.54
1.22
0.20
0.26
0.25
0.37

X5 (MPa)
6.30
8.89
4.88
0.67
1.77
2.79
6.39
2.05
2.23
3.04
3.64
5.00
1.46
1.76
2.33
2.60
0.83
0.85
0.95
1.06
1.29
1.97
2.98
6.34
1.59
1.74
2.21
6.47
1.50
2.75
2.97
6.53
0.85
1.20
1.33
2.55
0.40
0.50
0.52
0.83

X6 (kg/m3)
819.60
1025.34
911.35
705.04
643.55
685.20
914.18
734.88
696.17
702.38
779.18
836.20
651.26
676.64
686.95
779.21
602.45
625.43
591.77
693.85
810.66
907.19
933.54
978.46
761.58
822.90
840.21
1076.02
737.36
748.96
732.15
916.17
635.59
614.77
685.74
748.84
605.68
596.42
591.47
576.58

X7 (mm/m)
4.57
3.15
4.81
4.50
4.57
4.06
3.25
6.11
5.64
4.65
3.89
3.17
6.29
5.29
5.03
4.57
6.68
6.32
6.28
5.85
6.09
5.01
5.01
4.58
5.04
4.72
5.21
2.72
5.70
5.42
4.17
3.87
6.57
6.41
5.47
5.08
7.45
6.95
6.09
5.65

X8 (mm/m)
2.70
2.24
1.95
1.49
2.99
3.02
2.85
2.51
3.35
2.76
2.71
2.28
4.68
4.09
3.65
2.80
8.22
6.90
7.53
6.22
3.76
3.55
3.26
3.32
3.86
3.59
3.43
3.51
5.87
5.19
4.25
4.12
6.05
6.00
4.83
3.98
6.14
6.21
4.77
4.26
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Abstract—This paper is a continuation of the discussion on
optimization of the quadrature formulas and their applications
in paper [2]. Second-order numerical solutions of Volterra
integral equations are constructed using the quadrature formulas
obtained in [2]. The numerical results presented in the paper
confirm the effectiveness of the methods for numerical solution
of ordinary differential equations.

h
2

N PAPER [2] we study the quadrature formulas
which
√
have generating√functions√G1 (x) = π sec(π x/2)/4 and
G2 (x) = π tan(π x/2)/(4 x). We construct the secondorder quadrature formulas
! Z
N
−1
b
X

h
π−1
E k yN −k +
y(x)dx+O h2 ,
yN =
y0 +
2
2
a

!

=

Z

b
a


y(x)dx+O h2 ,

where Ek and Bk are the Euler and Bernoulli numbers. The
coefficients of the right endpoint expansion formulas are equal
to the coefficients of the Maclaurin series of the functions
Hi (x) = Gi (e−x ) for i = 1, 2. In [2] we construct third-order
and fourth-order quadrature formulas as linear combinations
of the trapezoidal rule
! Z
N
−1
b
X

h
y0 + 2
y(x)dx + O h2 , (2)
yN −k + yN =
2
a

k=1
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k=1

π2 − 6
B k yN −k +
yN
4

where h = (b − a)/N and xk = a + kh, yk = y(xk ) for
k = 0, 1, · · · , N and E k and B k are the coefficients of the
Maclaurin series of the generating functions
|E2k |  π 2k+1
(4k+1 − 1)π 2k+2 |B2k+2 |
, (1)
, Bk =
Ek =
(2k)! 2
(2k + 2)!

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

y0 +

N
−1
X

k=1

the two quadrature formulas above and their modifications.
The method for construction of quadrature formulas by first
specifying the generating function is an effective method for
construction of approximations of the fractional derivatives
and integrals (see [1], [3], [4], [5]). The method is applicable
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for construction of approximations of the definite integral and
the integer order derivatives of a function as well. In [7] we
construct approximations of the first derivative which have
exponential and logarithmic generating functions. In the paper
we give a proof for the convergence of the approximations and
applications of the approximations for numerical solution of
ordinary and partial differential equations. The method used
in the paper can be extended for construction of approximations of the second derivative which are suitable for deriving
approximations of the fractional derivatives. Other methods
for numerical solution of integral equations use Gaussian
quadratures on non-uniform nets and Monte Carlo methods
for numerical integration (see. [8], [9], [10]). Let
Z b
N

hX
wi yN −i =
y(t)dt + O h2
(*)
2 i=0
a

be a second-order quadrature. Consider a Voltera integral
equation of the second kind which has the following form
Z x
K(x − t)y(t)dt = F (x).
(3)
y(x) +
0

The Nyström method (see [6]) for computing the numerical
solution of equation (3) uses the approximations of the values
of the definite integral in equation (3) with quadrature formula
(*) on all intervals [0, xn ],
n

yn +


hX
wi Ki yn−i = Fn + O h2 .
2 i=0

The numerical solution {un }N
n=0 of integral equation (3),
where un is an approximation of the value of the solution
yn , is computed recursively with
!
n
X
1
(NS1(*))
wi Ki yn−i
2Fn − h
un =
2 + w 0 K0 h
i=1
and has an initial condition u0 = y0 = F (0). The computation
of numerical solution NS(*) involves O N 2 operations.
Denote by (3.1) and (3.2) the equations obtained from equation
(3) with a kernel function K(s) = 3 + 2s and right hand side
F1 (x) = x3 (10(4x2 + 30x + 40) ln x − 18x2 − 75x)/400 and
F2 (x) = arctan x − x + (3/2 + x) ln(1 + x2 )

+ (1 + 3x + x2 ) arccot x

respectively. Equations (3.1) and (3.2) have the solutions
y(x) = x3 ln x and y(x) = arccot x. In table I we give
the experimental results for the error and the order of the
numerical solution NS(2), which uses the trapezoidal rule (2),
of equations (3.1)-left and (3.2)-right on the interval [0, 1].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section
two we construct the numerical solution of first order ODEs
by transforming them to integral equations in the form (3)
and we also construct the numerical solutions which use the
corresponding shifted quadrature formulas. In section three
of the paper we apply the method for numerical solution
of second order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) by
converting them to Voltera integral equations

TABLE I

h
0.005
0.0025
0.00125

Error
4.545 × 10−6
1.136 × 10−6
2.841 × 10−7

Order
2.000
2.000
2.000

Error
2.802 × 10−6
7.006 × 10−7
1.751 × 10−7

Order
2.000
2.000
2.000

II. N UMERICAL SOLUTION OF FIRST ORDER ODE S
In this section we construct the numerical solution of first
order ODEs by first transforming them to integral equations
which are solved with Nyström method. In [2] we obtain the
second order approximations
Z b
N

hX
y(x)dx + O h2 ,
(4)
E k yN −k =
2
a
k=0
N

hX
B k yN −k =
2
k=0

Z

b
a


y(x)dx + O h2 ,

(5)

where E 0 = (π − 1)/2, B 0 = (π 2 − 6)/4 and the rest of the
weights are defined with (1). The two approximations (4) and
(5) require that the integrand function satisfies y(a) = 0. We
use the method (see [3], [7]) for extending the approximations
to the class of all differentiable functions by changing the
values of the last weights. By applying approximation (4) to
the function y(x) − y(a) we obtain
Z b
N −1

h X
E k (yN −k − y0 ) =
(y(x) − y(a))dx + O h2 ,
2
a
k=0
! Z
N
−1
N
−1
b
X
X

h
E k yN −k + 2N y0 − y0
E k = y(x)dx + O h2 .
2
a
k=0

k=0

PN −1

Define E N = 2N − k=0 E k . Therefore approximation (4)
has a second-order accuracy for
differentiable functions.
Pall
N −1
Similarly, when B N = 2N − k=0 B k approximation (5)
holds for all differentiable functions in [a, b]. Now we apply
approximations (4) and (5) for numerical solution of ODEs.
Consider the first order linear ODE
y ′ + ay = f (x), y(0) = y0 .

(6)

By applying integration on both sides of equation (6) we get
Z x
Z x
Z x
′
f (t)dt,
y(t)dt =
y (t)dt + a
0

y(x) + a

Z

0

0

x

y(t)dt = F (x),
0

(7)

Rx
where F (x) = y0 + 0 y(t)dt. Equation (7) is equivalent to
(6) and it is a Voltera integral equation of the second kind
with a kernel K(s) = a. Denote by (7.1) the equation which
corresponds to (7) when a = 2 and F1 (x) = x3 (4(2 +
x) ln x − x)/8. Equation (7.1) has the solution y(x) = x3 ln x
and it is equivalent to equation (6) with a right hand side
f1 (x) = x2 (1 + (3 + 2x) ln x). Denote by (7.2) the integral
equation which corresponds to equation (7) with a = 3,
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F2 (x) = (1+3x) arccot x+3 ln(1+x2 )/2 and initial condition
y(0) = y0 = F0 (0) = π/2. Equation (7.2) has the solution
y(x) = arccos x and it is equivalent to equation (6) with a
right hand side f2 (x) = 3 arccot x − 1/(1 + x2 ). Equations
(7.1) and (7.2) are integral equations in the form (3) and
can be solved numerically with methods NS(4) and NS(5),
which use quadrature formulas (4) and (5). In table II we
give the experimental results for the error and the order of the
numerical solution NS(4) of equations (7.2) and (7.3).
TABLE II

h
0.005
0.0025
0.00125

Error
7.202 × 10−6
1.804 × 10−6
4.513 × 10−7

Order
1.995
1.997
1.999

Error
2.918 × 10−6
7.412 × 10−7
1.870 × 10−7

Order
1.969
1.977
1.987

The results for the error and order of the numerical solution
NS(5) of equations (7.2) and (7.3) are given in table III.
TABLE III

h
0.005
0.0025
0.00125

Error
3.823 × 10−6
9.544 × 10−7
2.384 × 10−7

Order
2.004
2.002
2.001

Error
1.351 × 10−6
3.385 × 10−7
8.476 × 10−8

Order
1.996
1.997
1.998

Now we construct the shifted quadratures which correspond
to formulas (4) and (5). From [2]
Z b
N

hX
1
(8)
E k yN −k =
y(x)dx + f (b)h + O h2 ,
2
4
a
k=0
N

hX
B k yN −k =
2
k=0

Z

b
a


3
y(x)dx + f (b)h + O h2 ,
4

a

a

From (8) and (10)
N

hX
E k yN −k =
2
k=0

Z

b+h/4
a


y(x)dx + O h2 .

k=0

Shifted quadrature (11) has a second order accuracy for all
differentiable functions when the weight E N is defined as

 NX
−1
N −1
2
1 X
h
EN =
E k = 2N + −
Ek
b−a+
−
h
4
2
k=0

(12)

k=0

Shifted quadrature (12) has a second-order accuracy when
B N = 2N +

N −1
3 X
−
Bk
2
k=0

and the weights B 0 , B 1 , · · · , B N −1 are defined with (1). The
first weights E 0 = π/2 and B 0 = π 2 /4. Now we construct the
numerical solution of integral equation (7) which uses shifted
quadrature (11). By approximating the definite integral in (7)
at the point xn+1/4 with (11) we obtain
n−1


1 X
yn+1/4 + ah
E k yn−k = Fn+1/4 + O h2 .
2
k=0

Let
be the numerical solution of (7). From the second
order approximation

5yn − yn−1
yn+1/4 =
+ O h2
4
we obtain the recursive formula for the numerical solution
!
n−1
X
1
E k yn−k ,
4Fn+1/4 + un−1 − 2ah
un =
5 + πah
k=1
(NS1)
with an initial condition u0 = F0 . In table IV we give
the experimental results for the error and the order of the
numerical solution NS1 of equations (7.2)-left and (7.3)-right.
{un }N
n=0

TABLE IV

h
0.005
0.0025
0.00125

Error
5.638 × 10−6
1.409 × 10−6
3.522 × 10−7

Order
2.000
2.000
2.000

Error
1.323 × 10−6
3.314 × 10−7
8.291 × 10−8

Order
1.996
1.998
1.989

The numerical solution of integral equation (7) which uses
shifted quadrature (12) is obtained from the approximation of
the definite integral in (7) at the point xn+3/4 with (12).
n−1

(11)

Shifted quadature (11) has a requirement that the integrand
function satisfies the condition y(a) = 0. By applying (11) to
the function y(x) − y(a) we find
Z b+h/4
N −1

h X
(y(x) − y(a))dx + O h2 ,
E k (yN −k − y0 ) =
2
a

k=0

Similarly from (9) and (10) we obtain
Z b+3h/4
N

hX
y(x)dx + O h2 .
B k yN −k =
2
a

(9)

where the weights E k and B k are defined with (1) for all
indices k = 0, 1, · · · , n. From the mean value theorem we
have the second order approximation
Z b
Z b+ch

y(x)dx + cf (b)h + O h2 . (10)
y(x)dx =

15


1 X
B k yn−k = Fn+3/4 + O h2 .
yn+3/4 + ah
2
k=0

From


7yn − 3yn−1
+ O h2
4
we obtain the recursive formula of the numerical solution
!
n−1
X
2
un =
E k yn−k .
4Fn+3/4 + 3un−1 − 2ah
14 + aπ 2 h
k=1
(NS2)
The experimental results for the error and the order of the
numerical solution NS2 of equations (7.2) and (7.3) are given
in table V.
yn+3/4 =
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TABLE V

h
0.005
0.0025
0.00125

Error
6.249 × 10−5
1.567 × 10−5
3.924 × 10−6

Order
1.990
1.995
1.997

Error
1.352 × 10−5
3.532 × 10−6
9.054 × 10−7

Order
1.900
1.936
1.964

III. N UMERICAL SOLUTION OF SECOND ORDER ODE S
We apply the method from section 2 for computing the
numerical solution of the second order ODE
y ′′ + 3y ′ + 2y = f (x), y(0) = y0 , y ′ (0) = y0′ .

(13)

Equation (13) is transformed to an integral equation in the
form (3) by applying successive integration to both sides
Z x
Z x
Z x
Z x
y ′′ (u)du + 3
y ′ (u)du + 2
y(u)du =
f (u)du,
0
0
0
0
Z x
Z x
f (u)du.
y(u)du = 3y0 + y0′ +
y ′ (x) + 3y(x) + 2
0

0

Integrate again both sides
Z
Z x
y(t)dt + 2
y(x) + 3
0

x
0

Z

t

f (u)dudt = F (x),

(14)

0

RxRt

where F (x) = y0 +(3y0 +y0′ )x+ 0 0 f (u)dudt. By changing
the order of integration of the double integral we get
Z x
Z xZ x
Z xZ t
(x − u)f (u)dtdu.
f (u)dtdu =
f (u)dudt =
0

0

0

0

u

Equation (14) is transformed to
Z x
(3 + 2x − 2t)y(t)dt = F (x).
y(x) +

(15)

0

Equation (15) is a Volterra integral equation of the second kind
with a kernel K(s) = 3 + 2s. In section 1 we compute the numerical solution NS(2) of equations (3.1) and (3.2), which are
also integral equations in the form (15). In table VI we give the
results for the maximal error and order of numerical solution
NS(4), which uses quadrature formula (4), of equations (3.1)left and (3.2)-right and step sizes h = 0.005, 0.0025, 0.00125.
TABLE VI

h
0.005
0.0025
0.00125

Error
6.730 × 10−6
1.684 × 10−6
4.213 × 10−7

Order
1.997
1.998
1.999

Error
5.885 × 10−6
1.499 × 10−7
3.805 × 10−7

Order
1.947
1.972
1.978

The results for the error and the order of the numerical solution
NS(5) of equations (3.1) and (3.2) are given in table VII.
TABLE VII

h
0.005
0.0025
0.00125

Error
3.563 × 10−6
8.901 × 10−7
2.224 × 10−7

Order
2.002
2.001
2.000

Error
2.795 × 10−6
6.969 × 10−7
1.740 × 10−7

Order
2.008
2.004
2.001

In the paper we construct second-order numerical solutions of ordinary differential equations by converting them
to integral equations and applying the quadrature formulas
from [2] . Numerical solutions NS(4) and NS(5) involve
additional multiplications compared to the standard method
NS(2) and have a longer computational time. One advantage
of the methods discussed in the paper is that the linear
ODEs are equivalent to Volterra integral equations in the form
(3) and they can be solved numerically with NS(*) which
uses an appropriate quadrature.
All methods discussed in the

paper involve O N 2 computations and have comparable
performance. From the experiments presented in the paper
and the results of additional experiments we can conclude
that the numerical solutions discussed in the paper have a
stable and efficient performance. In future work we will prove
the convergence of the numerical solutions constructed in the
paper and we will apply the methods for numerical solution
of other classes of ordinary differential equations.
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Abstract—An optimal stochastic approach for multidimensional integrals of smooth functions. This is the first time this
optimal stochastic approach has been compared with other
stochastic approaches for mid and high dimensions. The purpose
of the present study is to compare the optimal algorithm with
the lattice rules based on the generalized Fibonacci numbers of
the corresponding dimension and to discuss the advantages and
disadvantages of each method.

stochastic algorithms for computing multidimensional integrals of smooth functions. The optimal approach has been
established by Atanasov and Dimov in [1] but there aren’t
any comparison with other stochastic approaches up to now.

I. I NTRODUCTION

Most Monte Carlo methods improve achieves better convergence using the idea of dividing the area of integration [2].
In the case where, in addition to the idea of dividing the area
Ω = U s (but without the recursive element), the information
on the smoothness of the subintegral function is used, an
increase in the order of convergence is achieved. Our first
known results in this area with probability density p(x) = 1,
and splitting the area into equal parts in all directions are
obtained by Dupach ([4]).
Theorem 1: (Dupach, [4]). Let g(x) and all its first-order
∂g
are continuous in Ω and bounded, i.e.
partial derivatives
∂xk
∂g
≤ L, and there exist constants
for all 1 ≤ k ≤ s :
∂xk
c1 , c2 > 0, for which are fulfilled the following conditions
c1
c2
pj ≤ ,
j = 1, . . . , N,
dj ≤ 1/s ,
N
N

II. D ESCRIPTION OF THE O PTIMAL M ONTE C ARLO
ALGORITHM

The Monte Carlo method has proven to be very useful
tool for numerical analysis, particularly when the number
of dimension ranging from medium to large. Monte Carlo
simulation and quasi-Monte Carlo methods are the prevailing
methods used to solve multi-dimensional problems in different
areas. Both methods do not suffer from the ,,curse of the
dimensionality” [2] This is the first time to study optimal
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where dj is the diameter of the subdomain Ωj , i.e. dj =
sup |x1 − x2 |. Then for the estimation of the variance

x1 ,x2 ∈Ωj

∗

we obtain θN in the case of M = N Nj = 1, j = 1, . . . , M
and:
∗

DθN ≤ c2 L2 N −1−2/s ,

where c = sc1 c2 .
∗

Using Chebyshev’s inequality [?], [?], for the error θN −I[g]
we obtain


c L −1/2−1/s
∗
P |θN − I[g]| <
≥ 1 − ε2 ,
(1)
N
ε

where ε is a small enough positive number.
Given the equation (1) it can be concluded that the probable
∗
error θN − I[g] decreases in order N −1/2−1/s , i.e. faster than
N −1/2 . Obviously for large dimensions s the acceleration of
the convergence order is relatively insignificant.
The same result for the order of convergence can be
achieved in less favorable conditions, namely, only that the
corresponding function is continuous. The proof is made by
Dimov and Tonev ([3]), and the statement is formulated in the
following theorem:
Theorem 2: (Dimov, Tonev; [3]). Let g is continuous in
Ω ⊂ Rs and there exist constants c1 , c2 , c3 , such that pj ≤
c1 /N, dj ≤ c2 N −1/s and Sj (·, c3 ) ⊂ Ωj , j = 1, . . . , N (i.e.
M = N and Nj = 1), where Sj (·, c3 ) is sphere with radius
c3 . Then for the probable error rN is fulfilled [2]:
√ c1 c2
rN ≤ 4 2
τ (g; dmax )Lq N −1/2−1/s ,
c3
where dmax = max dj τ (g; δ)Lq is the average modulus of
j

continuity, that is,

τ (g; δ)Lq = ||ω(g, ·; δ)||Lq =

Z

(ω(g, x; δ))q dx
Ω

1 ≤ q ≤ ∞, δ ∈ [0, dmax ] and

1/q

,

ω(g, x; δ) = sup{|∆h g(t)| : t, t+h ∈ [x−δ/2, x+δ/2]∩Ω},

where ∆h is the difference (forward) of the function g in the
point t from first order, which in this case plays a role similar
to the derivative but in a discrete sense.
Similar to the one obtained by Dupach, a higher order
variance estimate can also be derived for a class of functions
whose higher order derivatives are constrained by adding
additional conditions for the choice of random points in the
subdomains. Rayna Georgieva proves the following theorem
[5]:
Theorem 3: Let we
have domain Ω ∈ Rs and the division
PM
of the domain Ω = j=1 Ωj , where every subdomain Ωj is
centrally symmetric with center pj . Let ξ (j) is a random s′
dimensional point, uniformly distributed in Ωj , ξ (j) is sym(j)
(j)
(j)′
metric (about the center pj ) with ξ , i.e. ξ + ξ
= 2 pj .
If the first and second partial derivatives of a function g(x)
are continuous in Ω and for all k, l = 1, . . . , s is fulfilled that
∂2g
≤L
∂xk ∂xl

dj =

sup
x1 ,x2 ∈Ωj

|x1 − x2 | ≤

c1
,
N 1/s

∗∗

∗∗

then D θN = c2 L2 N −1−4/s , where θN =
′

N
X
Vj
[g(ξ (j) )+
2
j=1

g(ξ (j) )], Vj is the volume of the subdomain Ωj c =
2
(0.5s2 cs+2
1 ) .
There are various Monte Carlo approaches

 for1 numerical
k
integration whose convergence order is O N − 2 − s . For
k = 1 and k = 2 these methods can be constructed relatively
easily [2], following Dupach’s ideas for k = 1, described
above (see the Theorem 1). But the situation changes when
k ≥ 3. Using the method of controlling the variance on
interpolation polynomials, Atanasov and Dimov [1] formulate
conditions for constructing a method with optimal order of
convergence for s-dimensional functions from the class W k .
The optimal method requires m ∗ ns points and is briefly
described below [1].
For n, s, k ≥ 1 we define integration formula of type
Monte Carlo, depends on an integer parameter m ≥ 1 and
s+k−1
points in [0, 1]s bythe following way. Points x(r) are
s
exactly a number of s+k−1
and they must fulfil the condition,
s
that if for one polynom P (x), so that for the degree of the
polynom deg P ≤ k is fulfilled P (x(r) ) = 0, then P ≡ 0. If
N = ns for n ≥ 1 we divide s dimensional hypercube
[0, 1]s
s
s
ns
into n endless undercubes Kj , i.e. [0, 1] = ci=1 Kj and
s
Q
Kj =
[aji , bji ), where bji − aji = n1 for every i = 1, . . . , s..
i=1

For every cube Kj we calculate the coordinates of s+k−1
s
(r)
points y (r) , defined by yi = ari + n1 xi (r). We assume that
we choose m random points ξi (j, s) = (ξ1 (j, p), . . . , ξs (j, p))
from every cube Kj , such that all the points ξi (j, p) are
independent uniformly distributed random points, we calculate
all f (y (r) ) and f (ξi (j, p)), and we calculate the Lagrange
polynom of the function f in the point z using information
about the functional values in the points y (r) . We denote the
polynom by Lk (f, z). For every polynom P of max degree
k − 1 we have that Lk (f, z) ≡ z. Now we approximate
Z

Kj

f (x)dx ≈

Z
m
1 X
Lk (f, x)dx.
[(ξ(j,
p))−L
(f,
ξ(j,
p))]+
k
mns s=1
Kj

After that we sum for every j = 1, . . . , N and obtain:
m
N
N Z
X
1 XX
[(ξ(j, p))−Lk (f, ξ(j, p))]+
Lk (f, x)dx.
I(f ) ≈
s
mn j=1 s=1
j=1 Kj
Z

Kj

f (x)dx ≈

Z
m
1 X
Lk (f, x)dx.
[(ξ(j,
p))−L
(f,
ξ(j,
p))]+
k
mns s=1
Kj

After that we sum for every j = 1, . . . , N and obtain:
N Z
m
N
X
1 XX
[(ξ(j,
p))−L
(f,
ξ(j,
p))]+
Lk (f, x)dx.
I(f ) ≈
k
mns j=1 s=1
j=1 Kj

III. N UMERICAL EXAMPLES
We will test the optimal method on multidimensional integrals
of smooth functions of different dimensions. We use the following
notations: A==Adaptive stochastic approach, L=Latin Hypercube
sampling, S=Sobol quasi-random sequence, F=Fibonacci lattice rule,
O=optimal approach. For more information about the description of
the different stochastic approaches, see [2], [6]. We must emphasise
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Table III
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 4 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

Table I
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 3 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL DIMENSIONAL
INTEGRAL

N
103
104
105
106
107

A
4.82e-3
1.07e-3
1.52e-4
5.11e-5
2.34e-5

t
0.17
1.44
10.9
131
1094

F
1.21e-3
5.04e-4
5.34e-6
7.85e-7
8.89e-8

t
0.006
0.07
0.66
7.02
79.7

S
t
L
4.87e-4 0.47 6.14e-3
1.56e-4 1.88 6.56e-4
2.51e-5 15.6 1.34e-4
7.43e-6 105.80 6.84e-5
1.58e-6 934 1.73e-5

t
0.004
0.06
0.51
5.22
17

O
3.12e-5
2.05e-6
4.58e-7
6.72e-8
5.34e-9

t
0.81
4.13
31.62
155
1053

N
104
105
106
107

C
1.05e-3
6.84e-4
4.79e-4
1.57e-4

A
7.96e-3
8.14e-4
1.82e-4
7.04e-5

F
2.34e-6
8.47e-7
4.89e-7
6.53e-9

S
2.93e-4
8.01e-5
4.71e-5
7.68e-6

L
5.11e-4
7.32e-5
4.32e-5
5.32e-6

time(s)
0.1
1
5
10
20

O
1.21e-5
1.12e-6
7.21e-7
8.61e-8

on the fact this is the first time a comprehensive experimental
study with this optimal approach and other stochastic methods under
consideration has been done.
Example 1. s=3.
Z
exp(x1 x2 x3 ) ≈ 1.14649907.
(2)
[0,1]3

Example 2. s= 4.
Z
x1 x22 ex1 x2 sin(x3 ) cos(x4 ) ≈ 0.1089748630.

(3)

[0,1]4

Example 3. s= 5.
Z

exp(−100x1 x2 x3 )(sin(x4 ) + cos(x5 )) ≈ 0.1854297367. (4)

[0,1]5

Example 4. s= 7.
Z

e

1−

3
P

i=1

.xi )
sin( π
2

.arcsin(sin(1)+

7
P

[0,1]15

10
X
i=1

t
0.07
0.60
4.97
47.1

O
1.52e-5
7.96e-6
2.31e-7
8.16e-9

t
4.81
45.1
352.6
2651

C
3.48e-3
1.48e-3
6.62e-4
2.52e-4
1.58e-4

A
3.59e-4
2.85e-4
9.18e-5
1.36e-5
2.08e-5

F
1.44e-5
5.62e-6
5.38e-7
3.77e-7
2.67e-8

S
4.07e-4
3.54e-5
5.26e-5
6.50e-6
4.55e-6

L
4.18e-4
3.32e-4
4.23e-5
3.48e-5
2.16e-5

O
4.22e-5
2.31e-5
1.12e-5
7.53e-6
6.54e-7

xj

j=1

200

) ≈ 0.75151101. (5)

Example 5. s= 15.

(

F
t
S
t
L
2.61e-5 0.07 2.61e-5 2.14 5.29e-4
5.62e-6 0.99 5.93e-6 17.6 3.56e-4
5.86e-7 5.22 1.51e-6 193 4.36e-5
8.38e-9 58 8.30e-7 1121 8.12e-6

but it requires more random points when the dimensionality increases.
The MC algorithm based on Latin hypercube sampling has higher
accuracy for this case study with increasing the dimensionality of
the integral. The adaptive MC algorithm is slower, but it requires
smaller number of random points to achieve better accuracy even
for higher dimensions. The efficiency of the optimal C algorithm is
clearly seen for lower dimensions.
As the dimension increases, the computational time of the optimal
method decrease due to the increased computational time of the
Lagrangian interpolation polynomial. But for very high dimensions
25 and 30 the relative error for a fixed computational time is better
than this achieved by the other stochastic methods. From the Tables
it is obvious that for small dimensions the FIBO and Optimal method
achieves the best accuracy for a fixed preliminary given time - see
Tables II,IV,VI. For dimensions up to 10, the FIBO and Optimal
methods achieve the smallest relative error for a given number of
samples - see Tables I,III,V. The Optimal method is with 1 order
better than the FIBO method for a fixxed number of samples, but the
advantage of FIBO method is the significantly lower computational
time. It is seen that for dimensions 10 and 15, the Optimal method
gives relative errors for a fixed number of samples with at least 1
Table V
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 5 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

[0,1]7

Z

t
1.97
20.1
210
2035

Table IV
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 4 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

Table II
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 3 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL
time(s)
1
5
10
100

A
3.11e-4
2.44e-5
1.13e-5
8.11e-6

x2i )(x11 − x212 − x313 − x414 − x515 )2 ≈ 1.96440666. (6)

Example 6. s= 25.
Z
4x1 x23 e2x1 x3 x5 +···+x20
x21 . . . x25 ≈ 108.808.
e
(1 + x2 + x4 )2

(7)

N
103
104
105
106
107

A
2.15e-3
2.01e-3
6.91e-4
2.92e-4
8.21e-5

t
0.27
2.43
22.2
219.5
2043

F
1.75e-4
1.28e-5
9.50e-6
5.47e-7
8.71e-9

t
0.007
0.06
0.61
5.98
58.4

S
5.29e-4
1.43e-4
2.36e-5
6.07e-6
2.30e-6

t
0.03
0.3
2.77
24.2
245

L
9.38e-3
3.44e-3
2.01e-3
1.80e-4
2.46e-5

t
0.007
0.07
0.69
6.17
60.5

O
t
2.75e-5 2.1
7.22e-6 2.3
2.36e-6 6.2
5.46e-7 20.0
7.01e-8 105.1

Table VI
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 5 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

[0,1]2 5

Example 7. s= 30.
Z
4x1 x23 e2x1 x3 x5 +···+x20
x21 . . . x30 ≈ 3.244540.
e
(1 + x2 + x4 )2

(8)

[0,1]3 0

For smooth integrands without computational peculiarities Fibonacci lattice algorithm gives better results for lower dimensions,

time(s)
0.1
1
5
10
20

A
3.16e-3
1.08e-3
8.79e-4
5.85e-4
3.99e-4

F
3.48e-3
2.08e-3
8.20e-4
7.51e-4
6.95e-4

S
1.09e-5
5.58e-6
8.71e-7
4.15e-7
8.37e-8

L
1.34e-4
7.21e-5
1.54e-5
9.32e-6
7.39e-6

O
3.21e-3
8.54e-4
3.25e-4
8.65e-5
5.02e-5
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Table VII
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 7 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL
N
104
105
106
107

A
1.07e-3
7.51e-4
6.30e-5
2.34e-5

t
2.07
19.3
194
1861

F
2.19e-3
6.19e-4
1.99e-5
4.89e-7

t
0.11
0.99
9.81
94.2

S
2.27e-4
1.22e-4
4.71e-5
9.45e-6

t
0.76
7.45
72.3
697

L
1.79e-3
2.53e-4
8.27e-5
1.69e-5

t
0.13
1.15
10.32
101.2

O
2.13e-4
4.41e-5
1.27e-6
1.45e-7

Table XIII
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR 30 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL
t
10.2
40.2
167.1
595.1

Table VIII
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 7 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL
time(s)
0.1
1
5
10
20

A
2.38e-2
8.87e-3
5.16e-3
1.28e-3
2.03e-3

F
3.11e-2
2.88e-3
3.76e-3
6.71e-4
4.28e-4

S
2.38e-3
6.19e-4
8.81e-5
1.88e-5
3.87e-6

L
1.85e-3
1.85e-4
9.79e-5
8.36e-5
5.46e-5

A
t
F
t
S
3.16e-3 9.24 5.34e-2 0.08 2.04e-3
1.49e-3 88 1.22e-3 0.93 2.89e-4
5.76e-4 847 3.08e-4 9.65 1.13e-4
1.29e-4 8235 1.37e-5 96.9 1.93e-5

t
0.98
9.3
93.8
935

L
1.06e-2
7.33e-3
1.54e-3
1.14e-4

O
2.37e-3
3.37e-4
1.38e-4
8.78e-5
6.87e-5

t
0.12
1.07
10.11
99.6

O
7.54e-3
6.51e-4
7.29e-5
8.29e-6

time(s)
1
5
10
20
100

A
9.96e-1
7.72e-2
1.33e-2
3.03e-2
8.11e-3

F
6.30e-3
1.68e-3
5.89e-3
1.66e-3
5.04e-4

S
1.10e-3
2.45e-4
9.48e-5
9.87e-6
8.17e-7

L
3.64e-3
7.32e-4
1.94e-4
4.05e-5
4.03e-6

O
3.51e-2
1.23e-2
9.63e-3
7.51e-3
9.51e-5

Table XI
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 25 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL
N
103
104
105
106 3

O
3.77e-3
3.18e-3
5.33e-5
3.11e-5

t,s
2.03
19.52
181
1234

S
1.47e-1
5.68e-2
7.21e-3
2.89e-3

t,s
0.4
5.64
33.4
161

L
7.54e-1
5.39e-2
2.11e-2
1.71e-4

t,s
0.02
0.15
1.07
8.21

Table XII
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 25 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL
time,sec
1
5
10
20

O
7.24e-2
8.16e-3
5.18e-3
3.13e-3

S
9.51e-2
5.76e-2
2.71e-2
8.28e-3

L
2.11e-2
1.61e-2
9.58e-3
7.87e-3

t,s
5.4
14.5
145
1290

time,sec
1
5
10
20

t
27.4
81.5
242.1
720.2

order better than FIBO and Sobol, see Tables VII and IX, with FIBO
Table X
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 15 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

O
2.01e-2
6.53e-3
1.35e-3
2.11e-4

S
1.18e-1
8.40e-2
1.18e-2
9.20e-3

t,s
0.42
4.5
30.2
168

L
8.81e-1
6.19e-2
2.78e-2
9.86e-3

t,s
0.02
0.14
1.16
8.61

Table XIV
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR 30 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

Table IX
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE 15 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL
N
103
104
105
106

N
103
104
105
106

O
4.38e-1
1.16e-2
8.11e-3
4.63e-3

S
1.01e-1
7.76e-2
5.71e-2
1.28e-2

L
2.38e-2
1.81e-2
9.48e-3
7.87e-3

achieving better accuracy in much less time - see Tables VIII and X.
The adaptive algorithm is suitable for higher dimensions because of
the small number of samples to achieve the preliminary given relative
error. The Adaptive algorithm performs better than FIBO and Sobol
- see Tables XI and XIII. Analyzes show that for high 25 and 30
samples, the Optimal MC approach outperforms LHS and Sobol’s
quasi-Monte Carlo algorithm - see Tables XII and XIV, where the
LHS method produce better results than the Sobol QMC approach.
Here we do not test Adaptive approach, because of the significant
amount of time and FIBO method which gives unreliable relative
errors for the high dimensional case.

IV. C ONCLUSIONS
The efficiency of the optimal Monte Carlo algorithm for the
calculation of multidimensional integrals has been presented. The
optimal approach appears to be an efficient stochastic solution to
solve this kind of problem, because we demonstrate here its reliability for calculating integrals with smooth integrands in a relatively
small subregion of the original integration domain regardless of the
dimension.
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Definition 1: A European call (put) option is a contract
which gives its holder a right, but not an obligation, to buy
(sell) predefined quantity of underlying asset S at a prescribed
time T (expiry date) at a prescribed exercise (strike) price E.
An American call (put) option is the same as the European
call (put), except that the American options can be exercised
at any time during their lifetime, not just at expiry.
The definitions of the risk neutrality and the risk-free
interest rate r can be found in [8].

Abstract—In the present paper we evaluate European style
options with an exponential payoff function with an optimized
lattice rule based on a new optimal generating vector. A brief
introduction of the theory of lattice rule has been given. We
compare the performance of the new stochastic approach with
a new optimal generating vector for multiple integrals up to 50
dimensions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Computational finance is one of the most important topic
nowadays [4]. Nowadays Monte Carlo (MC) and quasi-Monte
Carlo (QMC) methods have become a popular computational
device for problems in finance [8]. The field of mathematical
finance is becoming more sophisticated and quantitative and
the scope of its applications is growing. The QMC methods
using special deterministic sequences achieve higher accuracy
and computational efficiency compared to the MC methods.
Applications of low discrepancy sequences to financial problems are studied in [3]. Options have been widely traded
since the creation of the organized exchange in 1973. The
famous Black-Scholes model provides explicit closed form
solutions for the values of the European style call and put
options. Besides the applications in option pricing, Monte
Carlo methods are also used in other problems in finance [2]
and other branches of science.

II. D ESCRIPTION OF THE OPTION PRICING PROBLEM
The value of an asset S as a function of time is modeled
by the stochastic differential equation
dS = µSdt + σSdX,

where σ is the volatility of the asset, characterizing the
fluctuations in the price, µ is the drift rate, which is a measure
of the average rate of growth of the asset price and dX
is the increment of a standard Wiener process. The wellknown Black–Scholes (BS) model for European call options
is described with the following partial differential equation
1
∂2V
∂V
∂V
+ σ 2 S 2 2 + rS
− rV = 0,
(2)
∂t
2
∂S
∂S
where r is the risk-free interest rate. The value V (S, t) of the
call option satisfies the final condition at the time of expiry
V (S, T ) = max(S − E, 0), where E is the strike price. The
boundary conditions of a Dirichlet type are as follows:
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(1)

V (0, t) = 0,

V (S, t) ∼ S − Ee−r(T −t) , S → ∞.

The European put options satisfy the same BS equation (2)
with final and boundary conditions
V (S, T ) = max(E − S, 0),
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V (0, t) = Ee−r(T −t) ,

V (S, t) ∼ 0, S → ∞.

The analytical solution of the BS equation for call options is
expressed in an explicit closed form as
V (S, t) = C(S, t) = SN(d1 ) − Ee−r(T −t) N(d2 ),
where
d1 =

ln(S/E) + (r + σ 2 /2)(T − t)
√
,
σ T −t

r is the risk-free interest rate and Σ is the covariance matrix,
whose entry with index (i, j) is the covariance dXi and dXj
of the k assets. We will consider the special case when the
payoff function is the exponent function which is important
for some application in finance, see [8].
III. D ESCRIPTION OF THE NEW OPTIMIZED LATTICE RULE
Consider the quadrature formula

ln(S/E) + (r − σ 2 /2)(T − t)
√
,
d2 =
σ T −t

and N(z) is the cumulative distribution function of the standard normal distribution. Similarly, the European put options
price is computed with the formula
V (S, t) = P (S, t) = Ee−r(T −t) N(−d2 ) − SN(−d1 ).
MC and QMC methods are suitable when the solution is
expressed as the expectation of a random variable, which is
the case of the risk-neutral evaluation formula for the European
options [8]:


V (S, t) = E e−r(T −t) h(S(T )) | S(t) = S, µ = r , (3)
where E is the expectation operator and h(S) is the payoff
function. The payoff function of the European option satisfies
h(S) = max(S − E, 0)
for the call option and
h(S) = max(E − S, 0)
for the put option.
Let’s deal with a European call option whose payoff depends on k > 1 assets with prices Si , i = 1, ..., k. Each asset
is modeled by a random walk (1)

IN (f ) =

where PN = {x0 , x1 , . . . , xN −1 }, xi ∈ [0, 1)s are the integration nodes of the formula.
The integration nodes, of the lattice rules proposed by
Korobov [6], are defined by the following formula:
 




kz2
kzs
kz1
,
,...,
, k = 1, 2, . . . , N,
xk =
N
N
N
(4)
where N is the number of the nodes, z is an s-dimensional
generating vector of the lattice set and {a} = a − [a] is
the fractional part of a. The lattice rules with nodes (4) and
generators z are called ”rank 1” rules. The class Esα (c) is
defined by Koborov.
Definition 2: ([6]) We say that f (x) belongs to the class
of functions Esα (c) for α > 1 and c > 0, if f is a periodic
function with period 1 for every of its components xi , i =
1, 2 . . . , s, defined over the unit cube [0, 1]s and its coefficients
satisfy the following inequalities:
|a(m)| <
where

dSi = µi Si dt + σi Si dXi ,
where σi is the annualized standard deviation for the i-th asset
and dXi is an increment of a Brownian motion. The Brownian
motion is a special type Markov
stochastic process, which has
√
the property dX ∼ N(0, dt), where N(µ, σ) is the normal
distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 .
Now suppose that at expiry time T , the payoff is given by
h(S1′ , . . . , Sk′ ), where S ′ denotes the value of the i-th asset
at expiry. Assuming risk neutrality, the value of the option
satisfies
V = e−r(T −t) (2π(T − t))−k/2 (det Σ)−1/2 (σ1 . . . σk )−1
Z ∞
Z ∞
h(S1′ , . . . , Sk′ )
...
S1′ . . . Sk′
0
0

′
exp −0.5α⊤ Σ−1 α dS1′ . . . dSk ,

where

−1


αi = σi (T − t)1/2
ln(Si′ /Si ) − (r − σi2 /2)(T − t) ,

N −1
1 X
f (xi ),
N i=0

m=



c
,
(m1 . . . ms )α

|m|,
0,

|m| =
6 0,
m = 0,

and the constant c does not depend on m1 , . . . , ms .
Theorem 1: ([1]) There exists an optimal choice of the
generating vector z, for which the error of integration satisfies

Z
N −1 
1 X
k
f
z
−
N
N
k=0

[0,1)s

f (u)du ≤ cd(s, α)

(log N )β(s,α)
,
Nα

(5)
for the function f ∈ Esα (c), where α > 1 and d(s, α), β(s, α)
do not depend on N . Moreover, if N is a prime number, then
β(s, α) = α(s − 1).
The generating vector z, for which inequality (5) is satisfied,
is an optimal generating vector in the sense of Korobov. The
search over all possible s-dimensional lattice points z mod n,
requires a significant computational effort in high dimensions.
Thus, it is desirable to have efficient search schemes for
finding the good lattice points.
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A. An optimized lattice rule based on an optimal generating
vectors
For a given number of lattice points N , the performance of
the routine is affected by the choice of the generator vector z.
In 1981 Hua and Wang [5] generalized the Fibonacci numbers
for any dimension. We refer to the lattice method with a
generating vector


(s)
(s)
(s)
z = 1, Fl+1 , ..., Fl+s−1 , nl = Fl ,
(6)
(s)

where Fj is the generalized Fibonacci number of dimension
s, as Fibonacci lattice rule (FIBO). The advantages of the
FIBO method are the linear complexity of the algorithm and
fast computation of the generating vector. We propose an
optimized lattice rule with a specific choice of the optimal
200-generating vector, constructed by Dirk Nuyens [7] in 2016
and the computation involves fast component by component
operations. The method is improved by generating the points
from a lattice sequence in base 2 in gray coded radical inverse
ordering. The algorithm for reversing the digits of an integer
number is computationally efficient. This optimal generating
vector has been applied for the first time to a problem is
computational finance and it gives superior results to the
stochastic approaches used up to now. Since the performance
of a lattice rule depends on the choice of the generator vectors,
the 200-dimensional optimal vector is an optimization over the
Fibonacci generalized vector (6).
IV. N UMERICAL EXAMPLES AND RESULTS

The experimental results include the evaluation of the multidimensional integrals
!
Z
s
Y
(7)
xi dx1 . . . dxs .
Is =
exp
[0,1]s

[0,1]s

=

i=1

∞
X

1
=s Fs (1, · · · , 1; 2, · · · , 2; 1),
(n + 1)s n!
n=0

where p Fq (a1 , · · · , ap ; b1 , · · · , bq ; x) is the generalized hypergeometric function
∞
X
(a1 )n · · · (ap )n xn
,
p Fq (a1 , · · · , ap ; b1 , · · · , bq ; x) =
(b1 )n · · · (bq )n n!
n=0

and (c)n = c(c + 1) · · · (c + n − 1) is the Pochhammer symbol.
Z
exp(x1 x2 x3 ) ≈ 1.14649907.
(8)
[0,1]3

Z

[0,1]5

exp(

5
X
i=1

0.5ai x2i (2

where ai = (1, 0.5, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2).
Z
8
X
exp(
0.1xi ) = 1.496805.
Z

+ sin

5
X

j=1,j6=i

xj )) ≈ 2.923651,

(9)

(10)

i=1

[0,1]8

exp(

20
Y

i=1

[0,1]20

(11)

xi ) ≈ 1.00000949634.

We also compare the performance of the methods on a 50
dimensional integral:
!
Z
50
Y
exp
xi .
I50 =
(12)
i=1

[0,1]50

We evaluate his reference value by expanding the exponential function in Taylor series and integrating the terms (x1 · · · x50 )n we obtain
!
Z
50
Y
exp
xi =
[0,1]50

=

∞
X

n=0

i=1

1
=50 F50 (1, · · · , 1; 2, · · · , 2; 1),
(n + 1)50 n!

where p Fq (a1 , · · · , ap ; b1 , · · · , bq ; x) is the generalized hypergeometric function
∞
X
(a1 )n · · · (ap )n xn
,
p Fq (a1 , · · · , ap ; b1 , · · · , bq ; x) =
(b1 )n · · · (bq )n n!
n=0

and (c)n = c(c + 1) · · · (c + n − 1) is the Pochhammer symbol.
The experimental results are presented in the Tables below. Each
table includes the relative error of the QMC method, the CPU-time
and the number of integration nodes. We compare the performance
of the optimized lattice rule (OPT), the Fibonacci based lattice rule
(FIBO) and two other stochastic approaches Adapt for the wellknown adaptive stochastic approach and Sobol for the well know
Sobol quasi-random sequence.
Table I
T HE RELATIVE ERROR FOR 3 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

i=1

By expanding the exponential function in Taylor series and
integrating the terms (x1 · · · xs )n we obtain
!
Z
s
Y
xi =
exp

23

N
19513
35890
66012
121415
223317

OPT
1.93e-5
3.18e-6
2.65e-6
9.16e-7
8.01e-7

time
0.01
0.04
0.07
0.12
0.20

Adapt
3.21e-4
6.55e-5
5.12e-5
5.11e-5
9.34e-5

time
2.21
6.41
9.86
15.4
24.2

FIBO
4.69e-4
5.46e-6
5.34e-6
5.34e-6
1.73e-6

time
0.02
0.06
0.11
0.12
0.22

Sobol
4.98e-5
1.56e-5
8.11e-6
3.08e-6
2.05e-6

time
0.56
1.45
2.31
3.80
6.13

Table II
T HE RELATIVE ERROR FOR 3 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

time,s
0.1
1
2
5
10
20

OPT
9.16e-7
6.37e-7
4.22e-7
1.84e-7
6.09e-8
1.57e-8

Adapt
8.67e-4
2.96e-5
5.45e-4
1.14e-4
6.56e-5
2.04e-5

FIBO
1.32e-6
3.22e-7
2.06e-7
1.47e-7
3.89e-7
1.53e-8

sobol
3.21e-4
8.21e-5
2.96e-5
5.00e-6
2.71e-6
1.88e-6

The Adaptive Monte Carlo gives the worst results, because its
strength is when the integrand has some pecularities. Sobol is
suitable for non-smooth functions and it is outperformed by the
other methods in low dimensions (Tables I,II,III,IV). The accuracy
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Table IX
T HE RELATIVE ERROR FOR 50 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

Table III
T HE RELATIVE ERROR FOR 5 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

N
13624
52656
103519
203513
400096

OPT
6.72e-5
1.53e-5
8.48e-6
6.25e-6
8.16e-7

time
0.02
0.06
0.09
0.15
0.40

Adapt
1.89e-3
2.31e-3
2.01e-3
3.42e-4
9.12e-4

time
2.33
6.18
9.94
16.2
45.6

FIBO
9.59e-4
6.96e-4
8.72e-5
8.04e-5
7.26e-5

time
0.03
0.06
0.13
0.25
0.50

Sobol
1.76e-4
5.05e-5
2.70e-5
7.57e-6
2.52e-6

time
0.56
1.45
2.52
6.07
10.63

N
210
212
216
220

OPT
2.88e-7
1.88e-7
5.44e-8
4.28e-8

T IMES FOR 5 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

OPT
3.07e-6
1.32e-6
1.13e-6
5.47e-7
3.52e-7

Adapt
1.34e-2
2.44e-3
4.93e-4
1.88e-3
2.71e-4

FIBO
7.26e-5
2.28e-5
5.94e-6
3.85e-7
7.49e-7

time,s
1
2
5
10
20

sobol
8.22e-4
2.91e-4
1.71e-5
1.79e-5
4.96e-6

Table V
T HE RELATIVE ERROR FOR 8 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

N
16128
32192
64256
128257
510994

OPT
1.79e-6
1.56e-6
8.01e-7
6.22e-7
3.21e-7

time
0.04
0.05
0.08
0.13
0.34

Adapt
1.10e-5
3.32e-5
4.65e-5
8.25e-6
7.07e-6

time
12.6
33.3
54.2
88.3
233.6

FIBO
8.08e-4
1.03e-4
5.03e-5
8.13e-6
5.95e-6

time
0.03
0.07
0.11
0.14
0.57

Sobol
8.87e-5
5.42e-5
2.34e-5
4.45e-6
3.32e-6

time
0.13
0.58
2.49
6.36
19.45

Table VI
T IMES FOR THE 8 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

time,s
1
2
5
10
20

OPT
2.18e-7
1.32e-7
9.03e-8
5.00e-8
2.55e-8

Adapt
6.34e-4
1.58e-4
1.44e-4
6.61e-5
2.77e-5

FIBO
5.34e-6
2.57e-6
1.52e-7
3.45e-6
1.82e-7

OPT
2.84e-6
1.04e-6
9.21e-7
6.15e-7
5.33e-8

time
0.02
0.12
0.91
2.13
8.13

Adapt
1.14e-2
4.96e-4
9.75e-4
1.25e-5
1.96e-6

time
8.6
60.3
474.2
888.3
2356

FIBO
8.22e-5
3.12e-5
1.36e-5
8.85e-6
2.15e-6

time
0.03
0.13
1.17
2.34
8.34

Sobol
8.44e-4
6.82e-5
8.34e-6
3.77e-6
1.91e-7

OPT
9.14e-7
1.08e-7
5.87e-8
3.56e-8
1.23e-8

Adapt
1.58e-3
1.028e-3
8.58e-4
4.02e-4
1.13e-4

FIBO
1.48e-5
9.17e-6
5.19e-6
1.73e-6
1.38e-7

Sobol
8.88e-5
8.88e-5
8.88e-5
8.88e-6

time
3.5
16
73
276

OPT
9.14e-8
3.68e-8
2.67e-8
3.34e-9
1.53e-9

FIBO
1.58e-3
1.028e-3
8.58e-4
4.02e-4
1.13e-4

sobol
1.48e-5
9.17e-6
5.19e-6
1.73e-6
1.38e-7

relative error and a very high accuracy regardless of the dimension.
(Table IX,X). The main advantage of the presented algorithms is
their linear computational complexity with respect to dimension,
while the deterministic methods suffer from the so-called curse of
dimensionality and they become impractical in higher dimensions.
The best performance of the optimized method is explained by the
choice of the optimal generating vector, whose computation uses fast
component-by-component operations. To summarize the optimized
lattice rule gives the best results in terms of lowest relative errors
and higher computational efficiency.
The applications of optimized lattice rules to the problem of option
pricing is studied in the paper. The experimental results from Tables
show that the optimized lattice rule with the special choice of the
optimal generating vectors has the best performance with respect to
relative error and computational time. The progress on the problem
of option pricing and the computational finance area is closely
related to the development of reliable algorithms for multidimensional
numerical integration.

R EFERENCES
time
0.13
1.68
8.69
14.36
57

Table VIII
T IMES FOR THE 20 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

time,s
1
2
5
10
20

time
0.08
0.35
5.21
32.76

V. C ONCLUSION

sobol
2.02e-5
2.73e-5
8.88e-6
5.23e-6
2.11e-6

Table VII
T HE RELATIVE ERROR FOR 20 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

N
2048
16384
65536
131072
524288

FIBO
6.23e-4
1.55e-4
9.72e-5
6.08e-5

Table X
T IMES FOR THE 50 DIMENSIONAL INTEGRAL

Table IV

time,s
0.1
1
5
10
20

time
0.05
0.17
2.14
17.65

sobol
3.25e-5
3.97e-5
1.45e-5
2.71e-6
1.76e-6

of the FIBO method and it has comparable execution time (Table
2). The Fibonacci lattice rule is the fastest method but its accuracy
is lower than the accuracy of the lattice rules with increasing
the dimensionality of the integral (Tables V,VI) and Sobol QMC
becomes more accurate than FIBO (Tables VII,VIII). In highest
dimension the optimized stochastic approach OPT has the lowest
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The Unified Danish Eulerian Model (UNI-DEM)[12], [13]
is in the focus of our investigation as one of the most advanced
large-scale mathematical models that describes adequately all
physical and chemical processes. UNI-DEM is a powerful
large-scale air pollution model for calculation the concentrations of a large number of pollutants and other chemical
species in the air. The calculations are done in a large spatial
domain, which covers completely the European region and the
Mediterranean, for certain time period (meteorological data
must be available for it) [2]. In this particular study we use
them for two of the most dangerous pollutants: the ozone
(O3 ) and the ammonia (NH3 ). Other accumulative functions
related to sone specific applications, maximal values, etc. are
also calculated, exported and used in various application areas
(environmental protection, agriculture, health care, etc.).
UNI-DEM is mathematically represented by the following
system of partial differential equations (PDE), in which the
unknown concentrations cs of a large number of chemical
species (pollutants and other chemically active components)
take part. The main physical and chemical processes (advection, diffusion, chemical reactions, emissions and deposition)
are represented in that system:

Abstract—An optimization version of the van der Corput
sequence has been used in our sensitivity studies of the model
output results for some air pollutants with respect to the emission
levels and some chemical reactions rates. Sensitivity analysis of
model outputs to variation or natural uncertainties of model
inputs is very significant for improving the reliability of these
models. Clearly, the progress in the area of air pollution modeling,
is closely connected with the progress in reliable algorithms for
multidimensional integration.

T

I. I NTRODUCTON

HE main goal of the present work is to develop and
investigate efficient stochastic algorithms for multiple
numerical integration providing sensitivity analysis (SA) that
means evaluating Sobol’ sensitivity indices (SIs) [1], [3], [5].
While the classical deterministic grid methods are efficient for
low dimensional integrands [2], they become computationally
intensive and even impracticable for high dimensions s because
the number of required integrand evaluations grows exponentially. In contrast, the convergence rate of the plain Monte
Carlo (MC) integration methods does not depend on the number of dimensions s. That is why the Monte Carlo method is a
power tool in sensitivity analysis of large-scale systems [11].
Venelin Todorov is supported by the Bulgarian National Science
Fund under Young Scientists Project KP-06-M32/2 - 17.12.2019 ”Advanced
Stochastic and Deterministic Approaches for Large-Scale Problems of Computational Mathematics” and by the National Scientific Program ”Information
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Education and Security (ICT in SES)”, contract No DO1-205/23.11.2018,
financed by the Ministry of Education and Science in Bulgaria. The work
is also supported by the Bulgarian National Science Fund under Project
DN 12/5-2017 ”Efficient Stochastic Methods and Algorithms for Large-Scale
Problems”.
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∂ cs
∂t

=

∂ (ucs ) ∂ (vcs ) ∂ (wcs )
−
−
+
(1)
∂x
∂y
∂z






∂
∂ cs
∂
∂ cs
∂
∂ cs
+
Kx
+
Ky
+
Kz
+ (2)
∂x
∂x
∂y
∂y
∂z
∂z

−

+ Es + Qs (c1 , c2 , . . . , cq ) − (k1s + k2s )cs , s = 1, . . . , q.(3)
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where cs are the concentrations of the chemical species; u, v, w
are the wind components along the coordinate axes; Kx , Ky , Kz
– the diffusion coefficients; Es – the emissions; k1s , k2s –
dry / wet deposition coefficients; Qs (c1 , c2 , . . . cq ) – non-linear
functions describing the chemical reactions between species
under consideration. The above PDE system is non-linear and
stiff. Both non-linearity and stiffness are introduced mainly by
the chemical scheme: the condensed CBM-IV (Carbon Bond
Mechanism) [13].
II. T HE VAN DER C ORPUT SEQUENCE
(1)

(2)

(s)

Let xi = (xi , xi , . . . , xi ) for i = 1, 2, . . .. The star discrepancy is given by:
D∗N = D∗N (x1 , . . . , xN ) = sup

Ω⊂E s

#{xn ∈ Ω}
−V (Ω) ,
N

(4)

where E s = [0, 1)s . Let m = . . . a3 (m), a2 (m), a1 (m) be the
representation of m in base b . The radical inverse sequence
is given by:
∞

∞

i=0

i=0

m = ∑ ai+1 (m)bi , φb (m) = ∑ ai+1 (m)b−(i+1)
and it is fulfilled that
D∗N



logN
=O
N



(5)

(6)

The Van der Corput sequence is obtained when b = 2 [9].
The van der Corput sequence is often used to generate a
sequence of points which have a better covering property than
pseudorandom points. The van der Corput sequence generates
a sequence of points in [0,1] which never repeats. The elements
of the van der Corput sequence are strictly less than 1. The
van der Corput sequence writes an integer in a given base
b, and then its digits are ”reflected” about the decimal point.
This maps the numbers from 1 to N into a set of numbers
in [0,1], which are especially nicely distributed if N is one
less than a power of the base. The generation is quite simple.
Given an integer I, the expansion of I in base b is generated.
Then, essentially, the result R is generated by writing a decimal
point followed by the digits of the expansion of I, in reverse
order. This decimal value is actually still in base b, so it
must be properly interpreted to generate a usable value. In the
numerical experiments we will compare the standard van der
Corput sequence VDC2 with an optimization variant when we
increase the base to b = 24 - we use the notation VDCO. Such
comparison has been made for the first time for the particular
model.
The lattice sequence that we are going to use in our
experimental study, namely Fibonacci based lattice rule FIBO
and polynomial lattice sequence are described in [6], [7], [10].
III. S ENSITIVITY S TUDIES WITH R ESPECT TO E MISSION
L EVELS
In this section we will present the results for the sensitivity
of UNI-DEM output (in particular, the ammonia mean

monthly concentrations) with respect to the anthropogenic
emissions input data variation are shown and discussed in
this section. The anthropogenic emissions input consists of 4
different components
EA − ammonia (NH3 );
EN − nitrogen oxides (NO + NO2 );
ES − sulphur dioxide (SO2 );
EC − anthropogenic hydrocarbons.
The domain under consideration is the 4-dimensional hypercube [0.5, 1]4 ). Polynomials of second degree have been used
as an approximation tool. The input data have been generated
by the improved SA-DEM version, developed for the purpose
of our sensitivity studies (see the previous section).
Results of the relative error estimation for the quantities
f0 , the total variance D, first-order (Si ) and total (Stot
i ) sensitivity indices are given in Tables I, II, III, respectively.
f0 is presented by a 4-dimensional integral, while the rest
of the above quantities are presented by 8-dimensional integrals, following the ideas of correlated sampling technique to
compute sensitivity measures in a reliable way [8]. The four
different stochastic approaches used for numerical integration
are presented in separate columns of the tables.
A study of the computational efficiency of the stochastic algorithms under consideration for evaluating sensitivity
measures presented by multidimensional integrals (total variance) or a ratio of multidimensional integrals (Sobol global
sensitivity indices) have been made. The results show that
the computational efficiency of the algorithms depends on
integrand dimension and magnitude of estimated quantity. The
order of relative error is different for different quantities of
interest (see column Reference value) for the same sample
size.
When n = 216 it can be seen that the modified lattice rule
LATM produce better results than the lattice rule based on
Fibonacci generalized numbers FIBO - see Table III. The
optimized van der Corput sequence produce worse results than
both of the lattice sequences FIBO and LATM. It can be seen
that the van der Corput sequence with base b = 2 gives worse
results by at least 1-2 orders to the optimized van der Corput
sequence with base b = 24 VDCO.
Most influential emissions about ammonia output concentrations are ammonia emissions themselves (about 89% for
Milan). The second most influential emissions about ammonia
output are sulphur dioxide emissions (about 11%).
IV. S ENSITIVITY S TUDIES WITH R ESPECT TO C HEMICAL
R EACTIONS R ATES
In this section we will study the sensitivity of the ozone
concentration values in the air over Genova with respect to
the rate variation of some chemical reactions of the condensed
CBM-IV scheme ([12]), namely: # 1, 3, 7, 22 (time-dependent)
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TABLE I
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE EVALUATION OF f0 ≈ 0.048.

# of samples
n

VDC2
Relative
error

VDCO
Relative
error

FIBO
Relative
error

LATM
Relative
error

210
212
214
216
218
220

3.72e-04
4.39e-04
2.15e-03
3.11e-04
7.66e-05
1.48e-04

1.64e-05
5.11e-05
4.45e-05
5.56e-06
1.03e-06
3.56e-07

2.09e-04
4.32e-05
2.25e-05
8.70e-06
1.79e-06
4.21e-07

8.46e-04
1.79e-04
2.62e-06
4.14e-07
1.17e-06
1.15e-06

TABLE II
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE TOTAL VARIANCE
D ≈ 0.0002.

# of samples
n

VDC2
Relative
error

VDCO
Relative
error

FIBO
Relative
error

LATM
Relative
error

210
212
214
216
218
220

9.21e-02
6.37e-02
4.26e-02
2.22e-03
2.22e-03
7.58e-03

1.78e-02
4.11e-03
1.34e-03
3.19e-04
1.13e-04
5.76e-05

1.63e-01
2.39e-02
2.90e-03
2.65e-04
3.01e-04
1.19e-04

1.54e-02
3.67e-03
1.49e-03
1.61e-03
1.48e-03
1.46e-03

and # 27, 28 (time independent). The simplified chemical
equations of those reactions are:
[#1] NO2 + hν =⇒ NO + O;
[#3] O3 + NO =⇒ NO2 ;
[#7] NO2 + O3 =⇒ NO3 ;
[#22] HO2 + NO =⇒ OH + NO2 ;
[#27] HO2 + HO2 =⇒ H2 O2 ;
[#28] OH +CO =⇒ HO2 .
The domain under consideration is the 6-dimensional hypercube [0.6, 1.4]6 ).
Homma and Saltelli discuss in [4] which is the better
estimation of
Z
2
f02 =
f (x)dx
(7)
Ud

in the expression for total variance and Sobol global sensitivity
measures. The first formula is
1 n
(8)
f02 ≈ ∑ f (xi,1 , . . . , xi,d ) f (x′i,1 , . . . , x′i,d )
n i=1
and the second one is
(
f02

Est. qnt.
S1
S2
S3
S4
Stot
1
Stot
2
tot
S3
Stot
4

Ref. val.
9e-01
2e-04
1e-01
4e-05
9e-01
2e-04
1e-01
5e-05

VDC2
3.13e-02
1.28e+00
9.13e-02
8.30e-01
7.54e-03
4.69e+01
4.14e-02
5.54e+02

VDCO
4.56e-04
3.34e-02
2.22e-03
3.45e-02
1.16e-04
1.24e-01
1.10e-03
1.60e-01

FIBO
3.62e-04
1.74e-01
3.22e-03
4.87e-01
4.61e-04
3.45e-01
1.96e-03
5.06e-01

LATM
7.27e-04
2.76e-02
4.24e-03
1.65e-02
5.14e-04
2.21e-01
6.41e-03
1.60e-01

≈

)2
1 n
∑ f (xi,1 , . . . , xi,d )
n i=1

(9)

where x and x′ are two independent sample vectors. In case
of estimating sensitivity indices of a fixed order, formula (8)
is better (as recommended in [4]), here we use it too.
The relative error estimation for the quantities f0 , the
total variance D and some sensitivity indices are given in
Tables IV, V, VI respectively. The four different stochastic
approaches used for numerical integration are presented in
separate columns of the tables. The quantity f0 is presented
by 6-dimensional integral, while the rest are presented by 12dimensional integrals.
When n = 216 it can be seen that the van der Corput
sequences produce similar results to the modified lattice rule
LATM and Fibonacci generalized numbers FIBO - see Table VI. When n = 216 the optimized van der Corput sequence
VDCO is far better than LATM and FIBO for same of the
sensitivity indices - see the value for S45 and S12 in Table VI.
Overall LATM produce better results than the Fibonacci based
lattice rule by at least one order - see Table VI. None of the
4 methods estimates S15 and S5 reliably, which has extremely
small reference values. This natural ”size effect” does not
destroy the accuracy of the corresponding total sensitivity
indices (which are much larger, so the influence of S5 and
S15 is negligible).
From these tables we can see the optimized van der Corput
sequence gives better results than both the lattice sequences
and the original van der Corput sequence with increasing the
dimensionality of the integral. The results obtained by the optimized van der Corput sequence are better for 12 dimensional
integrals compared with the results for 8 dimensional integrals.
To summarize, Tthe algorithm has been successfully applied
to compute global Sobol sensitivity measures corresponding
to the influence of several input parameters (six chemical
reactions rates and four different groups of pollutants) on the
concentrations of important air pollutants.
TABLE IV
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE EVALUATION OF f0 ≈ 0.27.

TABLE III

R ELATIVE ERROR FOR ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY INDICES OF INPUT
PARAMETERS USING VARIOUS M ONTE C ARLO AND QUASI -M ONTE
C ARLO APPROACHES (n ≈ 65536).

27

# of samples
n

VDC2
Relative
error

VDCO
Relative
error

FIBO
Relative
error

LATM
Relative
error

210
212
214
216
218
220

1.25e-02
1.70e-03
3.56e-03
8.66e-04
4.63e-04
7.85e-05

8.13e-04
2.12e-04
6.15e-05
7.09e-05
2.33e-06
3.51e-07

2.08e-03
1.40e-04
3.98e-04
2.61e-04
7.29e-06
4.57e-07

7.12e-03
1.80e-03
4.04e-05
9.91e-06
7.24e-06
7.04e-06
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TABLE V
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE TOTAL VARIANCE
D ≈ 0.0025.
# of samples
n

VDC2
Relative
error

VDCO
Relative
error

FIBO
Relative
error

LATM
Relative
error

210
212
214
216
218
220

2.23e-02
2.04e-01
3.94e-02
1.05e-03
1.27e-02
1.53e-02

1.10e-02
8.45e-03
6.44e-04
2.71e-04
1.01e-04
9.56e-05

6.73e+00
5.27e-01
1.02e-01
1.97e-03
4.53e-03
9.33e-03

3.11e-02
8.76e-02
7.54e-04
9.13e-04
2.22e-03
2.22e-03

TABLE VI
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY INDICES OF INPUT
PARAMETERS USING VARIOUS QMC APPROACHES (n ≈ 65536).
Est. qnt.
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
Stot
1
Stot
2
tot
S3
Stot
4
Stot
5
Stot
6
S12
S14
S15
S24
S45

Ref. val.
4e-01
3e-01
5e-02
3e-01
4e-07
2e-02
4e-01
3e-01
5e-02
3e-01
2e-04
2e-02
6e-03
5e-03
8e-06
3e-03
1e-05

VDC2
1.07e-01
5.08e-02
6.37e-04
7.39e-02
7.26e+02
4.10e-01
8.89e-02
1.06e-02
1.25e-01
1.51e-01
3.45e+02
1.63e+00
9.16e-01
1.91e-01
8.45e+02
3.25e-01
1.41e-01

VDCO
1.92e-02
7.45e-03
5.22e-04
4.71e-03
9.00e+01
5.56e-03
6.56e-02
1.41e-02
5.13e-02
8.23e-03
3.02e+00
4.87e-02
1.34e-01
1.23e-01
1.72e+02
1.88e-02
4.23e-02

FIBO
3.82e-02
1.03e-02
5.48e-01
1.07e-02
3.40e+03
1.32e+00
7.92e-02
3.06e-02
1.31e+00
3.84e-01
8.85e+01
2.15e+00
3.21e+00
8.64e+00
9.19e+02
1.37e+01
4.25e+01

LATM
1.50e-02
2.14e-02
8.28e-02
6.81e-03
2.07e+03
1.19e-02
1.07e-02
2.28e-02
4.92e-02
1.93e-02
6.78e+00
7.63e-02
2.21e-01
1.31e+00
9.62e+02
5.63e-01
3.87e+01

V. C ONCLUSION
The computational efficiency (in terms of relative error
and computational time) of several stochastic algorithms for
multidimensional numerical integration has been studied to
analyze the sensitivity of UNI-DEM model output to variation of input emissions of the anthropogenic pollutants and
of rates of several chemical reactions. The algorithms have
been successfully applied to compute global Sobol sensitivity
measures corresponding to the influence of several input
parameters on the concentrations of important air pollutants.
The study has been done for the areas of several European
cities with different geographical locations. The novelty of the
proposed approaches is that the van der Corput sequence and

its optimized version have been applied for the first time to
sensitivity studies of the particular air pollution model. This
is also the first time the Fibonacci based lattice rule and the
modified lattice sequence based on transformation function are
compared with the van der Corput sequence and its optimized
version to the problem under consideration. The numerical
tests show that the presented optimized stochastic approach
is the most efficient for the multidimensional integrals under
consideration and especially for computing small by value
sensitivity indices.
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Sensitivity studies are nowadays applied to some of the most
complicated mathematical models from various intensively
developing areas of application ([1], [6]). Different efficient
stochastic algorithms for multidimensional integration have
also been applied on a further stage of these sensitivity studies.
The two Adaptive Monte Carlo algorithms that we are going
to used are based on the ideas and results of the importance
separation and are completely described in the following works
[2], [3], [4], [5].

Abstract—In this work a systematic procedure for multidimensional sensitivity analysis in the area of air pollution modeling
by an optimized latin hypercube sampling has been done. The
Unified Danish Eulerian Model (UNI-DEM) is used in our
investigation, because this is one of the most advanced largescale mathematical models that describes adequately all physical
and chemical processes. We study the sensitivity of concentration
variations of some of the most dangerous air pollutants with
respect to the anthropogenic emissions levels and with respect
to some chemical reactions rates. The results obtained with
an adaptive approach and latin hypercube sampling has been
discussed.

H

II. O PTIMIZED L ATIN H YPERCUBE S AMPLING

I. I NTRODUCTION

Latin Hypercube Sampling is a type of stratified sampling,
described for the first time by M.D. McKay in 1979 in [9].
For this standard method we will use the notation LHS.
Recently a renewing interest in optimization version of Latin
hypercube sampling is described by Budiman Minasny in his
works [10]. In the case of integral approximation we must
simply divide the domain [0, 1]d into md disjoint subdomains,
each of volume m1d and to sample one point from each of
them. Let this sample be xk,j , for dimensions k = 1, . . . , md ,
j = 1, . . . , d. LHS does not require more samples for more
dimensions (variables) - it is one of the main advantages of this
scheme. Examples of random, stratified and Latin hypercube
samplings with 16 points are presented on Figure 1 [8].
Here we propose an optimized version of the Latin Hypercube Sampling which includes a uniformly distributed random
point in each interval which improves the accuracy as can be
seen from the results below. The description of the optimized
latin hypercube sampling (LHSO) algorithm is the following:

ERE we discuss a systematic approach for sensitivity
analysis studies in the area of air pollution modelling.
The Unified Danish Eulerian Model (UNI-DEM) [14], [15]
is used in this particular study. Different parts of the large
amount of output data, produced by the model, were used
in various practical applications, where the reliability of this
data should be properly estimated [11], [13]. Another reason
to choose this model as a case study here is its sophisticated
chemical scheme, where all relevant chemical processes in the
atmosphere are accurately represented. We study the sensitivity
of concentration variations of some of the most dangerous
air pollutants with respect to the anthropogenic emissions
levels and with respect to some chemical reactions rates.
This work is supported by the Bulgarian National Science Fund under
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1) Divide the distribution of each variable X into n
equiprobable intervals.
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TABLE I
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE EVALUATION OF f0 ≈ 0.048.

Fig. 1. Comparison of random, stratified and latin hypercube samplings with
16 points (d = 2, M = 4).

2) For each interval, choose one uniform random number
r ∈ [0, 1]. Then, let

i−1
1
+r∗
(1)
n
n
3) Transform the probability into the sampled value x using
the inverse of the cumulative distribution function:
P robi =

x = F −1 (P rob)

(2)

4) The n values obtained for each variable X are paired
randomly(e.g. by generating a random permutation of
{1, 2, . . . , n} for each variable except one) with the n
values of the other variables.
III. S ENSITIVITY S TUDIES WITH R ESPECT TO E MISSION
L EVELS
The huge output data stream of UNI-DEM contains are
the mean monthly concentrations of more than 30 pollutants.
We consider 2 of them: ozone (O3 ) and ammonia (N H3 ). In
particular, we present some results of a sensitivity study of the
mean monthly concentrations of ammonia.
Here we present some results of our research on the sensitivity of UNI-DEM output (in particular, the ammonia mean
monthly concentrations) with respect to the anthropogenic
emissions input variation. The anthropogenic emissions input
consists of 4 different components E = (EA , EN , ES , EC ) as
follows:

# of samples
n

ADAPT1
Relative
error

ADAPT2
Relative
error

LHSO
Relative
error

LHS
Relative
error

216
218
220

9.89e-05
3.95e-05
4.99e-05

4.05e-04
3.83e-06
2.93e-05

1.45e-05
1.98e-06
6.31e-06

7.74e-05
3.80e-06
7.16e-06

TABLE II
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR THE EVALUATION OF THE TOTAL VARIANCE
D ≈ 0.0002.

# of samples
n

ADAPT1
Relative
error

ADAPT2
Relative
error

LHSO
Relative
error

LHS
Relative
error

216
218
220

1.83e-04
5.77e-05
3.42e-05

5.12e-04
1.21e-04
3.28e-05

2.17e-04
4.56e-05
1.87e-05

3.65e-04
1.21e-05
5.96e-05

The results show that the algorithms using LHSO simulate
the behaviour of the Adaptive Monte Carlo algorithm, and for
some small in value sensitivity indices as S4tot LHSO gives
better results than the adaptive approach. Adaptive algorithm
gives results of the same order as LHS, and sometimes even
outperforms it (see for example the relative errors for S1tot ).
IV. S ENSITIVITY S TUDIES WITH R ESPECT TO C HEMICAL
R EACTIONS R ATES
We will also study the sensitivity of the ozone concentration
values in the air over Genova with respect to the rate of
variation of some chemical reactions of the condensed CBMIV scheme ([14]), namely: # 1, 3, 7, 22 (time-dependent) and #
27, 28 (time independent). The simplified chemical equations
of those reactions are as follows:

EA − ammonia (N H3 );
EN − nitrogen oxides (N O + N O2 );

[#1] N O2 + hν =⇒ N O + O;
[#3] O3 + N O =⇒ N O2 ;
[#7] N O2 + O3 =⇒ N O3 ;

ES − sulphur dioxide (SO2 );
EC − anthropogenic hydrocarbons.

The domain is the 4-dimensional hypercube [0.5, 1]4 ). The
input data have been generated by the improved version SADEM code, specialized for sensitivity studies (see the previous
section).
The results for relative errors for evaluation of the quantities
f0 , total variances and first-order and total sensitivity indices
using various stochastic approaches for numerical integration
are presented in Tables I, II, III, respectively. The quantity
f0 is presented by a 4-dimensional integral whereas the rest
of the quantities under consideration are presented by an 8dimensional integrals. In this work for the estimateq quantity
we use the notation EQ.

TABLE III
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY INDICES OF THE
INPUT ANTHROPOGENIC EMISSIONS BY USING VARIOUS M ONTE C ARLO
APPROACHES (n = 216 = 65536).
EQ
S1
S2
S3
S4
S1tot
S2tot
S3tot
S4tot

Ref. value
9e-01
2e-04
1e-01
4e-05
9e-01
2e-04
1e-01
5e-05

ADAPT1
7.67e-04
1.47e-03
4.11e-03
1.04e-01
4.99e-05
5.23e-01
1.15e-02
1.88e+01

ADAPT2
1.22e-03
4.96e-02
1.59e-03
1.69e-01
5.36e-05
5.00e+00
1.28e-02
3.43e+01

LHSO
1.16e-04
7.10e-03
1.19e-03
6.10e-02
7.31e-05
1.07e-01
5.45e-03
7.54e-01

LHS
9.79e-03
6.60e-01
8.65e-03
6.70e-01
4.31e-04
2.94e+01
1.10e-02
2.41e+02
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[#22] HO2 + N O =⇒ OH + N O2 ;
[#27] HO2 + HO2 =⇒ H2 O2 ;
[#28] OH + CO =⇒ HO2 .
The domain under consideration is the 6-dimensional hypercube [0.6, 1.4]6 ).
Homma and Saltelli
Z discuss in [7] which is the better
2

estimation of f02 =

f (x)dx

in the expression for

Ud

total variance and Sobol global sensitivity measures. In case
of estimating sensitivity indices of a fixed order, the formula
n
1X
f02 ≈
f (xi,1 , . . . , xi,d ) f (x′i,1 , . . . , x′i,d ), where x and
n i=1
x′ are two independent sample vectors, is better (as recommended in [7], [12]).
TABLE IV
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR EVALUATION OF f0 ≈ 0.27.

V. C ONCLUSION

# of samples
n

ADAPT1
Relative
error

ADAPT2
Relative
error

LHSR
Relative
error

LHS
Relative
error

216
218
220

3.49e-05
5.90e-07
1.36e-07

3.72e-05
1.02e-06
5.56e-07

1.12e-05
6.14e-06
8.71e-07

2.02e-04
2.82e-05
1.04e-05

The relative errors for evaluation of the quantities f0 , total
variances, first and second order sensitivity indices by using
various stochastic approaches for numerical integration are
presented in Tables IV, V, VI respectively. Here the quantity
f0 is presented by a 6-dimensional integral, whereas the
total variance and the sensitivity indices are presented by
12-dimensional integrals, following the ideas of correlated
sampling.
TABLE V
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR EVALUATION OF THE TOTAL VARIANCE
D ≈ 0.0025.
# of samples
n

ADAPT1
Relative
error

ADAPT2
Relative
error

LHSO
Relative
error

LHS
Relative
error

216
218
220

3.01e-05
7.71e-06
1.75e-06

1.48e-04
3.79e-04
3.34e-05

8.23e-05
6.12e-05
5.21e-05

3.56e-05
7.78e-03
2.78e-04

TABLE VI
R ELATIVE ERROR FOR ESTIMATION OF SENSITIVITY INDICES OF SEVERAL
CHEMICAL REACTION RATE PARAMETERS BY USING VARIOUS M ONTE
C ARLO AND QUASI -M ONTE C ARLO APPROACHES (n = 216 = 65536).
EQ
S1
S2
S3
S4
S5
S6
S12
S14
S15
S24
S45

Ref. value
4e-01
3e-01
5e-02
3e-01
4e-07
2e-02
6e-03
5e-03
8e-06
3e-03
1e-05

ADAPT1
1.55e-04
4.34e-04
3.42e-04
4.75e-04
1.31e+01
1.08e-03
1.30e-02
5.30e-03
9.34e+02
1.26e-03
9.93e-02

ADAPT2
3.48e-04
1.58e-04
8.09e-05
9.04e-04
1.07e+01
4.54e-04
7.92e-03
1.81e-03
9.34e+02
7.24e-03
8.55e-02

LHSO
7.53e-05
5.19e-04
7.24e-04
4.31e-04
2.37e+01
5.21e-04
7.70e-03
5.11e-03
9.06e+02
4.21e-03
1.14e-01

We can conclude that all stochastic approaches under consideration give reliable relative errors for sufficiently large
number of samples. The adaptive MC algorithm outperforms
LHS in the case of small number of samples, higher dimensions and small by value sensitivity indices. The algorithms
using generalized LHSO simulate the behaviour of Adaptive
Monte Carlo algorithm, and even for higher dimensions sometimes gives better results than the to adaptive approach by at
least one order. The most efficient in terms of computational
complexity is the LHSO algorithm, followed very closely
by the LHS algorithm. The algorithm LHS is characterized
with unreliable relative errors for small in value sensitivity
measures. MC approach based on optimized Latin hypercube
sampling produce significantly better results for 6-dimensional
and 12-dimensional integrals in comparison with the standard
latin hypercube sampling LHS.

LHS
3.04e-02
7.35e-04
2.33e-02
2.47e-02
9.25e+02
3.81e-02
8.99e-02
2.74e-01
9.21e+02
7.10e-01
1.05e+01

A comprehensive experimental study of Monte Carlo algorithm based on optimized latin hypercube sampling and
adaptive approach for multidimensional numerical integration
has been done. Such comparison has been made for the first
time and this motivates the present study. The algorithms have
been successfully applied to compute global Sobol sensitivity
measures corresponding to the six chemical reactions rates
and four different groups of pollutants. The numerical tests
show that the optimized stochastic approach gives comparable
results to the adaptive approach and better than the standard
latin hypercube sampling and this method is very efficient for
multidimensional numerical integration.
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Advances in Network Systems and Applications

T

HE rapid development of computer networks including
wired and wireless networks observed today is very
evolving, dynamic, and multidimensional. On the one hand,
network technologies are used in virtually several areas that
make human life easier and more comfortable. On the other
hand, the rapid need for network deployment brings new
challenges in network management and network design, which
are reflected in hardware, software, services, and securityrelated problems. Every day, a new solution in the field of
technology and applications of computer networks is released.
The ANSA technical session is devoted to emphasizing upto-date topics in networking systems and technologies by
covering problems and challenges related to the intensive
multidimensional network developments. This session covers
not only the technological side but also the societal and social
impacts of network developments. The session is inclusive and
spans a wide spectrum of networking-related topics.
The ANSA technical session is a great place to exchange
ideas, conduct discussions, introduce new ideas and integrate
scientists, practitioners, and scientific communities working in
networking research themes.
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definition presented earlier, information security can be a measure of its insensitivity to cyber criminals’ attacks, which may
also result in a loss of acting continuity. Although IIS is not
an attractive object for traditional cyber criminals, such attacks
performed for political reasons will occur more often and their
negative consequences will increase. The solutions proposed
in work allow improve the level of security in different way
than currently used. In critical situations, IIS should have at
its disposal minimal, attack-resistant processing resources that
allow it to safely monitor its operations in critical situations,
or terminate technical systems that threaten security. Starting
the research, it was assumed that IIS will be build on the basis
of industrial Internet of Things, which edge elements was built
on the basis of Arduino or Raspberry platform [1], [10]. Thus,
these elements can be used to build a heterogeneous, parallel
processing system, largely insensitive to external attacks. The
presented work consists of three sections. Section II presents
the essence of industrial information systems using IIoT, based
on the available literature, special features were distinguished,
and potential threats of this type of systems were discussed.
Section III discusses the proposed solution for connecting IIS
edge elements, stressing the benefits and potential dangers.
Section IV describes a research experiment whose aim was
to confirm the effectiveness of the proposed solutions. In
the Summary the analysis of the results of theoretical and
empirical research is presented and discusses the current and
future uses of the designed architecture. The work ends with
the bibliography containing the works of other authors as well
as the authors’ own publications.

Abstract—In this paper the results concerning changes introduced into the architecture of connections of an industrial
computer network built on the basis of solutions characteristic of the Industrial Internet of Things were described. We
introduce the new solutions improving such properties of industrial networks as: reliability, information security and usage of
computational resources available in edge elements. The basic
goal of the research was ensuring continuous functioning of the
industrial computer network. Isolation of critical elements of
the technological process can have far-reaching consequences,
including local threats to workers’ health and life, and even global
technological disasters. Continuity of operation as a consequence
of the reliability of the components of an information system is
one of its most desirable properties.
The offered solution is based on the use of multi-channel
reconfigured optical bus that is activated when the basic communication channels fail. In addition, the use of the described
solutions for the build of a parallel, heterogeneous computing
system based on elements of the Arduino and Raspberry Pi and
system servers has been described and evaluated.

T

I. I NTRODUCTION

HE paper presents the results in the area of improving the
effectiveness of Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) used
in the industrial information system (IIS). Presented results
are based on a real system from medium and large industrial
enterprises of the metallurgical, electromechanical and aviation
industries.
During the research, our attention focused on improving
three key IIoT properties for the enterprise: reliability along
with derived characteristics, information security, and insufficiency of computational and memory resources. Information
security is a guarantee of eliminating IIS unsanctioned access, use, disclosure, deformation, modification, investigation,
recording or destruction of information [1], [2], [3], [4].
Reliability is a property of technical objects to maintain
over time, within set limits, the values of all parameters
necessary to perform the required functions in specific modes
and conditions of use. The concept of dependability is associated with a number of other often cited system and network
characteristics. Most often they are: fault tolerance; reliability;
survivability, whose terms can be found in the literature [5],
[6], [7]. They all indirectly determine the degree of continuity
of IIS, key characteristics of IIS [8], [9]. Starting from the

II. I NDUSTRIAL COMPUTER NETWORKS WITH I OT
A. Evolution of industrial computer networks
In order to illustrate the evolution of interoperability of
industrial network components, Fig. 1 shows its hierarchical
model. The classic model presented there consist of the 4
layers, which the highest two use traditional communication
channels based on Ethernet technology. Changes massively
appear at the bottom-up automation level, at which interstitial
communication takes place using industrial communication
standards. We currently know over 50 types of industrial networks and data transmission protocols covered by the standard
Fieldbus term [2], [11], [12]. Among of them the most known
are: ProfiNet, HART, Modbus, Profibus, DeviceNet, CAN,
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Internet/Intranet
Production
management level

Bottom-up
automation level

Control area of
the technological
process

Sensors and
actuators
level

A

A

A

A

A

A

Multi-bus connection network
Bottom-up
automation level
Sensors and
actuators
level
Fig. 1. Hierarchical model of an industrial computer network

CANopen, Lon-Works, FoxCom, ControlNet, SDS, Seriplex,
BACnet, FIP, ASI, Industrial Ether-net, Wordfip, Foundation
Fieldbus, Inter-bus, BitBus and others [2], [11]. Only some of
them are widely used. Although a special FDT (Field Device
Tool) interface has been designed to ensure interoperability of
devices, technologies, data transmission protocols of different
standards, their versions, generations and manufacturers, the
need for communication between various system components
remains a problem. Changes in the manner of communicating elements of the industrial computer network should first
cover the bottom-up automation level and concern the use of
methods and means of communication characteristic of the
IoT network in this layer. However, the deepest modifications
will include sensors and actuators level, in which, in place
of passive measuring sensors, IoT compliant devices will
be used, with a wide range of communication options. One
of the most significant disadvantages of industrial computer
networks operating in accordance with the architecture of
Fig. 1 are the difficulties in communication controlling at
sensors and actuators level. By equipping the lowest level
of the model with intelligent measuring sensors, based on
IIoT solutions, this defect will be removed and the control
will be carried out using sensors based on the Arduino and
Raspberry platforms. The use of hardware and software traffic
analyzers located in all network segments at risk of attacks,
both with wired and wireless communication is the first stage
of the proposed changes in the architecture of the industrial
computer network in Fig 1. For security reasons, sensors
should not be connected to any of the automation, electronics
or industrial metrology components used in the system. Thus,
the operation of the monitoring subsystem in any negative
way does not translate into the operation of the enterprise’s
integrated information service system. Unfortunately, in a
number of cases this solution can be troublesome or even
impossible to implement. An acceptable solution is the use of a
further reconfigured connection network. For better illustration

Fig. 2. Hierarchical model of the industrial network. A - software and
hardware network analyzer

of the changes made in the traditional industrial network
architecture, the bottom two layers of the new network are
presented in Fig. 2. Additional software and hardware traffic
analyzers A have been added to sensors and actuators level.
They were made using Raspberry Pi or Arduino platforms
equipped with software and additional communication interfaces. The main goal for analyzers is to detect traffic anomalies
in tracked network segments. Depending on the interface,
wired or wireless network segments can be analyzed using
the following protocols: Ethernet, Fieldbus AS-Interface, both
on sensors and actuators and bottom-up automation levels.
The proposed solution based on autonomous traffic analyzers,
besides its advantages (significant improvement of information
security and availability of computational resources), in small
installations is characterized by high implementation costs. In
large enterprise networks, these costs (around 250 euro per
analyzer) are negligible. Therefore, as a part of the research,
the traffic analysis technology based on IIoT components,
for which traffic monitoring is not their main function, has
been positively verified. The introduction to the lowest level
of the industrial network model of software and hardware
traffic analyzers is the first of the modifications made in
the classic industrial computer network. The second change
applied involves the implementation of an additional multi-bus
communication network used exclusively by traffic analyzers.
Separating the bus from the rest of the network ensures its
insensitivity to possible attacks. The bus is a communication
element that can be used in critical moments, e.g. for emergency securing of technological operations. From the point
of view of modern graph theory [13], [14], [15], [16], [17]
and hierarchical systems [18], [19], the modified network is a
hierarchical star whose leaves have been connected by means
of an additional horizontal communication channel.
B. Methods for describing bus systems
The most important feature of the communication bus
(Fig. 2) is the possibility of distributed reconfiguration. This
means that the selection of a specific communication channel
will be made directly by traffic analyzers A. The organization
of connections can be selected so that the edge communication
parameters imposed by the designer, such as: maximum transmission delay, integration of only indicated network nodes,
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network life at the indicated level will be met at any time.
This requires, among others mathematical description of bus
network connections. Mathematical description of bus systems
is presented in [9], [20], [21]. In order to improvements in
the machine analysis and synthesis of the bus connection
network, an algebraic topology notation based on an algebra
of connected finite non-directed graphs has been proposed.
Graph algebra is defined in the Definition 1.
Definition 1. The pair A = (D, Ω) will be called the universal
graph algebra over the universe U , if D is a set of graphs with
vertices from the set U , and the signature Ω enables the zero
operation Λ, binary operations of adding a vertex, adding an
edge, removing a vertex and removing edges.

S1

S2

K1

K2
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Bm
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=

S1

S2

B1
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B2

Bm

First, let’s define the theorem, which can be used to describe
the topology of selected networks.
Theorem 1. The minimal elements of the AG = (A, Ω)
algebra will be trees of the form G0u , where: G0u = (V =
{u}, E = ∅) - an empty tree composed of the vertex u.
Using the Theorem 1 we will analyze the trees:
1) Tu,v = (V = {u, v}, E = {(u, v)});
w
2) Tu,v
= (V = {u, v, w}, E = {(u, w), (w, v)}).

Using algebra, the above trees can be represented by the
minimum elements:
1) Tu,v = (V = {u, v}, E = {(u, v)}) = wik (G0u ∪
G0v , u, v) = Tu,v = G0u ∗ G0v = G0u ∗ f G0v (f (u) = v);
w
2) Tu,v
= (V = {u, w, v}, E = {(u, w), (w, v)}) = Tu,w ∪
Tw,v = wik (Tu0 ∪ Tw0 , u, w) ∪ wik (Tw0 ∪ Tv0 , w, v) =
(Tu0 ∗ Tw0 ) ∪ (Tv0 ∗ Tw0 ).

where: wik - the operation of adding an edge into connected
graph; * - the operation of combining two connected graphs.
In addition, the result of combining two graphs will be a
connected graph, if even one or two of them does not meet
connectivity condition. In particular, for a connected graph
G, graphs corresponding to the expressions (Tu0 ∪ Tv0 ) ∗ G
and (Tu0 ∪ Tv0 ) ∗ (Tu0 ∪ Tv0 ) ∗ (Tw0 ∪ Ts0 ), where: u, v, w, s
in pairs different vertices, will be connected graphs. The
algebraic expression describing the single channel bus in graph
algebra notation has the following form: (TS01 ∪ . . . ∪ TS0r ∪
0
0
TK
∪ . . . TK
) ∗ TB0 . Technical solutions developed on the
1
n
basis of research are based solely on the multi-channel bus.
Suppose the complete multi-bus (i.e. each service provider
and recipient is connected to each of the buses) consists of
m channels, Sr recipients and Kn service providers. Then its
physical form and its notation in the form of a tripartite graph
have the form presented in Fig. 3. It can be assumed from a
technical point of view, that the B1 , . . . , Bm buses are logical
channels functioning in the one common physical channel.
The algebraic expression describing the above network has
the following form:
(TS01 ∪ . . . ∪ TS0r ∪ Tk01 ∪ . . . ∪ Tk0n ) ∗ TB0

K1

K2

Kn

Fig. 3. The network with multi-channel bus presented as tripartite graph

C. Additional functions of modified network
Having a set of independent computational nodes and
reconfigured connections in one system creates an excellent
opportunity to construct a scalable computational unit. Particular interest in this type of solutions in IIS result from the
following conditions:
1) The concentration of cyber-attacks on the top two layers
of the network model. They have the resources necessary
to safely support production technologies. Attacks on the
lower layers of the model are very rare;
2) In order to maximize the level of security it is appropriate to separate computational diagnostic components
outside the areas of the industrial network model available to cybercriminals.
In the case of the cyber-attack on IIS resources, degradation
of computational and communication resources used in the
security subsystem occurs. If the threat detection system is
based solely on polynomial combinatorial algorithms or the
analysis of limited data, the problem of insufficient computational resources rather does not appear. It becomes valid at the
time of application of time-complex algorithms, e.g. providing
machine learning or bio-inspired analysis. If the detection
system acts only as a part of the top layer, degradation
of its resources is highly possible. That is why, in some
enterprises, independent computational resources with low
usage in a stable mode of operation are constructed on the
basis of the edge network components, designed solely to
operate the detection system. Their load increases drastically
when threats appear. The solution offered assumes the separation of scalable computational resources, independent of
other components of the upper IIS layer. For this purpose,
it was decided to prioritize the procedures for parallelizing
processing in a heterogeneous environment with multi-channel
optical connections. Communication is based on the repeatedly
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c.
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Fig. 4. The concept of the system: MU - management node, controlling bus
system

Fig. 5. Connections between node and the virtual bus: a. multiple complete;
b. single complete; c. partial

folded bus with the possibility of its physical division and
virtual reconfiguration of the connection network. The first
level of parallelization is based on a separate security sever
and uses CUDA technology [22], [23]. At the second level, in
the event of a computational power deficit, a heterogeneous
computational system is dynamically constructed using the
available resources of analyzers based on dedicated hardware
of IIoT components.

Industrial computer network

D. Bus communication systems in IIS
The basic concept of a parallel reconfigurable computational
system with multi-bus connections is shown in Fig. 4. It was
assumed that all computational functions will be performed
in the system based on the resources of the management
node M U and A traffic analyzers. For security reasons, the
computational servers of the upper layers are not used. Each
of the analyzers has been equipped with at least one fixed and
one variable single-channel communication interface. If it is
possible, then the parameters of each of the fixed channels
are unique in the entire structure, thanks to which there is no
limit to setting up networks with any connection architecture.
A deviation from this rule is the management channel to which
all computational nodes are connected. This channels always
uses broadcast and is only intended for sending information
about the configuration of transceivers. The use of a device that
supports a fixed communication channel is also expedient from
an economic point of view - the price of these devices is many
times lower than tunable devices. Each of the A analyzers is
equipped with a set (2 to 4) of fixed or tunable transceiver devices. They are connected in various ways to logical buses (e.g.
wave channels) B1 , . . . , B4 , thus responding to different user
needs. The use of independent optical fibers (physical buses)
instead of logical buses significantly changes the properties of
the above organizations. If the system from Fig. 5a is equipped
with integrated transceivers and logical buses B1 , . . . , B4 it
can be used to improve the failure resistance of transceivers.
In addition, if many analyzers compete for access to logical
buses, the amount of information provided or retrieved from
the node may be multiplied by using routing addressed to this
type of architecture. If B1 , B2 buses are physical channels, the

Network traffic monitoring

A1

A2

A3

A4

An

Connection system of the edge elements
Fig. 6. Functional components of the industrial computer network with
horizontal connection of edge elements

system from Fig. 5a improves fault tolerance of this type of
channel. Past experience shows that damage to communication
channels usually occur at the physical level, i.e. optical fibers
or transceivers. Similarly, the other architectures from Fig. 5
can be analyzed. All the analyzers operate at sensors and
actuators level. If the transmitting and receiving devices can
be separated, and instead of the traditional bus the folded
bus is used, the following effective methods of minimizing
communication delays appear, by selecting the appropriate
part of the bus, where the information signal is delivered or
supplied. Each of the analyzers has its own computational
power, which can be used in the system, both in a group
and independently for each device.Computational servers will
be made available in the system to increase computational
efficiency. They can be independent devices or components
of an industrial computer network deployed at the production
management level.
III. C ONNECTION ARCHITECTURE OF THE EDGE
ELEMENTS

A. The concept of the system organization
Let’s analyze a fragment of the architecture of an industrial
computer network using IIoT with horizontal connection of
edge elements based on multi-bus communication with passive
joining of users. The functional components of such a system
are shown in Fig. 6. Further considerations will apply only
to the edge connection system located in the lower part of
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Fig. 7. Connection of edge elements by means of a multi-channel simplex
folded bus with tunable transceiver elements with a symmetrical organization
without load balancing

c.

PCCS
Fig. 6. Each of the n analyzers is connected to the lower and
upper part of the folded multi-channel bus. Both statements
are used only to perform communication operations as a part
of a computational system built based on edge elements. The
number of connections is limited only by the possibilities of
the edge element. In addition, each of the analyzers receives
a signal for analysis from the industrial computer network to
fulfill its basic functions. The power of edge elements (e.g.
based on Raspberry Pi 4) is so high that they can fulfill
the function of analyzers and computational elements solving
other tasks. In Fig. 6, for a known reason, the management
bus and the server controlling the bus set are omitted. There
are many alternative ways to improve the communication
efficiency of the multi-bus systems. The range of possible
methods and measures to improve the quality of inter-node
connections in multi-channel industrial networks is very wide.
However, not all available solutions are equally attractive.
Since the priority of the work being performed is to minimize
the costs of IIS construction and operation, it was decided to
use a passive bus in which the organization of logical communication channels is performed by means of transceivers
directly in the connected node. For similar reasons, it was
decided to use simplex bus channels. Fault tolerance, reliability
and survivability considerations have decided to use multiple
folded physical channels. Their use is particularly beneficial
from the point of view of the availability of the communication
subsystem. The networks based on them maintain connectivity
even with repeated damage to the physical network. For similar
reasons, it was decided to use symmetrical communication
channels without load balancing. Passive connection architecture plays a decisive role in organizing the connections of
edge elements. Other choices are of secondary importance.
The connection system architecture meeting the above criteria
is shown in Fig. 7. Each of the analyzers (computational
nodes) has been equipped with two tunable transmitters and
two tunable receivers synchronized with them in pairs. Unlike
previously discussed solutions, the management node was also
equipped with tunable transceiver devices. The application of
this solution resulted from the desire to unify the system.

Fig. 8. Passive couplers: a. Physical channel separator (PCS); b. Physical
channel connector (PCC); c. Physical channel connector-splitter (PCCS)

In practice, we also use other solutions to organize the
management channel, including: a pre-imposed logical channel
with a fixed transceiver and receiver, and the organization of
the management channel in an independent physical channel.
The communication components of the system in Fig. 7 are
shown in Fig. 8. As λ we denote independent communication
channels. All of the following elements are passive and their
purchase does not generate high costs. They are available on
the market.
B. Determining acceptable parameters of the system
Let’s estimate acceptable values of the system parameters
shown in Fig. 8. The minimum number of logical transmission
channels necessary to build a connected communication system is 2. The first of the channels is used as a management,
the second connects computational nodes (analyzers - network
edge nodes). Both channels operate in broadcast mode. The
lk
required to build a complete
maximum number of Kmax
topology with direct duplex connections is:
lk
Kmax
= n2F − nF + 1

(1)

where: nF - number of computational nodes of the system.
Minimum number of receiving and transmitting devices of the
i-th node of connected system, kiRmin and kiTmin respectively,
R
are identical and equals 2 (kimin
= kiTmin = 2). Maximum
R
T
number of kimin and kimin are also even and equal nF . The
total minimum numbers of receiving and transmitting devices,
R
T
Kmin
and Kmin
respectively, are defined as:
R
=
Kmin

nF
X

kiRmin + 1 = 2nF + 1

(2)

kiTmin + 1 = 2nF + 1

(3)

i=1

T
Kmin
=

nF
X
i=1
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Let’s estimate system delays without routing. The value of
the maximum transmission delay τmax depends not only on
the technical characteristics (e.g. geographical size) of the
system, but also on the occupancy level of the transceiver
and communication bus. Let’s consider a simple example:
nodes A1 and A2 equipped with sets of transceiver elements
will communicate. If any upper receiving element A2 is free,
the distance over which the signal will be transmitted is
minimal (part of the upper bus fragment) and the number of
passive splitting elements passed is 2. However, if the upper
receivers of node A2 are occupied, the information signal
will only be received by the lower element A2 . The signal
will cover almost the entire bus length, including 2nF − 1
passive PCCS components. This should not happen if the
system provides for optimization of transmission performed by
the management node. The system’s answer will be blocking
the communication channel. Determining the maximum delay
value will start from the wort case, when directions of the
physical and logical channels are opposite and the length of
the communication channel will be maximum. Let there be
unloaded logical channels and unoccupied transceiver devices
in the analyzed system. The maximum delay will occur on
the path between nodes A2 and A1 because the information
channel will be created between the upper interface A2 and the
lower A1 . In systems without routing, the described situation
is acceptable and in no way results from the occupation
of any receiving or transmitting elements. In the case of
a homogeneous connection system, in which the distance
between the computational nodes and the time parameters of
the components are identical, the delay value τmax is described
by the following expression:
T
τmax = tB2→1 + 2(nF − 1)tP CCS + tR
ν + tν

(4)

where: tB2→1 - transmission delay of the physical channel
between A2 (device is connected to the upper part of the bus)
and A1 (device is integrated with the lower part of the bus);
T
tP CCS - delay of the integrating PCCS component; tR
ν , tν time delay of receiving and transmitting devices, respectively.
In the most unfavorable case, the length of the used physical
channel fragment is comparable to its total length. Therefore,
tB2→1 , where tB - signal transmission delay between bus ends.
In addition, for large nF values, the delays of the transceiver
devices can be neglected. Then, expression (4) can be written
in a simplified form:
B

τmax ≈ t + 2nF t

P CCS

(5)

We will determine the maximum delay in sending information
through a channel in a routed communication network. We will
use the previously proposed routing algorithm that transfers
the creation of the transmission channel between the upper
and lower parts of the folded bus. In a routed system, the
maximum delay occurs when passing information over the
channel connection A1 to AnF or AnF with A1 . In this case,
the expression (4) can be written as:
r
T
τmax
= tB1→nF + nF tP CCS + tR
ν + tν

(6)

r
where: τmax
- maximal transmission delay in the architecture
with routing; tB1→nF - signal transmission delay through
the physical bus between nodes A1 and AnF . If the upper and lower part of the folded bus are symmetric, then
tB1→nF ≈ 0.5tB2→1 . Considering the expressions (4) and (6),
the following condition can be accepted:
r
τmax
= 0.5τmax

(7)

In the computational systems with symmetric architecture of
the transceiver devices, minimal value of the transmission
delay does not depend on whether the system uses routing
and for types (with or without routing) is determined by the
expression:
r
T
= tB1→2 + 2tP CCS + tR
τmin = τmin
ν + tν

(8)

r
where: τmin
- minimum value of the transmission delay for
the architecture with routing; tB1→2 - delay of the signal
transmitting through the physical bus between neighboring
nodes, in particular between A1 and A2 . The last, significant time parameter of the computational system connection
efficiency is the average value of the transmission delay
τavg . We will specify its value for organizations without
routing. If the distribution requests for the set of transmission
channels is homogeneous, the value τavg can be defined as
the arithmetic mean of the minimum and maximum delay of
signal transmission through the channel, i.e.:

τavg = 0.5(τmin + τmax )

(9)

Considering the expressions (4) and (8), the formula (9) can
be written in the following way:
T
τavg = 0.5(tB2→1 + (2nF − 1)tP CCS + tR
ν + tν +
T
+ tB1→2 + 2tP CCS + tR
ν + tν =

T
= 0.5(tB2→1 + tB1→2 + (2nF + 1)tP CCS + 2tR
ν + 2tν )

Note that tB2→1 ≈ tB and tB1→2 ≈ tB /2nF . Therefore, if
nF ≫ 2 the above expression can be written as follows:
τavg ≈ 0.5τmax

(10)

Based on the expression (9) we will determine the average
r
for an organization with routing. Using the expresdelay τavg
sions (6) and (8), delay value can be estimated:
r
T
B1→2
+
τavg
= 0.5(tB1→nF + nF tP CCS + tR
ν + tν + t
T
+ 2tP CCS + tR
ν + tν ) =
T
= 0.5(tB1→nF + tB1→2 + (nF + 2)tP CCS + 2tR
ν + 2tν )

If we assume that tB1→nF ≈ 0.5tB and tB1→2 ≈ tB /2nF ,
then for nF ≫ 2, tB1→nF ≫ tB1→2 . Then:
r
≈ 0.25τmax
τavg ≈ 0.5τmax

(11)

Analysis of transmission time characteristics shows that routing improves most of them. At the same time, along with the
reduction in the length of the transmission channel, the signal
attenuation also decreases, which minimizes the requirements,
and thus reduces the overall cost of the system construction.
The basic conclusion of the above analysis is the desirability
of extensive use of the system with routing.
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C. Description of the system functioning
The device developed at the current stage is intended to
improve the security of the industrial information system.
Built-in autonomous analyzers record all manifestations of
network activity. The analyzers also make a preliminary detection of any anomalies, this process is continued in the
management server. Each of the analyzers can work in one
of several modes. In basic mode, the analyzer tracks the
traffic in the assigned wired or wireless network segment.
All analyzers are connected via two communication channels.
The first of them - broadcasting - controls communication
between the analyzers and the management server, while the
second (direct - dynamically set up) is the right channel for
transferring information between security system objects. The
acquired data on traffic anomalies in the segments are stored
in the monitoring unit (edge element) and periodically sent
to the server(s) of the security system. For this purpose, a
two-point virtual channel connecting the selected monitoring
node with the appropriate server is dynamically established.
The management channel participates in the connection setup
procedure. Dynamic set up of the transmission channels is
also beneficial from a security point of view. In this way,
the number of entries to the system available to the intruder
is minimized. The number of virtual channels operating simultaneously depends only on the number of transceivers
installed in the servers. It is allowed to connect all analyzers
and servers with a set of broadcast channels. Pre-processing
of traffic information in the segment is performed directly in
the analyzers. For this purpose, each monitoring node stores
the symptoms of threats, which are in fact traffic patterns,
indicating the appearance of a threat. The list of symptoms
is not constant, it is created autonomously by computational
servers based on data sent by nodes using a set of analytical
algorithms using AI methods (machine learning, big data
algorithms) and biologically motivated tools (immunological
and evolutionary methods). Patterns are periodically sent to
monitoring nodes. If traffic similar to one of the patterns
appears in the segment, the monitoring node requests to set
up a temporary two-point communication channel connecting
it with the selected computational server. The channel set-up
consists in determining the number of the common communication channel for the monitoring node and the server. Until
the dangerous symptom stops, the traffic is analyzed in real
time on the security server. Further decisions are made about
how to deal with the potential threat. According to Fig. 5, the
server can simultaneously support multiple virtual networks, it
can also process information from multiple analyzers. Thanks
to this, the security system can work in the real time. If the
detected anomalies in the assessment of the security server
may threaten the security of IIS, the functioning of the system
is limited and in extreme cases the system is stopped. The
algorithm of functioning of the threat detection system is
presented in Fig. 9. The described procedure illustrates one of
many possible works performed by the edge elements thanks
to their connection via a bus communication channel. With
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Fig. 9. Stages of functioning of the system of connecting edge elements

time, as the edge element resources increase, the range of
such activities will be practically unlimited.
IV. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In order to process results from the research, we used IBM
SPSS Modeller, OriginPro, Process Explorer and softwarehardware prototype of designed device. It consisted of two
steps. The first of them performed the procedure of filling
the symptom base with attack patterns. Filling was outlined
until balanced accuracy on the training and test set exceeded
0.986. During the process, normalization of numeric parameter
values and conversion to binary values of text parameters, as
well as classification of database records, was performed. In
the second step, using the software testing sequence generator
imitating the output of the measurement sensors and the
machine time measurement tool, the attack detection time
was determined for the given accuracy and completeness of
attack detection. The minimum value of all basic detection
parameters (correct classification, precision, completeness and
metric) was set at a minimum of 80%. Teardrop, smurf, satan,
portsweep, pod, normal,nmap neptune, ipsweep and back
attacks were examined. The study analyzed the effectiveness
of four architectures: CPU, CPU + 8 RPi, CPU + GPU and
CPU + GPU + 8 RPi. Each of the experiments was performed
1000 times, the published results were subjected to processing
characteristics of empirical data. The results of the experiment
are shown in Fig. 10. Previous work has shown the desirability
of using edge elements to increase the computational power
available in industrial computer networks. With relatively
small investments, it can get performance comparable with
many times more expensive commercial solutions. Currently,
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tems. The functionalities offered will be combined with edge
elements, currently focused on the analysis of information
security threats monitored by industrial computer network analyzers. Currently available computational resources are used to
detect threats based on collected traffic information. A number
of modern methods are used for this purpose, including
machine learning and intelligent data analysis. In the future,
it is planned to develop methods to support the resources of
industrial computer networks in solving time-consuming tasks,
such as combinatorial optimization and graph algorithms.
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Fig. 10. Attack detection times for various computational system configurations and detection methods

the designed solution in real conditions is being tested, in
which threats will be detected. Previous work with the test
system utilized traffic load and computational tasks from a test
event generator configured to bring tasks and loads similar to
those found in an industrial computer network.
V. S UMMARY AND FURTHER WORKS
The paper presented the method of horizontal joining of
edge elements of an industrial computer network. Due to the
wide application of passive transmission network based on
folded buses, the solution is characterized by low costs and
high resistance to physical channels damage. The solution has
a very wide development potential, resulting, among others
with:
1) Possibilities of repeated folding of the communication
bus. If the number of interfaces allowing to build
transceivers increases, it will be possible to effectively
use folding, increasing the system’s resilience and minimizing communication delays due to routing;
2) Possibilities of splitting or grouping buses. Users can
also be grouped [9]. Thanks to this, there are wide
possibilities of organizing network traffic ensuring load
balancing of communication channels and minimizing
delays;
3) Continuous development of the system’s hardware base.
Arduino and Raspberry devices are constantly evolving, providing new technical possibilities. First of all,
improving the hardware base will result in an increase
in the number of independent communication channels
connecting the processing element to the bus system.
Further work will focus on increasing the size of the prototype
and developing tools for computer-aided design of such sys-
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OWADAYS, information security works as a backbone
for protecting both user data and electronic transactions.
Protecting communications and data infrastructures of an increasingly inter-connected world have become vital nowadays.
Security has emerged as an important scientific discipline
whose many multifaceted complexities deserve the attention
and synergy of computer science, engineering, and information
systems communities. Information security has some wellfounded technical research directions which encompass access
level (user authentication and authorization), protocol security,
software security, and data cryptography. Moreover, some
other emerging topics related to organizational security aspects
have appeared beyond the long-standing research directions.
The International Forum of Cyber Security, Privacy, and
Trust (NEMESIS’20) as a successor of International Conference on Cyber Security, Privacy, and Trust (INSERT’19)
focuses on the diversity of the cyber information security
developments and deployments in order to highlight the most
recent challenges and report the most recent researches. The
session is an umbrella for all cyber security technical aspects,
user privacy techniques, and trust. In addition, it goes beyond
the technicalities and covers some emerging topics like social
and organizational security research directions. NEMESIS’20
serves as a forum of presentation of theoretical, applied
research papers, case studies, implementation experiences as
well as work-in-progress results in cyber security. NEMESIS’20 is intended to attract researchers and practitioners
from academia and industry and provides an international
discussion forum in order to share their experiences and their
ideas concerning emerging aspects in information security
met in different application domains. This opens doors for
highlighting unknown research directions and tackling modern
research challenges. The objectives of the NEMESIS’20 can
be summarized as follows:
•

•

•

To review and conclude research findings in cyber security and other security domains, focused on the protection
of different kinds of assets and processes, and to identify
approaches that may be useful in the application domains
of information security.
To find synergy between different approaches, allowing
elaborating integrated security solutions, e.g. integrate
different risk-based management systems.
To exchange security-related knowledge and experience
between experts to improve existing methods and tools
and adopt them to new application areas
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reached when the network nodes are not authorized. It means
that the probability of malicious nodes or Byzantine nodes
[1] appearing on the network is increase. In decentralized
networks with unauthorized (untrusted) nodes, a Sybil [2]
attack may occur. It can happens when the node performing the
calculations connects only to nodes controlled by the attacker,
which entails incorrect behavior and consensus in making a
decision that is beneficial to the attacker. Blockchain technology allows to make the right decisions in a decentralized
network with untrusted nodes, provided that 51% of the nodes
are not intruders.

Abstract—First imlementation of blockchain technology was
appeared in 2008, and 12 years later more than 2000 different
implementations of it have appeared. After deep analysis we
found that approaches for development blockchain technologies is
fragmented, there are no common system of concepts and general
model of technology. In this article we want to propose the general
universal model and system of concepts for the blockchain
technology irrespective of differenced of some implementations.
Our approach is based on a technical analysis of the popular
blockchains. The results of this work can be used by architects
of new blockchains implementstions, by researchers to achieve
theirs goals and also in educational process.

I. I NTRODUCTION
A. Blockchain definition
LOCKCHAIN technology has become popular due to the
its properties such as openness, immutability, inability to
delete stored data, decentralization and the ability to make
decisions in an untrusted environment between equal participants in this network without the participation of a trusted
party (trusted centre). Thus, blockchain uses in a wide variety
of subject areas, especially in logistics, banking and public
administration.
Blockchain is a type of decentralized system that collects,
stores and manages data, in which:
• consensus will be reached in an untrusted environment;
• transactions are stored in a data structure called blocks,
and each subsequent block stores the value of the hash
function from the contents of the previous one;
• copies of the blockchain are stored at the same time by
all its users and are automatically updated.
In this work, under the blockchain is meant a system that
uses a chain of blocks as a technology for storing data.
It provides ensures the immutability and integrity of the
data stored in the blocks. Unlike centralized systems, where
consensus can be achieved through a central node, blockchain
technology allows to reach consensus in decentralized environment. Moreover, in the blockchain system, consensus can be

B. Introduction to history

B

The first practical implementation of blockchain technology
was done in 2008, it was described in the article by S.
Nakomoto about digital monetary system Bitcoin [3]. Bitcoin
is a protocol for exchanging digital money in a decentralized
untrusted environment that allows to make transactions without
the participation of third parties (trusted centre).
But before the publication of this article, it was made lots
of reseaches influented over on the blockchain technology
appearing. In 1982 D. Chaum proposed the blind signature
algorithm and introduced the concept of digital money [4]. S.
Haber and S. Shtornetta presented a theoretical description of
the system for certifying immutability of documents, built on
timestamps in 1991 [5]. The Proof of Work (PoW) mechanism
was proposed by A. Back in the Hashcash project to prevent
[6] spamming. The idea of smart contracts was proposed by
N. Szabo in 1996 [7]. N. Szabo also proposed a protocol for
digital money Bit-gold in 1998, which was published in 2005
[8]; it was based on bit-chain computation and used the PoW
consensus mechanism. But the system was not implemented
in practice and was vulnerable to the Sybil attack.
However, the first implementation of blockchain technology
was created only as a part of the Bitcoin cryptocurrency
project. Subsequently, new cryptocurrency systems began to
appear, similar to Bitcoin. It was added data hiding mechanisms, such as in Zcash [9], transaction acceleration mechanisms, such as in Litecoin [10]. Currencies were created for
various purposes, for example, providing a set of alternative

This work was supported by Math Centre in Academgorodok by agreement
of The Ministry of Science and Higher Education of the Russian Federation
number 075-15-2019-1613 and by JetBrains Research Cryptography Laboratory.
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DNS servers as in Namecoin [11]. The first implemented
blockchain which was a platform for creating a smart contracts
was Ethereum, created by V. Buterin in 2013 [12].
II. M OTIVATION OF C REATION A B LOCKCHAIN
T ECHNOLOGY M ODEL
A. Statement of the Problem
An analysis of several hundred articles in Scopus on the
topic of blockchain technologies showed that there are practically no scientific works that describes blockchain technology
in general focused on its technical construction, covering all
components of technology, regardless of specific implementations. In this direction it is worth highlighting this work
[13], an overview of the blockchain technology components
from the developers of the “Roadmap for the development
of Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT)” in Russian Federation [14], an activity of the Geneva Telecommunication
Standardization Sector Assembly (ITU) [15] and an activity
of ISO/TC 307 committees [16]. But the results of most
researchers work are not yet publicly available or have obvious
flaws. This confirms the assumption that knowledge about
technology is fragmented and the overall picture is not visible
to researchers. This slows down the development of new
technology implementations and makes it difficult to analyze
new blockchains when we need to find real innovations, in
contrast to the result of applying marketing tools.
B. Methods, Purpose and Criteria of the Developed Model
In this article the task of constructing a general universal
model was to propose a model that would meet the following
criteria: it would make it possible to make a universal description of current blockchain systems, answer questions about the
structure of the system, and pose new questions to researchers
and industry engineers. To build the model, an experimentalanalytical approach was used: based on existing software implementations of the blockchain technology, the components of
the technology were analyzed, then the obtained components
were generalized, and a system of concepts was formulated
for them. Then it was shown that each specific technology
implementation corresponded to the proposed model.
To make a general universal model, five popular blockchains
were analyzed, which are independent implementations of
platforms for developing decentralized applications and cryptocurrencies. Among them: Bitcoin [17], Ethereum [18], NEO
[19], DASH [20], EOS [21]. The choice of these technologies
is due to their relevance as platforms for the development
of decentralized applications, the high level of readiness of
the technology for application, its developed by community
to support them and the availability of satisfactory documentation. The characteristics of the selected blockchains are
presented in the table (cf. table I).
To solve this problem the general model of blockchain
technology was developed. This model does not depend on
specific implementations. A key components of blockchain
technology were defined and their definitions were supposed
with the aim of eliminating disagreements of interpretations.

Fig. 1. Proposed blockchain technology model

The developed general model of blockchain technology is
presented in the next section.
III. P ROPOSED B LOCKCHAIN T ECHNOLOGY M ODEL
For the five selected blockchains some documents as s
technical documentations, technical concepts, «yellow papers»
were analyzed. Common components that uniquely determine
the blockchain technology were identified. These components
are shown in the figure 1 and described in the text below.
At the first, basic, level of the model are the infrastructure
components that ensure the functioning of the system. This
is node – a single computer that performs actions on the
network; client – software that implements the protocol of
interaction with the blockchain; and virtual machine (VM)
– a software system that emulates distributed work of a
decentralized blockchain platform and executing decentralized
applications and smart contracts.
At the second level, components are placed that ensure the
functioning of the blockchain network. Depending on how this
level is built, implementation features are established.
Network architecture – a combination of network nodes and
a set of rules which uses for the the transmission of messages
over the network. Blockchain networks can be single-layer or
two-layer, public or private; they can have separation of nodes
by roles.
Consensus Mechanism is a protocol that allows to reach an
agreement between equal participants in a decentralized network. There are many implementations, but the most popular
consensus is PoW, PoS, BFT and etc.
Transaction Model is a set of algorithms and features of
design of the blockchain implementations that determine the
method of conducting transactions and fixing the state of a
distributed system. Currently, there are only two models uses
in blockchains - UTXO or account model.
Network Protocol - the rules which uses for transmitted data
over the network.
At the third level, objects and processes are located. This
level arrangement depends on the implementation of the
previous level. To begin with, we list objects, the presence
of which is uniquely determined the blockchain technology.
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TABLE I
C HARACTERISTICS OF THE INVESTIGATED BLOCKCHAINS
Blockchain

Transaction validation speed

Block size

One block creation speed

Bitcoin

78 Min.

1 Mb

10 Min.

3 TPS

Ethereum

6 Min.

1 Mb

15 Sec.

20 (PoW), 400 (PoA) TPS

EOS

1,5 Sec.

About 1 Mb

1 Sec.

50000 TPS

NEO

15 Sec.

About 1 Mb

15 Sec.

1000-10000 TPS

DASH

15 Min.

2 Mb

1 Sec.

28-56 TPS

Block is a data structure uses to store data on the blockchain.
The block stores transactions, network status, smart contracts,
permissions to access data and other information.
Block chain is a data structure constructed by sequentially
combining blocks into a chain. By storing the value of the
hash function from the previous block, all blocks are strictly
sequential, numbered by continuous numbering, the child
block always refers to only one parent block.
Transaction is the minimum logically meaningful operation
of the transfer or exchange of assets that makes sense and can
only be completed in full. A transaction can transfer messages,
actions, create a contract, and more.
Address (account, account) is a structure for identifying an
active object on the network. Addresses uniquely determine
the sender and recipient of the assets transferred to the
blockchain network, all actions of the user in the network
are associated with the address. Depending on the blockchain,
the address can be either a string or a data structure, it can be
associated with a user or with a smart contact.
Smart contract is a set of formalized rules implemented in
the form of program code, the execution of which entails some
events in the real world or digital systems. Smart contracts
are not a mandatory component of the blockchain network,
however, as practice has shown, contracts have become the
main functional element of blockchain technology. Depending
on the structure of the blockchain, smart contracts can be
implemented either in Turing-complete languages or nonTuring-complete ones.
The objects listed above are part of the processes. The main
processes taking place in the blockchain network are presented
below.
Transactional life cycle: transaction signing process; broadcasting over the network; transaction verification; transaction
completion. Including a transaction in a block: process of
taking a set of transactions for a block; transaction validation;
block signing process; sending a block to the network; block
fixing in a common chain. Network Maintenance: consensus
mechanism; network complexity regulation; selecting a chain
that continues the block of several branches; payment for
computing resources.
The fourth level defines additional functionality for
blockchain networks that do not affect the internal architecture
of the technology, but significantly expand its functionality.
For example, mechanisms that provide increased speed and
confidentiality of transactions, mechanisms for off-chain trans-

Bandwidth

actions, modules that protect blockchain against attacks by
quantum computers, and others.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
After analyzing the blockchain implementations and building model as a result, we can offer a method for considering
each new technology being developed. To analyze the new
blockchain implementation, first of all, we should pay attention
to the transaction model. Currently, only two models are presented - UTXO and the accounts model. The transaction model
affects on: the structure of blockchain blocks, the structure of
addresses (accounts), the existence of smart contracts in this
blockchain and the principles of their construction, approaches
to fixing the state of the system. Next, we should pay attention
to the number of layers in the blockchain network, identify
the purpose of each of the layers, consider the consensus
mechanisms used in each layer. This information will give
us an understanding of the transaction validation process –
we can assume the bounds of transaction confirmation rate
and network bandwidth. Based on this, we can suppose the
requirenments to the necessary infrastructure to provide the
network. The transactions rate is determined by the consensus
mechanism, by the number of nodes involved in the transaction
validation process and by the principles of working with
orphaned blocks. The more stronger requirenments to network
decentralization, the lower the transactions speed. The ability
to create smart contracts is determined by the transaction
model.
Using the results of this research we can explain approaches
to the implementation of specific blockchain technologies.
After researches we suppose that the majority of blockchain
implementations are based on Bitcoin and Ethereum construction, and subsequently they were supplemented by some
improvements at different levels. According to data obtained
from open sources, it seems that the NEO blockchain consist
of configuration of networks based on UTXO models and
account models. We suppose that it makes in order to smooth
out the limitations of the Bitcoin network, taken as the basis
for NEO blockchain. This assumption was also made because
the duplicate assets CNEO and CGAS seems artificial in
these network. There is an assumption that the EOS and
NEO blockchains are not blockchains, since the blockchain
operates in an untrusted environment by definition, but for
these networks the main transaction validators are authorized
nodes, which suggests the centralization of these networks.
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The Dash blockchain ensures data confidentiality and transaction speed through mechanisms operating at the fourth level
of the blockchain model.
V. R ESULTS
As a result of this work, the general model of blockchain
technology was proposed. This model allows to make a universal description of current blockchains, answer some questions
about components and links between it in the system, and pose
new questions to researchers. In this work, it was proved that
the proposed model does not depend on specific implementations of the five selected blockchains and suggest methods for
considering each new blockchain implementation and explain
approaches to the implementation. In the future, it is planned
to investigate a larger number of different blockchains in order
to confirm the correctness of the model and its quality, also
we plan to show connections of blockchain technology to the
environment.
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Comprehensive Cancer Care Network2—a pilot
model—established in two Czech regions:
Vysočina Region and South Moravian Region. The
pilot model covers all components of cancer care:
from cancer prevention and organized screening
programmes through standard diagnostic and
treatment procedures to follow-up plans;
specialized rare tumours-focused care as well as
palliative are also included [2].
 Map of Medical Equipment3—the aim is to
provide a clear visualization of information on the
availability of individual categories of medical
equipment at all health service providers that,
according to the law, submitted the Annual Report
on the instrumentation of a medical facility. The
data used are based on the Program of Statistical
Surveys of the Ministry of Health of the Czech
Republic [3].
 The National Database of Palliative Care 4—
mapping and description of the end-of-life care in
the Czech Republic. The portal aims to provide a
complex view on the end-of-life issues and to
contribute to the work of healthcare workers who
make efforts to alleviate suffering and to improve
the quality of life of tens of thousands of patients
dying each year.
 National Registration of Health Services
Providers5—the web portal provides a complete
overview of all healthcare providers in the Czech
Republic. It provides data on the profile and scope
of care for medical facilities, contains information
on the availability of medical facilities and other
detailed information [4].
Tuberculosis disease (TB) and other mycobacterial
infections have been monitored for a long time in the Czech
Republic [5]. A newly developed visualization portal of the
Registry of Tuberculosis (RTB) is part of this effort and
belongs to the group of previously presented web portals.
The portal is intended for experts in the field, but also for the


Abstract—The existence of health registers at the national
level allows for a systematic and continuous control of the state
of healthcare, the digitalisation of certain services and the
overall improvement of the state of care. The data collected in
such registers are then analysed and visualised. Thanks to this,
it is possible to effectively evaluate various indicators and thus
pass on a comprehensive picture to all stakeholders involved in
the health system - legislators, healthcare providers and
patients. The Registry of Tuberculosis (RTBC) is one source of
data. The article describes this data source as well as the
methods that lead to the creation of a freely available online
interactive tool. Published visualisations offer a view of the data
from several angles and deal with various subtopics of
tuberculosis. Finally, particular results and possible
improvements are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HERE has been a recent trend to create complex
visualization tools and data analyses from public
healthcare datasets, which are stored inside various national
registries. Especially for monitoring of crucial and serious
diseases, the development of analytical and reporting tools
over national health registries leads to an increase of
knowledge and the research for problems of experts who are
looking for current trends and who predict the possible
trends. In the Czech Republic, such datasets are analysed
and published by leading government institutions: Ministry
of Health (MH), National Institute of Public Health (NIPH),
Institute of Health Information and Statistics (IHIS), public
health universities and others. Following information
systems and have already been developed and published and
can be considered as related work:
 Czech Childhood Cancer Information System 1—
based on available data sources, Czech Childhood
Cancer Information System improves the healthcare
professionals’ awareness of childhood cancers and
promotes their education in this area. The target
groups involve paediatricians, non-specialized
paediatric departments of healthcare facilities and
professionals in both basic and applied research, as
well as civic associations of patients and their
family members [1].
1 https://ccc-is.uzis.cz/index-en.php
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general public, who can observe particularly the time trends
of TB and other mycobacterial infections.
The web portals and online visualizations described above
are based on data from the Czech National Health Information
System (NHIS). NHIS comprises dozens of health registries
and information systems and its existence is given by Czech
legislation. Processing and publishing of health data for the
purpose of obtaining clear information about the extent and
quality of provided health services belong to the main services
provided by NHIS. From the perspective of online data
presentation describing selected domain of NHIS, the proper
interpretation of given information must be in compliance
with two aspects: (i) data from health registries must be
processed, aggregated and visualized anonymously (with no
direct identification of any patient record), (ii) potential
combination of descriptive attributes in a form of dynamic
filters over available datasets like sex, age, and location must
never lead to show too low total number of cases per
geographic unit (district or town).
Nowadays, interactivity is one of the most required features
of web-based applications guaranteed and produced by MH
and IHIS (e.g., connected with epidemiological data [6]),
which present various results and data overviews [1]–[3].
Modern layout, attractive user interface, overview
customization, and data filtering bring an unique way to
properly deliver given information to the final user/target
group. With the respect to this approach, an interactive online
reporting of the tuberculosis registry has been designed,
developed and deployed.
A. Czech Registry of Tuberculosis
The Registry of Tuberculosis (RTB) is a part of Czech public
health registries maintained by MH, IHIS, NPIH and
Regional Public Health Authorities (RPHA)6. In the Czech
Republic, reporting of all detected cases of tuberculosis to the
RTB is obligatory by law. Therefore, the registry includes all
individuals with active tuberculosis or other mycobacteriosis
and all persons treated in groups of active and inactive
tuberculosis or other mycobacteriosis which were diagnosed
in the Czech Republic. As the Information System of
Bacillary Tuberculosis (ISBT) has recently become an
integral part of this registry, RTB is a very complex data
source for this type of infection. Data from RTB are processed
by IHIS and a statistical summary publication reflecting the
current epidemiological situation in the Czech Republic is
published once per year, entitled Basic Overview of
Tuberculosis Epidemiology in the Czech Republic. Together
with the National Tuberculosis Surveillance Unit, IHIS also
maintains contacts with international organizations.
II. METHODS
The whole process of design and development is divided into
different steps, which are iteratively repeated if needed.
During the whole period we keep in mind the verified
methodology for data mining called Cross Industry Standard
Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM) [7] in a domain6

https://www.uzis.cz/res/f/008271/tbc2018-en-a2b.pdf

specific environment [8]. This helps us to standardize our
endeavour and optimize the delivery of the final product. Our
development process often leads to the detection of low data
quality. Therefore, we involve techniques for the
improvement of the underlying dataset. This ensures
continuous fixing of data entries even in the source Registry
of Tuberculosis.
A. Data description
Data entering the web application are transmitted from data
analysts to software developers in csv format. There are also
several supporting files created, including the list of variables
and its character (binary, numeric, string, etc.) and possible
values, a logical framework displaying the allowed and
forbidden usage of filters in given analyses, and a summary
of required graphic outputs for each analysis.
The final dataset itself includes numerous descriptive
variables, such as demographic data (age, gender, region of
residence, etc.), important report dates (for example year of
reporting or year of death) and a set of selected clinical
parameters (type of infection, diagnosis by ICD-10 code,
etc.). Apart from the main dataset, two separate datasets exist
as a data source for the analyses of treatment results and
susceptibility to antituberculotic drugs. Only filtering by year
of reporting is available for these analyses.
The combination of those datasets is quite unique
worldwide (according to our knowledge only few countries
present their TB data in online and publicly accessible form).
Therefore, our newly developed online reporting tool could
have ambition to become an inspiration to similar teams in
other countries which want to present their own TB data.
B. Methods of analysis
To display real numbers of cases of TB and other
mycobacterioses, it is necessary to apply standardised prefiltration processes. Based on specified diagnosis (by ICD-10
coding system), year of reporting and several other variables
were identified as key ones to describe relevant (correct and
complete) records in RTB data. Two standard statistical
methods were subsequently applied, based on the character of
individual analysis.
Firstly, the frequency analysis is used to determine the
absolute numbers of cases, which are displayed for instance
in analyses “Time trends—cases” or “Time trends—deaths
from TB”. In analyses where percentages were preferable, the
relative frequency analysis is employed, such as “Age
distribution”, “Country of birth” or “Mycobacterial
examination”, where the percentages provide a better
perspective.
C. Technological background and deployment
From a technical point of view, the portal consists of a
relational database, backend (server-side) framework and
frontend (client-side) framework. A complete architecture is
shown in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1 Portal architecture schema
PostgreSQL is used due to our previous experience and
simultaneous usage in other web services. Selection of the
backend platform was also based on existing knowledge and
current technical environment setup; thus we use the Symfony
framework. The choice of frontend framework is driven by
the need of dynamic content rendering and usage of several
javascript libraries for data visualization. For this reason,
React was selected. Fig. 1 also demonstrates that the data
discussed earlier are served to Symfony, where their import
to the database is performed. Data is mapped to PHP entities
with the Doctrine Object Relational Mapper (ORM)
framework, which is a suitable solution for transmitting data
between database and Symfony.
When the data is ready to be queried by the backend server,
API endpoints are implemented for each analysis, in which
data preprocessing is done. Filters selected by the user are
applied and data aggregation and normalization are performed
during this process. Final data are served in JSON format to
the client.
Key aspect of choosing React and its major advantage is
re-rendering content according to user analysis type and
filters’ selection (application state) without reloading the
whole page. Typically, when the user loads an analysis page
(view), visualization and also static data are served to the
client and the page is rendered. For the next user interactions
with the view, only the visualization data are responded by
the server and visualization components are updated. Most of
the components are charts from the NVD3 javascript library,
which has a high-level API for convenient components
updates. As a result, users can work with the analysis without
unnecessary reloading, and chart components smoothly
update their values, which is an important user experience
improvement.

III. RESULTS
The Interactive Registry of Tuberculosis Data Viewer is a
web-based tool that allows health professionals to gain an
overview of the state of the disease from various perspectives.
This tool is freely accessible at https://tbc.uzis.cz/ via a web
browser. All currently available analyzes are available
without the need to log in and at the time of publication of the
article contain data from 2000 to 2019.
Current structure of the portal allows further expansion
with potential further analyzes and graphical outputs. The
currently available ones are further supplemented by static
outputs directly on the IHIS.
A. Portal structure
The portal is divided into several sections, where users can
find the content connected with the topic of tuberculosis
disease and other mycobacterial infections in the Czech
Republic.
Information about the registry
Basic static pages contain introductory information and an
overview of the context in which the portal has been
developed. Part of this overview is also a basic introduction
to the Registry of Tuberculosis, whose establishment and
operation are regulated by a governmental decree.
One of the important outputs are yearbooks of tuberculosis.
The publication "Basic Overview of Tuberculosis
Epidemiology in the Czech Republic" has been published
regularly by IHIS CR since 2016 (with data for 2015) and
indirectly follows the publication "Tuberculosis and
Respiratory Diseases" which contains data from 1960 to
2014. It is a selection of the most important overview tables
characterizing the occurrence of reported cases of
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tuberculosis and other mycobacterioses in the Czech
Republic. These documents are available on the IHIS CR
website7.
Data viewer
Each analysis has its own separate visual presentation. Two
analyses are available only for the Czech Republic as a whole,
but most of them offer a region-based view on data. Analysis
outputs can also be narrowed through several filters, which
comprise basic demographic variables as well as selected
clinical parameters.
Current analyses (views) over the following topics:
• Time trends—cases
• Time trends—deaths from TB
• Age distribution
• Nation of birth
• ICD diagnoses
• Proportion of previously treated patients
• Tests for mycobacterial infection
• Treatment results
• Susceptibility to antituberculotics
B. Selected data visualizations
In this paper, only a subset of the portal content is shown and
described; three the most dissimilar were selected for
demonstration. The rest is available and freely accessible
online. Visualization outputs are generated and displayed
online; however, the user is also allowed to download figures
and tables to their computer.

Time trends—cases
First analysis called “Time trends—cases”, which shows the
number of detected cases of TB and other mycobacterial
infections, is displayed as a time series line graph. That allows
the user to explore the development of these infections over
the whole period 2000–2019. Even more illustrative is the
map, showing abundance of the diseases in Czech regions.
The output of this analysis shows a time series of cases
reported in the Registry of Tuberculosis. Using the tabs, it is
possible to switch between graphical and tabular overviews
for the Czech Republic and for individual regions, and the
cartogram. The results can be further filtered using selected
parameters from the "filtering" panel. Fig. 2 shows the line
chart of the TB incidence trend from 2000 to 2018 in a group
of patients over 60 years.
Age distribution
When looking at the output of the “Age distribution” analysis,
represented by a histogram displaying the relative numbers in
5-year age categories, one can easily determine the age groups
in which TB occurs with the highest frequency. When we
divide the whole country to particular regions, a set of 14
boxplots is displayed (one boxplot for each region).
The same as in the previous case, it is possible to switch
between graphical and tabular overviews for the Czech
Republic and for individual regions. The results can be further
filtered on demand. Fig. 3 shows a histogram of all age groups
of Czech TB patients in a reduced time period.

Fig. 2 Trend of TB disease from 2000 to 2018 in a group of patients older than 60 years (Czech only)
7
https://www.uzis.cz/index.php?pg=registry-sber-dat--ochranaverejneho-zdravi--registr-tuberkulozy#publikace
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Fig. 3 Histogram of all age groups of czech TB patients (Czech only)

Tests for mycobacterial infection
The analysis “Tests for mycobacterial infection” is available
for TB cases only and shows a barchart of relative frequencies
of possible examination results—culturally positive TB,
culturally positive TB verified from sputum or laryngeal swab
(LS), and sputum smear microscopy-positive TB. The output
of this analysis allows the user to compare the total number

of cases of tuberculosis in the Registry of Tuberculosis with
the number of cases of tuberculosis according to possible
results of mycobacterial tests.
Fig. 4 shows the analysis of regions according to results of
mycobacterial testing in 2018. The presented figure does not
contain all regions.

Fig. 4 Analysis of regions according to mycobacterial testing results (Czech only)
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II. DISCUSSION
In this article, we describe a web application tool for the
exploration of data from the RTB. Users of this portal can
choose between various analyses—from the basic ones
based on demographic characteristics to some more
advanced ones, which are suitable for experts, such as
doctors or other experts. Worldwide, only few countries
present their tuberculosis data and to our knowledge no
country reports the cases of other mycobacterial infections in
a form of web portal. This online tool is therefore unique in
combining the two infections together in one application.
However, there are several limitations as well. Firstly, it is
possible to access data from the year 2000 onwards only.
When we compare this tool with similar applications based
on TB data from the Netherlands 8, one can see a longer time
period to display. Secondly, the outputs of analyses are
currently presented in absolute numbers and/or percentages
only. We plan to add the possibility to present data as
relative incidence. Thirdly, in comparison to the Dutch
portal, data about latent TB infection (LTBI) are missing—
this is due to the fact that the surveillance system of LTBI
has still not been established in the Czech Republic. Also,
the offer of possible outputs seem to be more extensive on
the Dutch website, but since the Czech one has been
intended to address the general public too, we decided to
show the most important parameters only.
Another way to improve the comparability of data
between regions or even other countries can be achieved if
some the values are given as relative (e.g., per 100 000
inhabitants).
Currently, the web portal is intended to be updated once
per year by adding the definitive data for the previous calendar year. Alternatively, we consider more frequent updates
with the use of preliminary data or even “rolling” updates
reflecting the continuous reporting to RTB in real time.
We believe that in future this web portal could be
considered as an example of data presentation for other
infectious diseases that are mandatorily reported to the
Information System of Infectious Diseases9.
III.

and other mycobacterioses, data analysts, and software
developers—we developed a freely available tool displaying
visualizations of data from the National Tuberculosis
Registry in the Czech Republic, which has a great potential
to be beneficial for both professional and general public. The
tool is based on modern technologies, which makes future
long-term sustainability as well as scalability and
extensibility much easier.
The content of the portal has already been reviewed
several times by the professional community; their feedback
was taken into account and the important points and
comments were also implemented retrospectively. At the
time of writing this paper, the content is only available in the
local language version. We are planning a translation to
English.
The data update is scheduled for an annual cycle. Within
the datasets, there is no intention to change the data structure
over the years; only new annual datasets will be added.
However, if necessary, it will be possible to adapt to
possible changes in the source registry (e.g., as a result of
adjustments to data collection from healthcare providers).
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the described challenges. Starting from this initial situation of
a difficult compatibility of the different areas of life of the
described group, this research project is looking for a databased answer, which provides individual, fast, and qualified
support in every life situation. This investigation is based
on the research project PFaDi (Platform for Family-Related
Services). Thanks to bookable services for all situations in
life, a unifying calendar function as well as information and
links to official applications, guides, and contact addresses, this
online platform makes it possible to coordinate the everyday
life of families and to support the compatibility of family and
professional obligations.
The progress made in the field of intelligent technologies
has generated high social expectations. For example, intelligent text and speech recognition have gained high acceptance
due to their low threshold (e.g., Alexa). Chatbot applications
slick interactions between services and people, improving customer experience. Simultaneously, chatbots offer companies
various opportunities to enhance the customer’s loyalty and
ensure operational efficiency by minimizing the surplus cost
of customer service. Constant availability, quick answers and
ease of use also contribute significantly to their attractiveness
[1], [2].
For a dynamic information generation, the following research question emerges: How could an approach for an
appropriate architecture for dynamic interactions in a chatbot
context look like?
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section
II presents the initial situation in the area of reconciling family
and paid work. Section III presents the related work in the
area of artificial intelligence, text classification, and regulatory
hurdles. In Section IV the reference model and its high-level
components are described. In section V the main component
of the reference model, BERT, is described in detail. Section
VI explains the pre-training of the BERT model. The final
section VII concludes the paper and presents future work.

Abstract—The goal of the presented intelligent AI-based assistant is to simplify the reconciliation of paid work and family.
In times of the corona pandemic and the challenges it poses,
solutions are needed to mitigate the impact on workers and
families and to strengthen the compatibility of work and family
life. We are developing a conceptual reference model of proven
methods and technologies for the generation of information that
can be queried by interested parties via an bot service, thus
simplifying professional and family challenges. Essentially, we
provide a framework and starting point for research, development, and evaluation of an AI-based chatbot for the reconciliation
of paid work and family.
Index Terms—Artificial Intelligence, Chatbot, BERT.

I

I. I NTRODUCTION

N HARDLY any other sector the reconciliation of family
and professional obligations is as difficult as in the care and
medical services. The demands on personnel in the modern
health care system are higher than ever before. In addition
to alternating shift work and immense psychological and
physical strain at work, most of them also bear responsibility
in the private sector—whether it is child care or caring for
relatives, possibly made even more difficult by their own
illness, pregnancy or separation from their partner. Particularly
in respect of the current pandemic situation (Corona Virus /
COVID19) and the associated strain on personnel in the care
and health sector, this topic is more relevant than ever before.
As this is most likely to lead to a permanent change in the
way the care and health sector works, and as the reconciliation
of paid work and family life brings with it lasting challenges,
particularly in this area, solutions must be designed to ease
the burden on those involved in this sector. The work presents
a technical approach that should be communicated to the
scientific community as soon as possible in order to solve
This work was funded by the European Social Fund as well as co-financed
by tax revenues on the basis of the budget adopted by the Saxon State
Parliament within the project PFaDi — Platform for Family-Related Services
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II. I NITIAL SITUATION
Family and paid work can then be regarded as compatible
if the conditions allow the acting person to delimit a stableflexible system of areas of action, in which there is scope for
planning the transitions between areas of action; compatibility
is thus essentially influenced by the ability to regulate the areas
or the scope for action, time, and decision-making given there
[3]. The issue of reconciling paid work and family/care is often
dealt with in the context of the so-called work-life balance.
This concept, which deals with the balance between paid work
and the rest of life, explicitly includes the area of leisure time
and is therefore somewhat broader in scope [4]. Reconciling
paid work and family life can also be seen in the context
of achieving greater gender equality in the company. While
more men are involved in child care and upbringing today
than in previous decades, a large part of family and care work
is still performed by women. Women are thus exposed to a
greater double burden than men in pursuing their professional
careers. Family and care work not only contributes to the fact
that women are less likely to work, it also makes it more
difficult to realise career opportunities. The latter is expressed
above all in the fact that women are underrepresented in
management positions [5]. For this study, it must be noted
that according to a WHO analysis of March 2019 on the
gender distribution in the health sector in 104 countries, 70%
of workers are women [6]. Thus, the vast majority of workers
in the health sector are women, who experience a particular
double burden of combining domestic responsibilities and the
specific challenges of their working environment.
In the context of the health care system, the issue of
reconciling family and paid work life is important because
questions of the quality of health care are affected at different
levels. This concerns, among other things, the specific forms
of requirements and burdens of the professions working in the
health care system, such as shift work, the individual satisfaction and performance of doctors, professional nurses, assistant
professions, or therapeutic professions (e.g., physiotherapy,
occupational therapy, psychotherapy) or also the guarantee of
sufficient (medical) care density in rural areas depending on
the availability of a family-friendly infrastructure. Studies from
Australia, France, Malaysia, the Netherlands and Hungary
show that among physicians of different specialties, the experience of poor work-life balance is positively associated with
burnout, but also correlates with other unfavorable outcomes
such as willingness to quit or impairment of subjective health
[7]. International studies have shown that for professional
nurses, conflicts over the balance of paid work and family
life are associated with a stronger negative mood, emotional
exhaustion, the intention to quit or change jobs, but also
with worsening health parameters (pain symptoms, increased
cardiometabolic risk score) [7]. In a survey of 120 physicians,
a group of researchers around Jerg-Bretzke (2018) revealed
that 97.4% would like to be able to take a break from paid
work in case of a family emergency, part-time arrangements,
(96.6%) and emergency childcare (90.4%). In addition, the

doctors surveyed demanded that their executives provide more
support of compatibility issues (94.0%) [8].
In questions of the compatibility of family, care, and paid
work, it is possible to draw on already well-developed social research. In addition to general brochures and official
forms, there are numerous rigid information portals (e.g.,
https://www.bmfsfj.de) and websites (e.g., https://care.com)
dedicated to solving common practical cases. They provide
decision support to people in need of care, employees, social
workers, and consultants and can be used for systematization,
categorization, and solution assignment. However, the systematization itself as well as the formulation of low-threshold
accessible answers must be implemented in the future.
III. R ELATED W ORK
The techniques described in the following section are the
basis for the aggregation of system components presented in
the main part of this work.
A. Artificial intelligence
Artificial intelligence comprises a broad portfolio of methods such as knowledge representation, reasoning, inference,
problem strategies, expert and consulting support systems with
explanatory components, speech comprehension, and machine
learning. While symbolic AI dominated in the 1970s until
the turn of the millennium, and the breakthrough of agentbased AI models in the 1990s opened up access to “autonomisation” and thus also to intelligent human-technology
interaction for all kinds of application systems, classifiers
with deep learning capabilities have recently been in the
foreground. Particular strengths are attributed to symbolic
AI, especially with regard to the reusability of knowledge
models and the traceability of derived results. Of particular
importance is the AI’s experience with the possibilities and,
above all, the limitations of modelling and concluding evaluation of vague, uncertain, incomplete, erroneous, and missing
knowledge [9]. Machine learning enables technical systems to
acquire knowledge independently, to adapt existing knowledge
to new experiences, and thus to adapt independently and highly
flexibly to changing situational requirements, such as changes
in human interaction behaviour caused by experience learning.
Due to these advantages, the use of AI is also a decisive
guide for the economy and administration. Central to pattern
recognition methods is data pre-processing and integration by
means of AI-based identification of relevant features through
feature engineering. Current methods for this are, for example,
deep learning based autoencoders, which train neural networks
in such a way that the attributes and elements that have the
greatest possible influence on the creation of the knowledge
model are identified [10], [11]. A second focus of problem
solving with AI is reasoning and the necessary problem
solving strategies [12], [13], [14]. Further topics of current
AI research are the representation of high-dimensional data
[15], [16] or projection methods [17], [18] or the application
possibilities of different types of neural networks [19], [20],
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[21]. The processing of natural language, e.g., in chatbots, is
a necessary technique at the forefront of AI innovations.
B. Text Classification
The text classification of legally relevant passages in
brochures, forms, guidebooks, and web content can be carried
out using automated procedures. Up to now, Support Vector
Machines have been used, whose performance was superior
to other methods in this task [22]. Recent studies have
shown neural networks to be promising and state of the art.
Numerous development steps have made it possible to make
them available for a broad field of application [23], [24].
In addition, language models have recently been presented
that have consistently improved the performance of neural
classification tasks [25], [26]. The implementation of the
intended automatic annotation of action guidelines for the
classification of legally relevant text passages seems to be very
promising.
C. AI and application systems in the context of social services
Chatbots act as virtual assistants, which are text-based dialog systems capable of mediating interaction between humans
and machines in natural language and be equipped with the
following features [27]:
1) filtering out superfluous information e.g., fillers, pauses,
false starts;
2) determining an appropriate system response and the
need for sophisticated decision making mechanism;
3) answer aggregation to present a summary answer rather
than a just ranked list of results;
4) conversation management that considers and maintains
the search goals, conversational history, and current state
of the agent’s understanding;
5) general knowledge that the agent should have about
external world in order to efficiently exploit contextual
information and correctly process the user’s query;
6) and personality and moral responsibility to respond to
emotional and sensitive queries.
A distinction can be made between rule-based chatbots and
AI-based chatbots, which enable independent learning [1].
The continuous research and development of chatbots already
enables their everyday use in many areas, e.g., in customer
communication in e-commerce [28] or the financial sector
[29]. In contrast, AI-based consulting on social services has
not yet been researched [30].
D. Regulatory hurdles of AI deployment
Little research exists on the framework conditions for the
use of an AI-based information application on legal issues. On
the one hand, the particular ethical, legal, and social aspects
of the new technology need to be worked out. The duties of
care in programming, training, and use of machine learning
systems have only been partially considered [31]. The High
Level Expert Group on Artificial Intelligence (HEG-AI) of
the EU Commission, which recently drafted guidelines, is
investigating the framework conditions for an ethically and

legally acceptable use of artificial intelligence [32]. Individual
case studies on privacy and data protection aspects can only
be found in blog posts by data protectionists [33].
IV. R EFERENCE MODEL “PFA D I .AI”
The creation of the reference architecture in this section
is the main contribution to this work. By combining proven
methods and technologies of data processing, a high-level
reference model, the information flows, and the technical layer
of the bot are modelled and presented. Therefore the presented
BERT technology serves as an enabler for the described
framework.
A. Methodology
The main goal of this work relies on defining an architecture
of a system that allows the integration of an AI-based chatbotsystem. For this purpose the authors propose a three-tier
information system landscape “PFaDi.AI” which is based on
well-proven artefacts. The presented work is based on the
aggregation and combination of existing system artefacts to a
new reference architecture. The creation of the model is based
on the design techniques introduced by vom Brocke [34]. On
a first higher layer the construction of the new architecture is
presented in the next section. The following sections describe
the connections of the used systems and their new arrangement
to each other. Building blocks of these systems are described
on a subordinate layer.
B. PFaDi.AI
The overall procedure shown in Fig. 1 of providing the
information a user is searching for is described in this section. The detailed procedures of integrated components are
described more precisely in the following sections. The first
step in Fig. 1 starts with the initial interaction of the user
with the PFaDi.AI-System. The first request is answered by
the dialog management of PFaDi.AI and shows readiness for
providing information. Further question and answer communication supports the definition of the topic and identifies the
layer of the query space to be addressed. This is represented
by steps 1–3. Subsequently, the identified query space is used
to prepare the search in the data ETL stack with the help
of the BERT within the Information Retrieval. The aim is
the semantic enrichment of the corpus transferred, in order
to search the relevant data sinks in the following step 5 using
the prepared keywords.
Following this, the identified structured or unstructured text
fragments from the data sinks are prepared and broken down
into processable sequences using topic modelling methods.
After extracting the information from the text sequences with
the help of qualifier algorithms, these sequences are brought
back to Dialog Management in step 7 and made available to
the user in step 8.
C. Dialogue Management
Dialogue Management determines the actual context of the
dialogue. With respect to the features mentioned above to a
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Fig. 1.

High-Level Representation of the proposed architecture [own illustration]

chatbot, an architecture for an application system for social
services was designed. For example, the user could say or
write: “I need childcare for this week” and the bot would try
to find appropriate service offerings. Then the user might add:
“for the older of my two children,” here the user refers to a
part of the conversation that took place earlier. The bot has
to correctly interpret before confirming with the user. Besides
the general language, dialogue entry and exit play a special
role in the conversation. When the bot starts the conversation
proactively, the area of competence must be clearly defined.
The definition of the dialogue exit can look manifold. It can
range from pure information about the subject area of care
or social services, direct booking of a service to preparing
an appointment with a human consultant. An overview of
the objectives of individual thematic sub-bots used in the
proposed architecture is given. Based on the needs of the
user, appropriate sub-bots are selected to generate high quality
responses (see Table I). The individual bots are based on
information transmitted by the user during the course of the
conversation. The sub-bots are characterized by special domain
knowledge (e.g., taxonomies and ontologies for care, paid
work, and families).
TABLE I
D EFINING CHARACTERISTICS OF SUB - BOTS
Name
Small Talk Bot

Work Bot
Health Care Bot

Family Bot

Description
By filling the bot’s architecture with answers to
social inputs like “How Are You?,” it is not only
prevented unnecessary fallbacks. The bot is strengthened with human qualities, which builds an invaluable connection with the user.
Answers all inquiries and provides information on
organizational issues within a company (e.g., swapping shifts) as well as questions on employee rights.
Makes offers of care counselling and provides appropriate information on the situation of affected
persons and relatives, finds services for the implementation of care services and gives advice when
applying for state support
Searches for offers of family related services. These
can be, for example, child care, animal care, domestic help. An automatic booking of these services
should be possible.

The information flow of the chatbot-system is represented in
Fig. 2. Users can chat with the bot not only via free text input
but also speech-controlled. This is done via low-threshold
use of common end devices. It’s also possible to guide users
through the dialogue with the help of buttons and ready-made
story lines. This prevents questions being formulated in a way
that is incomprehensible to the bot. No matter how well the
bot is planned, it could always happen that it cannot answer
a question. In this critical case, there are various escalation
options: For example, a consultant can step in and take over
the chat, the user can be referred to the telephone service, fill
out a contact form or receive helpful documents for download.
This should not result in any additional effort, otherwise the
bot will not be perceived as a helper. In order to ensure
targeted communication and avoid escalations the dialogue
management must have mechanisms for processing feedback
and policy learning. On the one hand, the agent takes the user’s
feedback to determine whether the bot is coping well with the
conversation and whether the user is satisfied with the bot’s
responses. This encourages the bot to learn from mistakes and
correct itself in future conversations. Through policy learning,
the bot can be taught a positive language. The goal is to
improve the overall satisfaction of the end user.

Fig. 2.

Communication between human and chatbot [own illustration]
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Thus a network of successful paths has been derived and
the bot is able to conduct the conversation to the satisfaction
of the end user. The bot tries to learn from the interaction
and to follow in detail the course of the conversation it had
with similar users in the past. The technique of reinforcement
learning can be used for this.
D. Information Retrievel
The system is placed in the area of information retrieval prepare information for further processing in subsequent systems
in order to provide purposive information. Two information
directions are addressed. On the one hand, the transferred
question-answer constructs of the chatbots are prepared by an
intent clearifier and then semantically processed by the BERT
algorithm. On the other hand, sequences of answers are cut
from identified relevant documents from the ELK-Stack for
the transmission to the chatbot-system.
1) BERT: In the model, the BERT algorithm performs the
task of providing the actual answer to the user’s question. For
this purpose, the user receives a content-related pre-selected
sequence from the ELK, which is then searched and evaluated
for the detailed answer to the user’s question. As BERT is one
of the core components of the system, it is discussed in more
detail in chapter V. Here the technical aspects of BERT, such
as the input / output representation of questions and answers
or the pre-training and fine-tuning of BERT, will be discussed.
2) Intent Clearifier: The recognition of the intention of
the questioner is helpful for the effective generation of an
appropriate answer. For this purpose, Language Understanding
Tools such as LUIS can be used. Fig. 3 shows an example
of how to determine the probability of an intent to a user’s
question:

Fig. 3.

sufficient keywords must be available to delimit the content
of the topic area. On the other hand, the answer qualifier
is intended to ensure that the user is only provided with
information in the chatbot that exceeds at least one threshold
value in the probability of correctly answering his question.
Within the presented architecture, a topic modelling framework performs the task of deriving the required information
from the information sinks identified by the crawler. For this
purpose, the entire web page stored in the ELK stack is first
segregated into paragraphs using a topic-modeling procedure.
Afterwards, the paragraphs with the highest similarity to the
question are made available for answering to the corresponding
bot.
E. Data ETL
During the data ETL step, the contents prepared by BERT
are passed to the ELK stack. Within the stack, available
blocks of information are searched for on the basis of the
identified subject areas and passed to the information retrieval.
The information blocks are cyclically updated by a crawler
ecosystem and stored in the ELK stack as shown in Fig. 4.
While step 3 is triggered per each request, steps 6 and 7 are
performed periodically.
1) Crawler Ecosystem: A web crawler is used to programmatically go over a selection of websites and extract its data.
Such a crawler allows you to create a large text corpus from
selected web pages. For the purposes of this work, the official
websites on reconciling family and paid work at EU level
and at federal and state level will be searched in German
language (e.g., https://www.bmfsfj.de/). For a corresponding
specialisation of the information, additional company-specific
information can be added to the text corpus.
As an application framework scrappy is used to crawl these
websites for structured (e.g., HTML) and unstructured data
(e.g., PDF). You can get the HTML source code through the
scrappy downloader.

Intent Clearification [own illustration]
Fig. 5.

3) Topic Modelling: In the model, communication with
the user is controlled on the basis of a question and answer
qualifier. This is intended to ensure that the question qualifier
has all the information needed to answer the question. Here,

HTML source code of a simple web page [own illustration]

The scrappy downloader can access the web data according
to the specified URL. With selectors certain parts of the HTML
document can be specified by Xpath expressions. For the
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Fig. 4.

Information flow — technical layer with communication between system aggregates [own illustration]

HTML source code in Fig. 5 you can construct an Xpath for
selecting the text under the label and extracting the text inside
the attribute from the HTML source code.
2) ELK-Stack: This ELK stack is used to collect and
store the structured and unstructured data generated by the
web crawler. Furthermore, the document-oriented database
Elasticsearch is used to retrieve the collected information for
the purpose of finding an appropriate response. The Elastic or
“ELK” stack contains three open source tools: Elasticsearch,
Logstash, and Kibana. It is a document-oriented database
designed to store, retrieve, and manage document-oriented or
semi-structured data. Logstash is a server-side data processing pipeline that simultaneously ingests data from multiple
sources, converts it and then sends it to a storage location,
such as Elasticsearch. Kibana allows users to visualize data
through charts and tables in Elasticsearch.

tasks. Possible fields of application include text classification,
named entity recognition or question answering tasks (i. e.
SQUAD 2.0) [37]. The Bert implementation is a two-stage
process consisting of a pre-training step and a fine-tuning step.
During the pre-training step the model is trained on unlabelled
data. Based on this the fine-tuning step follows. Here the
model is initialized with the pre-trained parameters, which are
then fine-tuned with labelled data from downstream tasks.

V. BERT: B IDIRECTIONAL E NCODER R EPRESENTATIONS
FROM T RANSFORMERS

The input representation of BERT can represent both a
single sentence and a pair of sentences (e.g. <Question,
Answer>) in one token sequence. An example sentence could
be as follows:

A. BERT Baseline Model Architecture
BERT is based on the transformer architecture described by
Vaswani et al. [35]. Fig. 6 shows a transformer model architecture. For a more intensive study of Transformer Architecture,
please refer to [35].
B. Input / Output Representations

Where can I find the nearest childcare?
The tokinization of this sentence is then as follows:
[‘[CLS]’, ‘Where’, ‘can’, ‘I’, ‘find’, ‘the’, ‘nearest’,
‘childcare’, ‘?’, ‘[SEP]’]
The first token of each sequence is always a special class
token ‘CLS’. The hidden state associated with this token
is used for classification tasks as an aggregated sequence
representation. For a pair of sentences within a sequence
another special token ‘SEP’ is used. This token is used to
separate the individual sentences. For a question-answer task
the following structure can be used:
Fig. 6.

Transformer Model Architecture [35]

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers
(BERT) [36] represents the state of the art of language models
that pretrain deep bidirectional representations for a variety of

[‘CLS’, ‘qw1’, ... ‘qwN’, ‘SEP’, ‘cw1’, . . . ., ‘cwM’,
‘SEP’]
It can be used this input representation for each sequence.
Here ‘CLS’ stands for a classification token and ‘SEP’ for a
separation token. Furthermore ‘qw’ represent a question word
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with N, the number of question words and ‘cw’ represents
a context word with M, the number of context words. The
representations are taken by the first encoder transformer and
retrieve embeddings for each of the words. The input embeddings are the sum of the token embeddings, the segmentation
embeddings, and the position embeddings.
VI. P RE - TRAINING BERT
Instead of using traditional left-to-right or right-to-left language models [38][39], it can be used as an unsupervised tasks
to pre-train BERT. For the purpose of Question Answering and
Natural Language Inference the Next Sentence Prediction task
is described in this section.
A. Next Sentence Prediction
For downstream tasks like Question Answering (QA) it
is important to understand the relationships between two
sentences, which is not directly captured by language models.
For that reason BERT is pre-trained for a binarized next
sentence prediction task. This task can be generated from any
monolingual corpus. 50% of the time B is the actual next
sentence that follows A (labeled as isNext) when choosing
the sentences A and B for each pre-training example. For the
other 50% it is a random sentence from the corpus (labeled as
NotNext). The following example illustrates the next sentence
prediction task:
Input = [CLS] where can I find the nearest childcare
[SEP]
for taking care of my child [SEP]
Label = IsNext
Input = [CLS] where can I find the nearest childcare [SEP]
in order to get a raise [SEP]
Label = NotNext
The next sentence prediction task is related to representation
learning objectives used in [40] and [41].
B. Pre-training and fine-tuning BERT
For pre-training purposes the corpus data in German language is used, which was created from the text data obtained
by the web crawler.
BERT uses the self-attention mechanism to unify the encoding
of the text pairs as well as the application of the bidirectional
cross attention between concatenated sentences. Because of
that fine-tuning is a straightforward task. For fine-tuning the
task-specific inputs and outputs are simply plugged into BERT
and an end-to-end fine-tuning of all parameters is performed.
At the input, sentence A and sentence B from pre-training
are analogous to question-passage pairs in question answering.
At the output, the token representations are fed into an
output layer for token level tasks, e.g., question answering,
and the [CLS] representation is fed into an output layer for
classification. The hyperparameter-tuning includes setting an
appropriate batch-size, learning rate or number of epochs and
is very task specific.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work a conception of an AI based assistant to support
the compatibility of family and paid work was presented.
For this purpose, the essential components of the bot from
data generation, data storage, and data flows to information
retrieval and data management were described. The main
component of the system is represented by BERT, which
contributes to the classification of user questions in terms
of content and thus to a more optimised finding of answers
by the sub-bots. The presented architecture components are
state of the art components from the areas of data pipelines,
data processing, and artificial intelligence which have been
aggregated and combined into a new reference architecture
and thus answer the research question posed at the beginning
about the appearance of a suitable approach for a chatbot
architecture for a better compatibility of family and paid work.
This presented preliminary approach for a chatbot architecture
for better reconciliation of family and paid work, especially
in the care and health sector, is a promising starting point
for further developments. The bot is supposed to be used by
the user via specific end devices (e.g., smart phone, tablet,
pc) based on speech or text. Whereby the use should be as
low-threshold as possible. In a next step, the reference model
and its components will be implemented in a first prototype
with the help of the latest technologies from science and
engineering. This is to be used initially as a prototype and
then productively in the above-mentioned areas in order to
mitigate the effects of the corona pandemic on the compatibility of family and paid work and to better master future
challenges. By integrating PFaDi.AI into the PFaDi platform,
the aim is to enable employees to structure their daily lives
efficiently through easily accessible information and services
and to minimise the impact of the corona pandemic on the
reconciliation of paid work and family life. For this reason it
is necessary to implement the described steps as quickly as
possible and to present them to the scientific community in
order to discuss the presented approach and raise additional
potential.
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oldest Software Engineering event in the world, dating
back to 1969. The workshop was originally run as the NASA
Software Engineering Workshop and focused on software
engineering issues relevant to NASA and the space industry.
After the 25th edition, it became the NASA/IEEE Software
Engineering Workshop and expanded its remit to address many
more areas of software engineering with emphasis on practical
issues, industrial experience and case studies in addition to
traditional technical papers. Since its 31st edition, it has been
sponsored by IEEE and has continued to broaden its areas of
interest.
One such extremely hot new area are Cyber-physical Systems (CPS), which encompass the investigation of approaches
related to the development and use of modern software systems
interfacing with real world and controlling their surroundings.
CPS are physical and engineering systems closely integrated
with their typically networked environment. Modern airplanes,
automobiles, or medical devices are practically networks of
computers. Sensors, robots, and intelligent devices are abundant. Human life depends on them. CPS systems transform
how people interact with the physical world just like the
Internet transformed how people interact with one another.
The joint workshop aims to bring together all those researchers with an interest in software engineering, both with
CPS and broader focus. Traditionally, these workshops attract industrial and government practitioners and academics
pursuing the advancement of software engineering principles,
techniques and practices. This joint edition will also provide
a forum for reporting on past experiences, for describing new
and emerging results and approaches, and for exchanging ideas
on best practice and future directions.
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The workshop aims to bring together all those with an
interest in software engineering. Traditionally, the workshop
attracts industrial and government practitioners and academics
pursuing the advancement of software engineering principles,
techniques and practice. The workshop provides a forum
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emerging results and approaches, and for exchanging ideas
on best practice and future directions.
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a single evolution step (requirements, architectural decisions,
versions of the SOA system and others). Using a significant
fragment of a real-world example, we show that it goes well
with the real conditions of service-oriented systems evolution.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section II contains an analysis of related research; Section III presents the
entire modelling approach, relations and integrity constraints,
as well as the diagrammatical notation; and Section IV sets
out a case study that presents the use of the model. Finally, in
Section V, we discuss the proposed modelling approach against
the related research. The conclusions and research outlook
close the paper.

Abstract—Software evolution is becoming ever more important. SOA is nowadays a well-established and popular software
technology. Because of its properties, such as loose-coupling
between services and their reconfigurable composition, SOA is
an architecture that is particularly suitable for rapidly evolving
systems. However, the research on the evolution methodologies
for SOA systems is rather scarce. We present a model called
MAD4SOA, developed in order to support and capture the
evolution of service-oriented systems. Architectural decisions are
the first class entities that represent the evolution of a serviceoriented system. They are accompanied by a set of relations
between model entities and formal integrity constraints. The
suitability of the MAD4SOA model has been validated using
the real-world example of a system operated in a clearing house
company.

II. R ELATED WORK

I. I NTRODUCTION

Software architecture is currently perceived as a result of
a set of architectural decisions [3], [4], [5]. Architectural
decisions can be documented in the form of text records [2],
[3], [8], [11] or as diagrammatic models [12], [10]. The
model of a single architectural decision usually includes a
description of the problem, considered architectural solutions
to this problem and their characteristics, an indication of the
chosen solution, and the rationale for that choice.
Models of architectural decisions are usually accompanied
by a set of relations provisioned for capturing the asscociations
between architectural decisions – a number of such sets
have been proposed so far [10], [6], [7], [8]. In the existing
models, the decisions can also be linked to the engineering
artifacts [17] enabling a variety of tracability options.
While the existing research focuses mainly on the modeling
of architectural decisions, much less effort has been devoted
to the evolution of architectures represented as a set of
architectural decisions. The need for capturing the changes
to architecture decisions has been indicated in [20]. A special
view for architecting and evolving design decisions has been
proposed in [16].
Apart from these general-purpose architecture decision
models, RADM (Reusable Architectural Decision Model) has
been proposed in [6]. It has been specially tailored to assist architecting of SOA systems. It combines architecture decisions
with a set of relations, integrity constraints and some inference
methods, as well as a means of classification of architectural
decisions (levels and topic groups). It is also possible to link
the architectural decisions with architectural elements [17].

S

ERVICE-ORIENTED architectures assume that software
systems should be built out of services that are looselycoupled (easily changeable!) and composable into reconfigurable business processes. This is a great support to systems
evolvability. SOA is certainly one of the software technology
answers to the rising speed of software evolution. It is now a
well-established software technology. Although there are comprehensive methodologies specially crafted for development of
SOA systems, RADM [6], Erl’s approach [13], SOMA [14],
SOMF [1], M. Papazoglou’s methodology [15], the research
record on the methods supporting the evolution of SOA-based
systems is rather scarce. The research presented in this paper
is aimed at filling this gap.
We developed a complete methodology, called MAD4SOA,
for evolving SOA systems. It comprises: the evolution process,
the model for capturing architectural decisions during the
evolution, which includes the model of an evolving serviceoriented system, set of relations between model entities and
integrity constraints. The course of the evolution is captured
with architectural decisions, which are first-class entities in the
proposed approach. It has been validated on a number of evolution steps of a real-world system operating in a clearing house
company. Because of the space limitations, we present here the
core concepts of the MAD4SOA methodology, namely, the
architecture decision model, set of relations between model
entities and its integrity rules. The model has been tailored to
the specifics of software evolution – it contains Request for
change, which is bound to all the important data describing
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However, RADM does not explicitly address the evolution of a
SOA system. It does not allow for the capture of consecuitive
steps of service-oriented architecture evolution.
An attempt to address the evolution of the decisions made
during the evolution of service-oriented system has been
undertaken in [18], however, the proposed solutions focus only
on the decisions, which regard the composition of business
processes out of services. SOAD framework [19], in turn,
addresses the problem of reusing architectural decisions. There
is also an extensive study on the choice between REST and
SOAP webservices [21].
Outside the scope of research on architectural decisions, the
topic of evolution of SOA systems has been rather scarcely
addressed in the existing literature. Existing methodologies
of SOA system’s devlopment, such as Erl’s approach [13],
SOMA [14], SOMF [1], M. Papazoglou’s methodology [15],
address mainly the problem of early evolution of a SOA
system (for example: bug fixing at an early stage of operation
of the system) as well as aspects of small releases in the course
of agile SOA system development [22].
This short survey leads to the conclusion that development
of models and methodology supporting the evolution of SOA
systems is an open research issue. Its resolution seems to be
both important for software engineering practice as currently
evolution is the main part of system lifecycle. It can also
provide important insights into the intrinsic problems connected with applying the concepts of architecture decisionmaking in practice. In this paper we focus on the introduction
and validation of a model suitable for capturing evolution
of SOA systems, while combining a complete development
methodology is supposed to be supplemented in later research.
III. C APTURING THE E VOLUTION OF S ERVICE -O RIENTED
S YSTEMS A RCHITECTURE
In order to capture the evolution of service-oriented systems
architecture, we developed a MAD4SOA model (Maps of
Architectural Decisions for Service-Oriented Architecture).
MAD4SOA comprises:
•
•

•
•

the model of service-oriented system – it represents the
main entities of a SOA system – section III.A
the model of architectural decisions and diagrammatical notation that will be used in order to document the
evolution of a service-oriented system – section III.B;
the set of relations between the model’s components
(e.g. alternatives, decision problems) – section III.C,
the fourteen integrity constraints (section III.D).

The MAD4SOA model combines a model of a SOA system
with a model of architectural decisions. It extends our earlier
model and diagrammatical notation named “Maps of Architectural Decisions” (MAD) presented in [10]. Its conceptual
roots can also be traced back to RADM model by Zimmerman
et al. [6] and Harrison et al. in a paper on architectural
decisions [11].

A. Model of a Service-Oriented System
A SOA system model (Fig. 1) comprises three tiers: business processes, services and system components. It should
be noted that they follow a scheme similar to the TOGAF
[9] standard, though the user interface is not included in our
model, as issues related to that are beyond the scope of our
research. The model represents the following semantics:
• Business processes are composed of the Activities, which
in turn are achieved by the Services. The latter are
indicated by the realizes association between the Activity
and Service classes in the UML model.
• The Services, in turn, are divided into three categories:
1) Complex services 2) Simple services and 3) Foreign
services. A Complex service is a composition of other
services, a Simple service is not a composition of other
services and a Foreign service is a service delivered by
an external provider.
• Components implement the functionalities of a Simple
service and are indicated by the invokes association
between a Simple Service and the Service Component
classes.
• A Service Component may use an Operational component
in order to implement its functionality. This is represented
by the use association connecting a Service Component
with the Operational Component class. The use of a
database by a service component is a common example
of this relation.
Although, the presented model captures the most important
entities of the service-oriented system, it can still be expanded,
depending on the needs of a given organisa-tion. Let us
emphasise that the model does not assume any specific form
of docu-mentation of the instances of its entities. This may be
just an identifier of a given component in the ITSM register
or a set of diagrams, text documents, formal models or even
fragments of source code or reference to its repository. The
service-oriented system model is used to represent releases of
the system that result from the consecu-tive evolution steps –
compare section III.
B. Model of Architectural Decisions
The complete model designed to capture the evolution
of service-oriented systems with architectural decisions is
presented in Fig. 2. The meaning of the entities of the
MAD4SOA model of architectural decisions can be explained
as follows (italics indi-cate names of classes or associations
in the model):
1) Request for change (RFC) class represents the typical
document prepared in order to launch the modification process. It contains the specification of changes
that should be implemented in a given evolution step.
The RFC contains the list of architecturally significant
requirements that must be met by the resolution of a
number of decision problems. Each solution of such a
problem defines the change being either the addition,
removal or modification of at least one of the elements
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Fig. 1. The model of a service-oriented system.

of an instance of a SOA system model. Resolving all the
problems makes a new system release. The current phase
of work on the realisation of the request for change is
represented by one of seven states that the Request for
change could be in one of the following states: defined the request for change has been defined and it is waiting
for the start of realisation, evaluated - the change has
been assessed and it is waiting for approval, approved
- the change has been approved and it is waiting for
realisation, designed - the change design has been realised, implemented - the change has been implemented
and deployed, realised (after review) - a review of the
change has been carried out and the evolution step has
been completed, cancelled - the change request has been
cancelled (it was decided during the acceptance of the
change that it will not be implemented).
2) The current release of the system is indicated by the
association old binding the Request for change and
Business process class.
3) Requirements relevant to a given Decision problem are

distinguished by a motivates relation – compare section
III.C. The requirement can be in one of the three
states: defined – the requirement has been defined and
it is awaiting for realisation, in progress – works are
ongoing, completed - the requirement has been fulfilled
(all decision problems related to it have been resolved).
4) Decision problem class represents architectural problems
that have to be solved. It can be in one of the four states,
which represent the stages of the problem’s life cycle:
defined – indicates a newly defined problem, being
solved – the problem has been created, but it has not
been resolved yet, resolved – problem has been resolved,
requires reassessment – indicates that solution, or the
occurrence of other problem, requires reconsidering an
already resolved problem.
5) There are three types of relations that can link different
decision problems: leadsTo, constrains and decomposesInto – compare section III.C.
6) The key element of the model of the service-oriented
system is the Business Process, which identifies the
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system and allows navigation to all other elements of
the model. The change of any element of the system,
e.g. the change of one service, creates a new system
that consists of new instances of all elements: Business
process, Activities, Services, Service components and
Operational components. Each Decision problem relates
to a specific, currently considered, instance of the system
and is indicated in the model by the input relation. The
Business process identified by the input relation does
not have to be identical to the initial process (associated
by the old relation with the request for change). If the
decision is made as the n in turn then the previous n-1
decisions may already have modified this process.
7) There can be many alternative Solutions to a given Decision problem. Each of these solutions may create a new
instance of a given Business process and its underlying
components (services, service components, operational
components). This is reflected by the output relation
connecting the Solution and Business process classes.
The analysis of a given solution can be in one of the
four states: defined – assigned immediately after creating
an element; feasible – indicates a solution meeting all
the requirements, infeasible – indicates a solution that
does not meet at least one of the requirements, chosen
– indicates the finally selected solution.
8) Each of the alternative Solutions is supposed to be assessed in terms of its Pros and Cons. They are described
by: a textual description; significance: low, medium or
high; related requirements. The latter is optional and
indicates: in case of cons – the requirements that cannot
be met because of a given cons; in the case of pros –
the requirements whose fulfilment is guaranteed by the
given pros.
9) Decision maker class represents the architects that resolve a Decision problem.
In practice, the MAD4SOA models should be created with
the use of a diagrammatical notation summarised in Fig. 3. It
is an extension of our previous MAD notation, made in order
to capture the additional elements necessary to document the
evolution of SOA systems.
Similarly to MAD, MAD4SOA notation comprises two
types of diagrams: an Architecture Decision Relation Diagram (ADRD) and an Architecture Decision Problem Map
(ADPM). ADRD represents the identified decision problems,
while ADPM models an individual decision problem. Despite obvious similarities, there are many extensions made
to MAD diagrams, aimed at including all the elements of
the MAD4SOA model. The ADRD diagram now includes
symbols that represent requests for change, requirements and
business processes. As well as solutions of decision problems
that produce a new release of the system. The ADPM diagram
can now contain more than one decision problem. This is
necessary in cases of a problem decomposition, as well as
if a relation between the solutions to various problems has to
be shown.

C. Relations
The MAD4SOA model comprises a set of relations that
may be used in order to capture the real-world relations
that may exist between: decision problems, decision problems
and requirements, decision problems and solutions of other
problems, as well as between the solutions of different decision
problems. For the purpose of the definitions given below, let:
R – denote a set of requirements, P – a set of architectural
problems, and A – a set of considered solutions (alternatives).
The motivates relation:
motivates ⊆ R × P
It connects the requirements with the decision problems that
have to be solved in order to meet the requirements.
For example: take a requirement to implement a new
functionality of verifying a personal ID number. To fulfil this
requirement, two decision problems have to be solved: “Which
service should be used in order to verify the personal ID
number?" and “In which step of the business process does
this service have to be invoked?”.
The leadsTo relation:
leadsT o ⊆ P × P
In many cases, one decision problem implies the need to
resolve another problem. Such problems should be connected
with leadsTo relation.
For example: The problem of “choosing webservice implementation technology” makes it necessary to resolve a
problem concerning the choice of the runtime environment for
our webservices (it could be one of many application servers
available on the market, or the application server already used
by the corporate systems). Therefore the problems “Which
type of webservices?” and “Which runtime environment?” are
connected by the leadsTo relation.
Properties: The leadsTo relation is irreflexive, antisymmetrical and transitive. Therefore, this is a relation of acute
partial order in the set of problems P.
The decomposesInto relation:
decomposesInto ⊆ P × P
It captures the decomposition of a given decision problem
into several sub-problems. In practice, there are often cases, in
which in order to solve a complicated decision problem, it is
necessary to decompose it into several smaller sub-problems.
The decomposed problem can be assumed as resolved only if
all its sub-problems have been resolved.
For example: the problem of “choosing the software implementation technology” may comprise two sub-problems,
namely: “choice of a programming language?” and “Choice
of a mechanism of communication with the database?”.
Properties: The decomposesInto relation is reflexive, antisymmetrical and transitive. Therefore, this is a relation of acute
partial order in the set of problems P. There must be no cycles
in the graph of this relation.
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Fig. 2. Model of architectural decisions in the evolution of a service-oriented system.
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The constrains relation:
constrains ⊆ P × P

There are often situations in which the solution of a given
decision problem limits the scope of possible solutions to
another problem. This is captured by the constrains relation.
For example: take two decision problems: “the problem
of database selection” and the problem of “choosing the
mechanism of data replication from the selected database to
the MS SQL Server 2014 database”. The choice of the Oracle
12c database will exclude the use of the replication mechanism
provided with the MS SQL Server 2014 database, because MS
SQL Server 2014 does not support replication from Oracle
version 12c. Therefore, there is a constrains relation between
these problems.
Properties: The constrains relation is irreflexive and transitive. There must be no cycles in the graph of this relation.
The compatible, incompatible and forces relations:
compatible ⊆ A × A
incompatible ⊆ A × A
f orces ⊆ A × A

In many cases, some solutions of different problems can
exist together (they are compatible) or they cannot (they
are incompatible) in the system architecture. Sometimes the
relation between solutions is even stronger, so that choosing a
certain solution simply forces us to choose a specific solution
to another problem.
For example: take the problems of choosing the system
implementation technology and selecting a specific application
server that will be the execution environment for the designed
software.
In the case of choosing J2EE as the implementation technology, we can choose both Jboss and Weblogic as the application
server, because both of them support J2EE technology. There
is a compatible relation between the J2EE and the Jboss
solutions and Weblogic solution.
In the case of choosing J2EE technology, we cannot choose
the IIS application server, because IIS does not support J2EE
technology. There is an incompatible relation between the
J2EE and IIS solutions.
In the case of choosing .NET as the implementation technology, we then have to choose IIS as the application server,
because only this application server supports .NET technology. Therefore there is the forces relation between the .NET
solution and the IIS solution.
Properties: The compatible relation is reflexive and symmetric. The incompatible relation is irreflexive and symmetric.
The forces relation is irreflexive and antisymmetric.
D. Integrity constrains of the model
The relations between the elements of the MAD4SOA
model of architectural decisions are not independent of each
other. Some relations between decisions can exist at the same
time, while others cannot. The integrity constrains make it

possible to discover potential flaws in an instance of the
MAD4SOA model crafted by an architect. Fourteen integrity
constrains for the MAD4SOA model are presented below.
Integrity constraint 1: The decomposesInto and the leadsTo relations are mutually exclusive. The decomposed decision
problem can only be solved when all subsequent problems
raised as a result of its decomposition have been resolved.
This would be superfluous to treating the problems resulting
from the decomposition of a given problem as being enforced
by the decomposed problem.
Integrity constraint 2: The decomposesInto and the constrains relations are mutually exclusive. The decomposed
decision problem can only be solved if all its sub-problems
are resolved. The solution of the decomposed problem is the
superposition of the solutions to the sub-problems. Therefore,
the solution to the decomposed problem cannot constraint the
scope of the solutions to sub-problems.
Integrity constraint 3: If there is a constrains relation
between two decision problems, then there is at least one pair
of their solutions that are incompatible together (they are in
an incompatible relation). The above property results from the
meaning of the constrains relation. If problem A limits the set
of solutions available to problem B, it means that there must
be solutions to problem B that are incompatible with one or
more solutions to problem A.
Integrity constraint 4: The compatible and the incompatible relations are mutually exclusive. It is impossible for two
solutions to be both compatible and incompatible at the same
time.
Integrity constraint 5:
f orces ⊆ compatible
If a certain solution to one problem forces the adoption of
a specific solution of another problem in the same system,
then the consistency of the system design requires that both
solutions can coexist with each other.
Integrity constraint 6: The forces and the incompatible
relations are separable. Because the forces relation is a subset
of the compatible relation, it means that the forces and the
incompatible relations are also mutually exclusive.
Integrity constraint 7: The forces relation cannot occur
between solutions of the same decision problem. The next
rules define the meaning of the states of the individual model
elements.
Integrity constraint 8: The requirement may change its
state to completed only if all related decision problems are in
the resolved state. The requirement is considered as met only
if it is possible to resolve all the problems connected with this
requirement. That means that all decision problems arising as
a result of this requirement will be resolved.
Integrity constraint 9: The RFC can go into the completed
state only if all the requirements associated with it are in
the completed state. The request for change can only be
considered complete once all its architecturally significant
requirements have been met.
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Fig. 3. The notation representing components of the MAD4SOA model.

Integrity constraint 10: At most, one solution of a decision
problem can assume the chosen state. The system design
must be unambiguous. That means that for each considered
decision problem there must be only one clearly indicated
chosen solution.
Integrity constraint 11: The decision problem may go into
the resolved state only if one of its solutions assumes the
chosen state.
Integrity constraint 12: If at least one cons of a solution
goes into the requirement not met state, then this solution
cannot be selected as the resolution of the decision problem,
and should therefore go into the infeasible state.
Integrity constraint 13: There must be no incompatible
relation between any two solutions in the chosen state (these
solutions concern different problems). All resolutions of decision problems must coexist with each other in the same system

to ensure system design consistency.
Integrity constraint 14: If there is a forces relation between
the two solutions, then if one of them is chosen, the other must
also be selected. Some solutions of decision problems cannot
exist independently in the system.
IV. T HE C ASE S TUDY – VALIDATION
M ODEL

OF

MAD4SOA

This section presents a case study illustrating the use of
the MAD4SOA model for capturing the evolution of a real
service-oriented system. This case study is based on the
clearing system operating in the Polish banking system. The
system has been designed to settle instant transfers carried out
between two banks. The clearing system verifies each payment
order, confirms the consent of both banks to carry out the
transaction and registers the change in the account balances
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of both banks and in the Central Bank system. Performing
these activities requires the interaction of the clearing system
with the systems of banks participating in a transaction (the
ordering bank and the bank receiving the transfer) and with
the system of the Central Bank. The evolution process of the
system has produced six releases of the system in several
evolution steps:
• Creation of functionality of instant payments between
commercial banks as the first release
• Adding instant payments to the Central Bank (tax payments) as the second release
• Adding a simple functionality of complaints as the third
release
• Adding a Back Office module as the fourth release
• Adding postponed payments as the fifth release
• Removing one type of tax payment as the sixth release.
The lifecycle of the system has not been finished yet.
As a part of the example, the evolution of the Back
Office module of the clearing system has been presented.
This module enables customer complaint handling, as well
as the parameterisation and monitoring of the system. These
activities were carried out manually by making changes to
the tables in the database using previously prepared scripts in
earlier stages of the life cycle of the system. Next, the Back
Office has been implemented to enable the automation of these
activities.
The complaint handling process is the most important
functionality of the Back Office application. Complaints are
generated if the bank ordering the transfer does not have
sufficient funds on the internal account, or the bank receiving
the transfer does not confirm the transfer. If necessary, the
administrator can make a decision and manually modify the
transaction state.
Several decision problems had to be resolved by the architect during the design of the Back Office functionality
during both evolution steps. The ADRD diagram that presents
the decision problems solved by the architect is presented in
Figure 4. The example of the ADPM diagram presented in
Figure 5 describes how the problems identified during this
evolution step (step 4) have been resolved. The most important
is the evolution of the decision problem: “How to implement
the complaint handling functionality?”. This problem had been
resolved in the current version as “Using predefined scripts”
during the previous evolution step (step 3). It had to be revised
due to implementing a new RFC during the next evolution step
(step 4). Both solutions to this problem produced new releases
of the system in subse-quent evolution steps. It is represented
by output relation linking solutions and in-stances of business
processes.
The business process representing the third release of the
system and a Request for Change describing changes implemented in the fourth evolution step are connected by the old
relation. It means that this RFC applies to the modification
of the third release of the system. The business process
representing the third release of the system is also linked with
the "How to implement the complaint handling functionality?"
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decision problem resolved in the fourth evolution step by
the input relation. This means that the third release of the
system has been modified and transformed to the fourth
release. Additionally, this ADRD diagram represents several
decision problems that have been resolved during the fourth
evolution step. The detailed process of solving those problems
is presented in Figure 5.
V. D ISCUSSION
The MAD4SOA model, which is the core contribution of
this paper, has been tailored to the needs of documenting
and supporting the engineering in the course of evolution
of service-oriented systems. It provides for linking decisions
made during different evolution steps, which makes it possible
to trace the sequence of actions taken by architects during
the development of subsequent releases of the system. An
important feature of the proposed model is the inclusion of
request for change document and its requirements as a model’s
entity. This brings the model closer to the real-world practice.
All these unique features of MAD4SOA model constitute the
core of our contribution.
Naturally, there are many similarities between proposed
models and alternative architecture decision models presented
in Section II, which is inevitable. They concern mainly:
• the model of architectural decisions, which can be traced
back to our earlier research on MAD model [10] as well
as to classical works on architecture decisions [5];
• some relations (e.g. decomposesInto) and integrity constraints (e.g. integrity constraint No. 6) can be easily
traced back to the RADM model [6];
• tracability machanism linking diagramatical architectural
models (e.g. in BPMN) with architectural decisions can
also be found in [17].
An added value that MAD4SOA delivers is also an intuitive
diagrammatic notation for representing architectural decisions,
which is similar to popular mind maps. In contrast to RADM,
we do not introduce any scheme or mechanism for classifying
architectural decisions similar to topic groups or levels. Our
internal experiments, have shown that this in too many cases
leads rather to confusion than to clarity. In our model all
the changes are linked to business processes, which they may
finally affect.
The main limitation of the proposed approach results from
the complexity of the architecture-decision model and its associations with the models of SOA system (e.g. business process
models in BPMN), which may hinder its use. Naturally, more
extensive evaluation and tool support is necessary.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The complete model supporting the capturing of architectural decisions during the evolution of a service-oriented system has been proposed. It combines an architectural decision
model and a model of a service-oriented system. Thanks to
this, MAD4SOA supports capturing architectural knowledge
created during the evolution of a service-oriented system. The
use of the model has been validated on the evolu-tion of a
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Fig. 4. The ADRD diagram presenting problems resolved during the design of the new release.

real service-oriented system operating in the Polish banking
system.
Further work shall include defining formal semantics of
MAD4SOA model and developing supporting tools.
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Fig. 5. The ADPM diagram presenting how to be resolve the problems arising during the design of the new system release.
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